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Every fourth airBaltic 
passenger enjoys the 

enhanced comfort of 
the new CS300 

It seems like only yesterday we became the global 
launch customer of the Bombardier CS300 aircraft. 
How time flies! We have now already carried over 
1,000,000 passengers on the CS300. Every fourth 
airBaltic passenger enjoys the enhanced comfort of 
the new CS300, and over the upcoming months that 
proportion will continue to increase.
 With airBaltic’s fleet growing, more pilots will be 
necessary for the day-to-day operations of the airline. 
Last month the first group of highly motivated students 
began their training at our own newly established Pilot 
Academy in Latvia. About two years from now, there 
is a chance you might find yourself on a plane already 
co-piloted by one of them.
 Last year marks a record year for airBaltic, which is 
the clear number-one airline in the Baltic region. We 
have finalised last year’s financial results, and they show 
very strong operational performance. While airBaltic 
carried a record number of passengers, our operating 
income and revenue also saw a significant increase. 
After a thorough restructuring of the company, we 
have now been profitable for five years in a row, thanks 
to our customers and thanks to our highly motivated, 
professional staff, who took airBaltic to new heights. We 
will continue our sustainable growth path also in 2018.
 Our busiest summer season is yet in front of us. This 
summer we will operate over 70 routes from the Baltic 
capitals of Riga, Tallinn, and Vilnius, most of which 
have seen substantial demand from our passengers. We 
always strive to take our passengers where they want to 
go. Because of that, we have decided to continue flying 
to Madrid, Málaga, and Lisbon also during the upcoming 
winter season.
 Hope to see you on board the world’s most punctual 
airline again soon!

Dear Guests, 

Yours,
Martin Alexander Gauss

Radisson Rewards™ provides members an enhanced experience 
from time of booking to checkout and every moment in-between.
Members enjoy Member Only Rates, have access to exclusive benefi ts, and 
earn towards free nights across Radisson Hotel GroupTM portfolio of hotels.

Join now at radissonhotels.com/rewards

prizeotel is not o ered in the U.S., Canada, or Latin America/Caribbean
©2018 Radisson Hospitality, Inc.

welcome to
Radisson RewardsTM
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Discover  
Life With MINI.
In a world where one car looks pretty much like another, we dared to do something 
completely different. MINI stands out from the crowd and offers a driving experience 
that really makes you want to get behind the wheel. It’s designed with joy and  
spontaneity in mind. It’s also made with love, and to be loved.

The MINI Countryman Plug-In Hybrid has 4-wheel drive, satnav and automatic
transmission as standard. And CO2 emissions are just 55 g/km. It’s also packed
with features to make your journey even more enjoyable. 

The best way to discover life with MINI is to get behind the wheel.  
Welcome to your local MINI dealer after you’ve landed safely at your destination.

ESTONIA 
Inchcape Motors
Paldiski mnt 108, Tallinn                                   

www.mini.ee

LATVIA
Inchcape Motors Latvia
Dārzciema iela 64a, Riga                                   

www.mini.lv

LITHUANIA
Krasta Auto
Ozo g. 10A, Vilnius

www.mini.lt

#LifeWithMINI
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Welcome to our  
Onboard Shop, where 
we’re celebrating the 
arrival of spring with 
55 new products.
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made salads, or snack plates 
for a wholesome meal in the air
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Try out a hot chicken and 
cheese panini, delicious salmon 
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a glass of wine will be a great 
complement to your meal
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Our selection will allow you to  
add to your style, or your 
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Fragrances for Him & Her
Carefully selected scents for  
different tastes
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For your beauty, health, 
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and comfort
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May LIFESTYLE

Latvian design at the Riga airport
This spring, the ‘Magnetic Latvia’ Business 
Information Centre was opened at Riga International 
Airport. It has been designed to serve as a stopover 
for foreign and local guests, be it businessmen 
or diplomats, where one can receive first-hand 
information from the staff of the Investment and 
Development Agency of Latvia about business 
opportunities and top tourist attractions in Latvia. 
The centre also has two separate rooms equipped 
for meetings and presentations, which can be 
flexibly arranged into a single space, if needed. 
Guests and local entrepreneurs are welcome to use 
this centre as an open office or a meeting place 
before or after flights.
 This new meeting point is also a real find for 
people who appreciate good design, having been 
created by Zane Tetere-Šulce, one of Latvia’s star 
architects, together with the Open AD architecture 
office. The pavilion includes interior elements that 
characterise Latvia, with special ‘trees’ made of 
high-quality Latvian plywood supplemented by an 
exposition of many different Latvian design products.
 The ‘Magnetic Latvia’ Business Information Centre 
is located in the departure sector C and is open 
every day from 10 am to 7 pm.

MAY checklist
The ultimate

READING
Share the vibe

Riga has established itself as a vibrant, creative 
hub, attracting artists, performers, and writers 

from across the Baltic region. The British 
publishing house Comma Press has now 

compiled a book of stories by contemporary 
Latvian authors, titled The Book of Riga: A City 
in Short Fiction. It offer glimpses into the dark 
humour, rich history, contrasting perspectives, 

and love of the mythic that makes the city’s 
artistic community unique. Perfect to read 

while travelling!

KIDS
Powerful message

Social messages and a responsible attitude are 
now being seen more and more in children’s 

fashion, too. For example, in its spring/summer 
collection the Latvian brand Hebe is raising 

awareness of environmental protection. The 
clothing in the collection is decorated with prints 

of endangered species and attention-grabbing 
slogans. ‘Eucalyptus-loving koalas, hyperactive 
lemurs, elegant zebras, and endangered tigers 
all live in this world along with us, and we must 

protect them,’ Hebe reminds us.

DESIGN
Soft texture

Linen fabric is hypoallergenic, anti-static, and 
breathable, not to mention it’s also usable all 
year round. With all these benefits in mind, 

it’s easy to see why experts say linen will 
be a hit this year for blinds and curtains. In 

Latvia, some of the most elegant and refined 
linen home accessories are made by Studio 
Natural, established by textile artist Laima 

Kaugure. The company has also successfully 
partnered with Calvin Klein, Armani, 

B&B Italia, and other well-known brands.

Text by ZANE NIKODEMUSA
Publicity photos
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WAY  
TO 
SLOW

Sounds from nature soothe us. To find calm 
in a hectic day, take a walk in a park or listen to 

birdsong or a babbling brook on your phone.
Carl Honoré, leader of the Slow Movement,  

author of the internationally best-selling book In Praise of Slow

Maija Nora Tabaka. Gallery. 2016. Oil on canvas

LATEST PAINTINGS 
SOLO EXHIBITION BY 
MAIJA NORA 
TABAKA
Until May 26
The paintings of notable Latvian 
painter Maija Nora Tabaka (b. 1939) 
have always generated excitement 
and much discussion as well as 
scepticism and even rejection. In 
the context of Baltic art, her style is 
unique. Architecture plays the main 
role in her newest work, now on 
show at the Daugava gallery. Here 
you’ll see castles, arcades, bridges, 
and, of course, people from 
various eras and cultures.
galerijadaugava.lv

MARISS 
JANSONS CONCERT

May 13
Experts agree that this year’s most 

important event in symphonic music in 
Riga takes place on a Sunday in May, when 
the world-famous Latvian maestro Mariss 
Jansons (b. 1943) conducts the Bavarian 
Radio Symphony Orchestra and German 
violinist Frank Peter Zimmermann at the 
Latvian National Opera. The programme 

includes music by Sergei Prokofiev, 
Gioachino Rossini, Richard Strauss, and 

Maurice Ravel.
Tickets at opera.lv
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WHITE 
TABLECLOTH DAY
May 4
Latvians began a beautiful new tradition just 
a few years ago. May 4 is the anniversary 
of the restoration of Latvian independence, 
and people have begun celebrating this 
important public holiday by inviting family, 
friends, and neighbours over to enjoy a 
meal at the holiday table, complete with 
a festive white tablecloth. On this day, 
Riga’s yards are full of people, happily 
chatting away and enjoying lunch together. 
Passers-by are welcome to join in!

STROLL THROUGH 
THE PARKS
Throughout May
Several of the parks in central Riga were 
developed in the late 19th century. Among the 
distinguished landscape architects was Georg 
Kuphaldt (1853–1938), the long-standing 
director of Riga’s parks service. He also designed 
many royal parks for the Russian tsar, including 
the Winter Palace park in St. Petersburg. Thanks 
to the work of these designers, Riga’s parks are 
still considered some of the most colourful in 
Europe. More than 110 exotic tree and shrub 
species grow along the banks of the Riga Canal, 
and in May the lilacs and lilies of the valley are 
also in full bloom.

Did you know?
Riga’s Central 
Market is one 
of Europe’s 
biggest markets. 
It is famed for its 
pavilions housed 
in giant Zeppelin 
hangars.
latvia.travel MAY 2018 / RIGA

Text by LĪGA VAĻKO and 
ZANE NIKODEMUSA
Publicity photos

May CALENDAR
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May CALENDAR

For two days this month, the 
Loftas art factory is the prime 
spot to brighten your home and 
wardrobe or buy gifts for loved 
ones. This seasonal market brings 
together more than 90 fashion 
and interior designers. The 
second edition of the Created in 
Lithuania design magazine will 
also be released during the event 
to showcase carefully selected 
local brands. Make the most of 
the market – have brunch in 
the courtyard, learn about new 
designs, chat with friends in a 
hip atmosphere, and see DJs 
performing live all in one place.
menufabrikas.lt

Did you 
know?
Vilnius has an 
anonymous 
swing 
foundation. 
It’s a group of 
people who 
install swings 
all around 
the city, often 
changing 
their locations.
airbalticblog.com
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UPTOWN MARKET: 

WE 
LOVE 
SPRING
May 5–6 

NEW BALTIC DANCE FESTIVAL
May 4–13
New Baltic Dance is about to kick off in Vilnius. Over the 
past 20 years this international contemporary dance festival 
has become a highlight in the Baltic region, celebrating 
diversity in dance and featuring thrilling performances 
and choreography by some of the greatest local and 
international artists from Belgium, France, Ireland, Great 
Britain, Spain, Bulgaria, Slovakia, etc. The shows take place 
at the Arts Printing House and the National Drama Theatre.
newbalticdance.lt

NIKE We Run is a race 
series that connects and inspires 
runners all around the world, 
and Vilnius has been part of this 
annual event since 2012. Last 
year, more than 7000 runners 
took to the streets and showed 
how much fun running can be. 
Sign up to take part in one of 
three categories: half marathon, 
10K, or 5K. This is an exciting 
experience you don’t want to 
miss!
werunvilnius.lt

GOOD COFFEE MAP 
Throughout May
Have you ever wished you knew the best places to have a nice cup of coffee 
when travelling? Now it’s possible in Vilnius! Designer Lukas Bytautas, in 
cooperation with Go Vilnius, has published a guide to the top coffee shops in 
the city. Here you’ll find all the information you need to get to know Vilnius and 
dozens of cafés: Backstage Cafe, BREW Kavos Virėjai, Caffeine Roasters, etc.
vilnius-tourism.lt

NIKE 
WE RUN 
VILNIUS 
May 27

Classical
concerts
in Old Town Riga

Sacred Music
Wednesdays,13:00

Our Lady of Sorrows Church,
Pils iela 5

violin/organ (20 min)

Latvian Music
Saturdays,19:00

St.Saviour's Anglican Church,
Anglikāņu iela 2

violin/organ (40 min)

Tickets and information at
Riga Tourism Information Centre (Rātslaukums 6, tel.: +371 67037900) and www.LiveRiga.com 

Originalus logotipas šviesiame fone

Vienspalvis juodas logotipas

Vienspalvis baltas logotipas

Originalus logotipas tamsiame fone
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FROM 
MONET TO 
KLIMT 
MULTI-MEDIA EXHIBITION
Until December 31 
The Art Nouveau of Klimt, the post-
impressionism of Van Gogh, Monet’s 
layers of paint – more than 140 
paintings under one roof. Located in 
an old theatre on Sauna Street in the 
Old Town, this is perhaps the best 
venue to experience such a unique 
show. Pop in anytime and stay as 
long as you like. With striking visual 
and sound effects, the interactive 
exhibition opens up your imagination 
and shows how paintings come 
‘alive’. Exciting for both young and 
old!
monet2klimt.ee

NICKELBACK CONCERT
May 25
One of the world’s most hated and loved bands, Nickelback 
has sold more than 50 million albums worldwide. Every 
kid of the 80s and 90s probably knows the band for their 
catchy pop-rock songs, such as ‘How You Remind Me’. This 
spring, Nickelback is back on the road and will perform in 
23 cities across Europe, including at the Tallinn Song Festival 
Grounds.
Tickets at piletilevi.ee

Feel like doing something more active? Tallinn is 
great for cyclists, particularly when you get out of the 
city centre. A multi-day cycling festival takes place on 
the last weekend of May and features the internationally 
known Tour of Estonia competition, in which elite 
cycling enthusiasts discover the most beautiful sights 
and villages of Estonia. The 211-kilometre tour starts in 
Tallinn and ends in Tartu.
tourofestonia.ee

CYCLING 
WEEKEND
May 25–26

May is finally here, 
and the winter slumber 
has come to an end! Bees 
and butterflies are aflutter 
in the gardens and parks. 
Did you know that you 
can find around 900 kinds 
of butterflies in Estonia? 
They come in all colours of 
the rainbow. Hang around 
Kadriorg Park to see your 
first spring butterfly or go 
shopping for handmade, 
one-of-a-kind KUMA 
butterfly brooches and 
earrings at Tali Design Shop, 
Nu Nordik, or Tallinn Airport.

Did you know?
The most popular 
souvenirs to 
take home from 
Estonia are spoons 
and utensils 
made of juniper 
wood, traditional 
linen items, 
and delicious 
marzipan with 
healing powers.
estonianexperience.com
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May CITIES OF THE MONTH

With its grand and dense architecture, is there 
any way to think of Venice as free space? Nevertheless, 
attempts to elaborate on such a broad concept will 
be made at the 16th International Architecture 
Biennale, which opens on May 26 (labiennale.org; until 
November 25). Titled Freespace, the exhibition aims to 
promote a ‘desire’ for architecture and focuses on its 
essential quality, power, openness, and freedom of space. 
Located in the pavilions at the Giardini, Arsenale, and all 
around Venice, this year’s event is curated by Dublin-
based architects Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara 
(of Grafton Architects, winners of the Silver Lion award in 
2012). The biennale’s most awaited debut is the Vatican 
City’s Holy See pavilion. Located in the woody landscape 
of San Giorgio Maggiore island, it will include ten chapels 
designed with various expressive approaches by world-
renowned architects Norman Foster, Teronobu Fujimori, 
Eduardo Souto de Moura, and others.
 Venice’s cityscapes are perfect for selfie addicts, 
but how about looking at this phenomenon from an 
art history perspective? Back in 2009, the Punta della 
Dogana, a former 17th-century customs building, was 
taken under the patronage of the François Pinault 
Foundation to become one of the best contemporary 
art museums around. Its new exhibition, Dancing 
with Myself (Dorsoduro 2; palazzograssi.it; until 
December 16), focuses on self-representation and the 
role of artists as actors and raw material for their own 
art. The playful and activism-provoking title, which also 
calls to mind Billy Idol’s cult punk song, emphasises the 
expression of the artist’s body and mind in action. From 
the 1970s to the present day, 145 works of art made by 
32 artists, including Maurizio Cattelan, Gilbert & George, 
Damien Hirst, Bruce Nauman, and Cindy Sherman, are 
represented through a wide range of techniques and 
artistic perspectives: identity games, melancholic vanity, 
existential doubts, even political biographies.
 A museum-like atmosphere behind every door is a 
truly Venetian feature. Especially when it comes to the 
once-in-a-lifetime, must-visit restaurants on St. Mark’s 
Square. The glory of Ristorante Quadri (Piazza San 
Marco 121; alajmo.it), which also includes the less formal 
Quadrino and Gran Caffè Quadri, started back in 1775. 
Once proudly hosting the likes of Lord Byron and Marcel 
Proust, it is now owned by the famous Alajmo dynasty of 
Michelin-awarded chefs and restaurateurs. To refresh the 
historical patina and add some contemporary vibes to 
its splendour, they invited French star-designer Philippe 
Starck to join his poetic fantasy with the skillful hands 
of the best Venetian artisans. Starck upgraded the wall 
fabrics, which are based on a mid-16th-century pattern, 
with portraits of the Alajmo brothers and space-
themed imagery, thus linking the past with the present. 
The interior enchants guests with carefully exposed 
late-19th-century stuccowork, oversized mirrors, and a 
restored Murano glass chandelier. Instead of fighting the 
acqua alta flood phenomenon, Starck embraced it. As a 
testimony to time, he designed all of the table legs and 
floor fixtures in unvarnished brass, which will oxidise and 
change colour when the floodwaters attack.

Venice
Venice

           with airBaltic
from

one way
€79

Fly to

Text by OLGA DOLINA
Publicity photos

The Quadri restaurant

A chapel designed by Chilean 
architect Smiljan Radic for  
the Vatican Holy See pavilion 

Dancing with myself. Exhibition 
view with a work by Charles Ray
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Marking the 30th anniversary of the founding of 
Maison Margiela, one of fashion history’s most secretive 
design houses, two exhibitions in Paris are dedicated to 
this legendary flagship of conceptual fashion design. 
The Margiela/Galliera, 1989–2009 (Rue de Galliera; 
palaisgalliera.paris.fr; until July 15) retrospective at the 
Palais Galliera fashion museum displays some of the 
finest work by the ‘master of deconstruction’ Martin 
Margiela and also provides a deeper look into the 
fashion house’s archives. With virtually nothing hidden 
behind glass, the arrangement of the exhibition lets 
viewers see the garments in intimate close-up, bringing 
each detail, texture, and thread to the fore. This is a 
fantastic opportunity to follow Margiela’s meandering 
inspirations and innovations (a sweater made of socks, 
dresses made of garment linings, etc.) as well as to 
remind oneself that there is no more telling mirror of the 
storms and passions of the times than fashion. At the 
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Margiela: The Hermès 
Years (107 Rue de Rivoli; madparis.fr; until September 2) 
concentrates on the six-year period (1997–2003) and 
twelve collections produced during Margiela’s tenure as 
creative director of the women’s ready-to-wear line at 
the French luxury brand Hermès. The only thing missing 
from both of these exhibitions is a portrait of the ‘guilty 
party’ himself. Although officially having bid farewell to 
the fashion industry, he remains a master at cultivating a 
secretive mystique. 
 The Musée des Arts Décoratifs currently also offers 
another special and emotionally saturated exhibition. 
French art collector Diane Venet’s unique collection of 
jewellery created by various well-known artists is on 
show there until July 1. The collection literally embodies 
the essence of 20th- and 21st-century art history in 
miniature. From Calder to Koons, Jewellery by 
Artists: Diane Venet’s Ideal Collection presents more 
than 250 pieces of jewellery – not only from Venet’s 
collection but also jewellery on loan from other private 
collectors and galleries, thus providing as thorough 
an insight into this miniature world of art as possible. 
It is truly an ‘ideal collection’ and a crash course in art 
history at the same time, because, in addition to the 
jewellery, it also includes larger-scale works by the same 
artists. For example, a dish by Picasso that was later 
transformed into a brooch, or a Frank Stella sculpture 
that inspired a necklace created especially for Venet by 
the artist himself.
 The Palais de Tokyo, which has always stood 
apart with its experimental exhibition projects, 
recently supplemented its contemporary arts space 
with a no-less-intriguing restaurant. The interior at 
Les Grandes Verres (13 Avenue du Président Wilson; 
palaisdetokyo.com), designed by the local firm Lina 
Ghotmeh Architecture, is dominated by down-to-
earth tones and the minimalist elegance of wood and 
stone, with a number of witty details adding extra 
spice. For example, the lamps hung from the eight-
metre-high industrial ceiling reach down like urban 
lilies almost to the surface of the tables. The kitchen 
is in the hands of chef Preston Miller and features 
traditional Mediterranean, especially Lebanese, 
gastronomic influences.

Paris

Text by UNA MEISTERE
Publicity photos and by 
AINARS ĒRGLIS

Paris
           with airBaltic

from

one way
€39

Fly to
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May CITIES OF THE MONTH

Necklace by 
Arnaldo Pomodoro, 1967

Margiela: The Hermès years. 
Exhibition view.

Restaurant Les Grandes Verres

21 Brivibas blvd., Riga. www.podium.lv
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If you spend the day in Madrid’s Golden Triangle of 
Art – a trio of Europe’s leading art museums (Prado, 
Reina Sofía, Thyssen-Bornemisza) that offers the best 
selection of art from Rubens to Beatriz González 
and Joaquín Sorolla – warm spring evenings should 
be spent in a feast of duende. Defined as trembling, 
mysterious soul or hypnotic fire, duende is a spine-
tingling experience of truly Spanish expression, best 
experienced through flamenco. For the fourth year 
in a row, the Festival Flamenco Madrid (Fernán 
Gómez Cultural Centre; flamencomadridfestival.com; 
May 16 – June 10; tickets from EUR 18) grasps flamenco’s 
cultural phenomenon in its entirety: 20 companies, a 
mix of dance, guitar, vocals, exhibitions, film premieres, 
and leading stars such as Antonio Canales, Carmen 
Cortés, and Diego Carrasco. The festival focuses on 
emerging talents, and this year it is held under the 
#ConMdeMujer slogan to highlight the force of women’s 
creative spirit. Israel Galván: La Fiesta (Teatros del 
Canal; teatroscanal.com; May 4–5; EUR 9–17) is another 
show not to miss. The avant-garde flamenco star, 
who tames the notorious duende with his compound 
steps and artistry, brings audiences an interdisciplinary 
gala-performance together with nine other great 
flamenco artists.
 A bold and beautiful cuisine concept framed in 
eye-catching visionary perfection… Located in the 
former garage space of Luis Gutiérrez Soto’s rationalist-
style building, the Romola café & restaurant (Calle 
Hemosilla 4; romola.es) recently opened its luxurious 
oasis for those who seek a ‘total look’: a modern menu, 
a philosophy, and a combination of gastronomic and 
visual emotions. In Romola’s interior, architect Andrés 
Jaque has revived the tradition of high-quality crafted 
materials: marble, chromed metal, rare wood, leather, 
and velvet, all of which once featured prominently in 
the Spanish capital’s best cafeterias. The design draws 
attention with hanging plants, vivid shades of green, 
bespoke mid-century furniture, and a complex canopy-
like ceiling construction made of triangular marble 
sheets. Chef Jorge Reina’s hypocaloric (reduced-calorie) 
but still exquisite menu admits no added sugars or trans 
fats, and thus pleasure goes hand in hand with health 
and beauty. ‘Freedom at Romola does not wear a corset. 
Nor does it know celery.’ This is just one of the playful 
quotes in Romola’s manifesto, which advocates balance 
and freedom to indulge in guiltless pleasures.
 Right in the heart of Madrid, VP Group has launched 
a brand-new, five-star hotel, VP Plaza España 
Design (Plaza de España 5; prices from EUR 187). 
Occupying 17 floors in three buildings, the 214-room 
hotel with high-end furnishings and classy design 
offers full service, including a wellness centre and a 
breathtaking 360-degree view over the city from the 
Ginkgo Sky Bar. This space on the 12th floor also has an 
outdoor swimming pool with a transparent bottom. 
Whether you’re lucky enough to be a guest here or not, 
the most spectacular wow-effect attraction at the 
hotel is Pere Gifre’s monumental, 25-metre-tall frozen 
waterfall sculpture in the hotel atrium. Sculptural 
motifs by Jan Hendrix as well as paintings by Darío Urzay 
and Fernando Palacios placed throughout the hotel 
bring a modern and artistic vibe to the atmosphere. BO

Madrid
Madrid

           with airBaltic
from

round trip
€149

Fly to

May CITIES OF THE MONTH

Text by OLGA DOLINA
Publicity photos

Spanish flamenco 
dancer Sara Calero

VP Plaza España Design

Romola cafe and restaurant
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May URBAN ICONS

F or ages, the Kaliningrad Peninsula was the world’s leading 
source of amber. The first mention of the ‘sun stone’ in this 
region dates to the 12th century. What made this area so rich 
in amber is climate change. Around 50 million years ago, 

a dramatic rise in temperature led to pine trees producing more 
resin (which is the source material for amber). Over time, amber 
accumulated all around the Baltic coast. But the Kaliningrad region 
hit the jackpot.
 The city gained worldwide fame due to the Amber Room, the 
best-known creation made of amber. The masterpiece was created in 
Prussia in the 18th century and then presented to the Russian Empire. 
During the Second World War, the precious room was transported 
to Kaliningrad (formerly Königsberg), which was a part of Germany 
until 1946. This is the last place that the Amber Room was seen 
before its mysterious disappearance. It took more than twenty years 
and over six tonnes of Kaliningrad amber to reconstruct the missing 
room at Tsarskoye Selo near Saint Petersburg.
 Today, re-created parts of the Amber Room can be seen in the 
one and only amber museum in Russia (ambermuseum.ru). Founded 
in 1979, the museum resides in the stunning Dohna Tower, which 
was built in the mid-19th century and once served as a part of the 
city’s fortification system. It is located in central Kaliningrad in the 
picturesque area around Verkhneye Lake. Named after the Prussian 
general-field marshal Karl Friedrich Emil zu Dohna-Schlobitten, 
it is one of few defensive towers that has survived to the present 
day. The tower, which has a diameter of 34 metres, resembles a 
polished gemstone. But the real treasures are kept inside this three-
storey structure. One of them is the impressive stone weighing 
4.28 kilograms, which is the biggest piece of amber in Russia and 
second largest in the world. Close to the museum is a market where 
you can buy these most popular souvenirs from Kaliningrad.

The jewel of 
Kaliningrad
Kaliningrad, Russia’s westernmost region, is 
situated on the Baltic coast and is home to 
90% of the world’s amber. No wonder it offers 
so many opportunities to learn about this 
shiny gemstone.

 You can also try your luck at finding a gemstone in 
Yantarny (yantar means ‘amber’ in Russian), a town 
situated some 40 kilometres from Kaliningrad, from 
where most of the world’s amber comes. To learn more 
about local amber mines, visit the Yantarny Amber 
Castle exhibition or the Kaliningrad Amber Factory. 
Established in 1947, it is the only enterprise in Russia and 
the biggest in the world engaged in industrial amber 
mining. An excursion called ‘A day with the sun stone’ 
offers a tour of the factory’s demonstration hall. It also 
includes a visit to the viewpoint overlooking the amber 
quarry, which is still in operation.
 Just around the corner in Yantarny is Sinyavinskoe 
Lake, another interesting venue. It hides an old, 
abandoned amber quarry called Walter, founded in 
1912. Today, local diving centres run unforgettable 
excursions to the bottom of the lake, where you can 
spot rails and other industrial ruins. To conclude your 
amber experience, spend the rest of the day at the sandy 
Yantarny Beach. Awarded with a Blue Flag, it’s one of the 
best in Russia. BO
ambermuseum.ru

Text by 
NATALIA MAIBORODA
Photos courtesy of 
Kaliningrad Tourism 
Information Centre

Kaliningrad
           with airBaltic
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BE AWAKE FOR 
THE FIRST TIME 
IN YOUR LIFE.

THE WORLDWIDE CLASSIC

DEVELOPED TO PERFECTION

Waking up in a Hästens bed is an eye-opener about the value of perfect sleep. 
It’s built with the ultimate combination of nature’s materials – together with 

tireless craftsmanship. You can’t see it. But you’ll definitely feel it. 24 hours a day.
www.hastens.com

VINCENTS INSPIRA  |  K .ULMAŅA GATVE 1 14/2 ,  RĪGA,  LATVIA
VEPSÄLÄINEN STORE  |  L I IVALAIA 53,  10145 TALLINN,  ESTONIA
HÄSTENS VILNIUS  |  RŪDNINKŲ G.  16 ,  VILNIUS,  L ITHUANIA
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L’Alchimiste

RUE DE LA VIEILLE TOUR

May FAVOURITE PLACE

Text by LĪGA VAĻKO
Publicity photos

I want a 
restaurant nearby

I want a 
family-friendly 
environment

I want a large
terrace and a green

courtyard

To see the apartments, call +371 2000 5959   |    www.magdelena.lv

A  n e w q u a r t e r  i n  t h e  q u i e t  c e n t r e

A place for a fulfilled life!

Les Chantiers de la Garonne
The closest beach is an hour away 
from Bordeaux, but at Les Chantiers 
de la Garonne you can enjoy good 
food with your feet in the sand. 
The nautical-themed restaurant is 
located in a former shipyard and has 
one of the most beautiful views of 
the Garonne River and the old town. 
Go there to sit back and relax with a 
glass of wine and some of the best 
seafood – fresh oysters and grilled 
shrimp, to be exact.

Rue de la Vieille Tour 
If you happen to find yourself on 
this small, gourmet street, there are 
three places you shouldn’t miss. The 
L’Alchimiste café has the best coffee 
in town. Just a few steps further is 
a local bakery, Les Dunes Blanches 
Chez Pascal. Try the creamy pastry 
called ‘dunes blanches’ (white dunes) 
and let your sweet tooth run wild. 
Afterwards, walk down the street to 
Hasnaâ Chocolats Grands Crus. The 
chocolaterie offers a fine selection of 
gourmet chocolate from all around 
the world.

Les Halles de Bacalan
After visiting the world’s largest wine 
museum, La Cité du Vin, I suggest 
stopping by Les Halles de Bacalan. 
The newly renovated market 
brings together a variety of local 
producers: butcher shops, cheese 
factories, bakeries, wine merchants. 
With a large catering area and nice 
atmosphere, it’s the perfect place for 
a rendezvous, especially for families 
with kids.
biltoki.com/hallesbacalan

L’Apollo
This bar is very famous for its identity: 
funk & soul. It takes its name from 
the Apollo Theater in New York 
City, known as a venue for African-
American performers like James 
Brown and The Jacksons. L’Apollo 
is a good place to have an apéro. 
Afterwards, the many restaurants and 
street-food eateries around Fernand 
Lafargue Square (or Place de L’Apollo, 
as locals call it) can be your next stop.
apollobar.fr 

Quartier Saint-Michel
Located in the heart of the old 
town, Quartier Saint-Michel has a 
cosmopolitan character with a unique 
mix of cultures from all around the 
world: Portugal, Italy, Spain, Tunisia, 
Morocco, etc. The largest food 
market in Bordeaux (Marché des 
Capucins), flea markets, very trendy 
spots, and old-fashioned places – 
everything is nearby! BO
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BÉNÉDICTE BAGGIO-CATALAN 
is the creator of the food blog 
My Little Spoon. Originally from 
La Rochelle, she moved to 
Bordeaux in 2002. Bordeaux is 
a city where food and wine are 
very important, and in 2008 
Baggio-Catalan came up with 
the idea of creating a blog to 
share her love for food with 
others. Now, ten years later, 
she has become an ambassador 
for local food. In addition to 
her job at the Cité du Vin wine 
museum, where she works in 
marketing, Baggio-Catalan writes 
for magazines and shares her 
seasonal recipes on the blog to 
promote good food and local 
producers and farmers.

Bordeaux
           with airBaltic
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one way
€79
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Text by AMANDA ZAESKA 
Illustration by AGNESE TAURIŅA

This year marks 
100 years since 
the founding of 
the Latvian state. 
Throughout the 
year we will be 
sharing stories about 
what makes this 
country unique.

Riga
           with airBaltic

from

one way
€29

Fly to

May LATVIA’S 100 YEARS

No doubt you’ve noticed the many 
items decorated with Latvian folk 
designs for sale in Riga’s souvenir 
and gift shops. It’s true that 

pottery, wooden items, and certain pieces of clothing 
have always traditionally been decorated with certain 
designs. But nowadays they appear on every kind of 
knick-knack you can imagine, even men’s ties.
 In preparation for the centenary of Latvia’s 
independence this year, as well as the big song festival 
that takes place every five years, there has been a 
noticeable resurgence in these folk motifs. But it’s not 
only in the gift shops. Even the millennial generation 
has embraced them as a mark of identity in this 
cosmopolitan era.
 For example, more and more Latvians are also 
investing in a folk costume. One particular women’s 
costume, from the Lielvārde region in central Latvia, 
is always popular. It’s famous for its long, ornate, red-
and-white belt. Speculation about the meaning of the 
many designs woven into the belt has abounded since 
at least 1980, when a documentary about the topic by 
filmmaker Ansis Epners was released. Some believe 
the designs hold ancient, mystical knowledge – the 
information code of an entire ancient civilisation, 
perhaps even the story of the entire universe.
 Whereas most traditional belts bear repetitions of 
the same patterns over and over again, the intricate 
designs on the Lielvārde belt follow an unusual, less-

Of designs 
and deeper 
meanings

Although Latvia has, with lesser or greater degrees of 
religious conviction among its population, formally belonged 
to the Christian world for about the last 700 years, some 
of the old ways remain remarkably alive. From Midsummer 
bonfires to reverence of grass snakes...to ancient designs.

repeating sequence. Whether the designs really record 
ancient information will probably always remain a 
mystery, but there is no doubt that the belt served 
as a very powerful symbol of unity during the Latvian 
national reawakening movement in the late 1980s.
 You’ll find many of those same Lielvārde designs 
on the souvenirs in Old Riga. While the detailed 
explanations of each design’s meaning are for the 
most part a marketing gimmick (which Latvians enjoy 
just as much as, if not more than, the tourists!), deep 
down many Latvians still believe that certain signs 
bring good luck or protection.
 That leather bracelet with the chevron or octagram 
design around a young woman’s hand? Most likely a 
talisman for good luck. The four-line verse about tying 
a belt three times around an oak tree written on the 
first page of your colleague’s weekly planner? Yup, 
it’s there for protection and as a reminder of inner 
strength. If you visit a rural home, you may find both 
traditional symbols and Christian letter combinations 
written in chalk above the door.
 So, chuckle if you will about the Lielvārde belt 
encoded with ancient mystical knowledge. I admit 
that I do. But I nevertheless wear my folk costume 
– which also includes a handwoven belt, albeit with 
different designs – with pride and believe in the power 
of a well-stated and aptly applied folk verse full of 
Baltic imagery and northern philosophy. As do many, 
many others. BO

Contact us: +371 2919 0561 | anita@amatciems.lv | www.amatciems.lv

A modern village of private houses in 
an exclusive countryside setting 

HOUSES FOR SALE  /  HOUSES FOR RENT  /  JONATHAN SPA HOTEL

Amatciems
Rīga 1h drive

from Rīga

An ecologically-friendly environment, a healthful climate, and peaceful recreation 
next to the woods and water. Each plot has connections to electricity, a centralised

fresh water system, sewage treatment, and optical fibre cables for broadband 
internet (1Gbit/s). Street lighting, security and video surveillance ensured 24/7.

Contact us: +371 2917 6436  /  laura@amatciems.lv  /  www.amatciems.lv
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May TREND

O ver the course of 2017, a 
group of people you’ve 
probably never heard 
of suddenly became 

very, very wealthy. Investors in 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and 
Ethereum watched the value of their 
portfolios skyrocket; at one point 
in December, the value of Bitcoin 
had increased by 2000% compared 
with the start of the year. Almost 
overnight, thousands of people 
became ‘Bitcoin millionaires’.
 But does this mean that we’re soon 
going to be paying our mortgages 
and buying groceries with bitcoins? 
Cryptocurrency expert Stewart Rogers 
cautions not to get too far ahead 
of ourselves.
 ‘We are quite a long way from 
this being mainstream in any way, 
shape, or form,’ comments Rogers, 
who is the director of marketing 
technology at the American tech news 
website VentureBeat.
 While nominally referred to as 
‘currencies’, the hundreds of digital 
assets known as cryptocurrencies 
should be thought of instead as 
investments or commodities. Except 
for a few online shopping portals 
and hipster coffee shops, very few 
establishments have the technology 
to accept, say, bitcoins as payment.
 The value in cryptocurrency 
at this point is largely tied into a 
groundbreaking technology called 
blockchain. Rather than being overseen 
by a bank or government, a blockchain 
is an open and distributed ledger. This 
public technology is easy to verify 
and impossible to modify, adding an 
inherent level of security that would be 
the envy of recently-hacked financial 

institutions like Italy’s UniCredit and 
Taiwan’s Far Eastern International 
Bank. Investors in cryptocurrencies 
are essentially betting that blockchain 
technology will eventually supplant 
the insecure systems currently used by 
the global financial systems. And when 
that moment comes, they expect 
their blockchain currencies to explode 
in value.
 According to Rogers, investors and 
startups alike are looking to capitalise 
on this new technology through 
the creation of new currencies and 
tokens. Through ‘initial coin offerings’, 
comparable to an IPO with traditional 
stocks, companies are able to raise 
money for their product or service 
with a cryptocurrency that can then be 
used to purchase the product.
 However, for cryptocurrencies to 
truly replace the euro or U.S. dollar, 
Rogers expects the hundreds of coins, 
tokens, and projects to consolidate 
around one cryptocurrency. At the 
moment, the one coin to rule them 
all is likely Bitcoin. ‘Bitcoin can be 
thought of as the premiere currency,’ 
he says.
 While the rise of Bitcoin 
millionaires has made cryptocurrency 
a hot topic, it will likely take years 
for these digital commodities to 
become a part of everyday life. ‘We’re 
talking about cultural change,’ 
says Rogers. ‘We’re talking about 
convincing people to leave their 
wallets at home and their purses at 
home… Actually getting people to use 
cryptocurrencies, understand them, 
and have them be part of their daily 
lives is a generational change, not 
something that will happen in the 
next five years.’ BO

Cash, 
credit, or 
crypto?
Are your dollars, 
pounds, and euros 
going to be replaced 
by Bitcoin, Ripple, 
and Ethereum?

Stewart Rogers 
is a digital nomad 
who travels the 
world writing, 
speaking, and 
reading about 
marketing 
technology, 
web tools, and 
cryptocurrencies. 
He is the director 
of marketing 
technology at 
VentureBeat, an 
American website 
that publishes 
technology news 
and analysis for 
entrepreneurs and 
tech enthusiasts. 
Rogers publishes 
a quarterly 
study through 
VentureBeat 
called ‘The State 
of Marketing 
Technology’.

Text by 
CHRISTOPHER WALSH
Publicity photos
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Tray by H&M, 
EUR 14.99, hm.com

May STYLE

The popularity of the vibrant floral print 
began with the very familiar Hawaiian, 
or Aloha, shirt. The exact origins of this 
iconic garment aren’t quite clear, but 
fashion historians believe that the first 
contemporary Hawaiian shirts were made 
by Musa Shiya, a Japanese tailor living in 
Honolulu. Throughout the 1930s, he crafted 
made-to-order silk shirts using bright, 
traditional Japanese fabrics combined with 
Western-style tailoring. His clients at the 
time included the legendary actors Shirley 
Temple and John Barrymore.
 It is obvious that Hawaiian shirts are 

strongly influenced by traditional 
Japanese fabrics like those 

used for kimonos. In the 
1920s, 43% of Hawaii’s 
population was Japanese. The 

Hawaiian shirt evolved further 
when designers and artists 

began experimenting 
with the prints that 
featured on the 
garment. Over 
the years, it also 
became a favourite 
of Hollywood’s rich 
and famous, such 
as Elvis Presley and 
Leonardo di Caprio, 
who did not shy 

away from wearing 
the informal shirts 

even when posing for 
glamorous magazine shoots.
 Of course, the Hawaii 
shirt has always been 
popular on the beach, and 
its floral prints are still 
associated with summer and 

lazy relaxation. This season, 
tropical floral prints are 

again in the spotlight and have 
become particularly popular 
among fashion aficionados. BO

Tropical floral prints are one of 
the must-haves this summer.

Headband by Zara, 
EUR 7.95, zara.com
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Scarf by Gucci, EUR 340, 
net-a-porter.com

Bed linen by H&M, 
EUR 49.99, hm.com

Espadrilles by Isabel Marant, 
EUR 130, net-a-porter.com
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Text and style by  
DACE KRIEVIŅA-
BAHMANE
Photos by iStock and 
from publicity materials

Dress by Lindex, 
EUR 39.99, lindex.com

The intensity of the 

tropics

Swimsuit 
by Zara, 
EUR 29.95, 
zara.com
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Earrings by 
Zara, EUR 15.95, 
zara.com
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May DESIGN
Text by OLGA DOLINA
Photos courtesy 
of RAGNAR TH. 
SIGURÐARSON

Icelandic word perlan means ‘pearl’. And, 
due to both its cupola-like shape and its 
highly valuable content, the Perlan Museum 
– the Icelandic capital’s most recognisable 

landmark, which opened its first exhibition in the summer of 2017 – 
truly lives up to its name. Located on Öskjuhlíð Hill and visible from 
every corner of Reykjavik, the 25.7-metre-tall industrially postmodern 
building was designed back in 1988 by architect Ingimundur Sveinsson. 
The spacious glass atrium added a few years later is now used as an 
exhibition and event space.
 The structure is situated between six cylindrical water reservoirs 
that can store up to 24 million litres of the city’s hot water. Now 
one of those tanks hosts the first part of the two-storey Wonders 
of Iceland exhibition. Based on the latest discoveries by leading 
geologists, it lets visitors not only see and get to know, but also hear 
and feel the power of the island’s tectonic and geothermal forces.
Alongside the section about glaciers, the museum’s top attraction is 
the world’s first indoor ice cave. The accurate 100-metre-long replica 
holds 350 tons of Blue Mountains’ snow shaped into a single ice 
tunnel. The interactive, walk-through experience at a temperature 
of -10°C reveals the secrets, dangers, and future of these fragile 
natural phenomena.
 From the depths of history to the horizons of reality, visitors 
to the Perlan Museum continue their journey on the fourth-floor 
viewing terrace. The breathtaking 360-degree panorama deck is an 
open-air showcase of the region’s grand landscapes: the 1446-metre-
high Snæfellsjökull glacier, Mount Esja, and Keilir Volcano. But the 
breathtaking views should be enjoyed leisurely – that’s what a cosy 
break at the local restaurant or café is meant for.
Drawn by the ambition to create the biggest nature exhibition in the 
world and matched with the latest scientific research technologies, a 
versatile team of geology, travel, marketing, art, and design specialists 
celebrate the success of the Perlan Museum’s ongoing concept, 
which keeps expanding. Soon, the museum will open Iceland’s first 
planetarium. And on May 1, the new Land, Coast, Ocean exhibition will 
open, explaining some of the unique forces of Nordic nature. BO
perlan.is

Reykjavik
           with airBaltic

from

one way
€89

Fly to

The

Geysers, geothermal springs, ice caves, 
volcanoes... The picturesque beauties of 
Iceland, the North Atlantic’s iconic landscape 
destination, are now gathered under one 
roof. The Perlan Museum in Reykjavik offers 
an unforgettable experience of the country’s 
astonishing natural wonders through the prism 
of entertainment and science.

Reykjavik’s ice pearl
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Executive MBA at SSE Riga
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Modules

Alumni & Students

A study programme 
that offers a world of experience

  Check the facts

Designed for 
experienced managers 
and professionals

Application deadline June 1, 2018.
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May YOUR 24 HOURS

Filled with architectural gems, 
postcard-perfect promenades, 
pampering bathhouses, and youthful 
ruin bars, the Hungarian capital has 
something to offer for every travel buff.

Budapest IN 24 
HOURS

Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Publicity photos and 
by iStock 

WHY NOT 
It has been said that the real allure of Budapest can be 

experienced during the night, when the streets are gleaming 
in a sea of light. To appreciate the sparkling panorama, climb 
the top of Gellért Hill. Located between Elizabeth Bridge and 

Liberty Bridge, the hill can be accessed from two sides. The 
steeper climb goes by the waterfall at Elizabeth Bridge, or 

take the steadier but longer pathway from the Gellért Baths.

WHERE TO STAY
Brody House is an award-winning boutique hotel in a calm but central 
area of Budapest, close to the Hungarian National Museum. The hotel 
is housed in a neo-classical apartment building and offers eleven 
uniquely designed rooms, all dressed up in bohemian elegance, with 
clever upcycled furniture and original artwork. The communal area, 
filled with sofas and lounge chairs, an honesty bar, and a continental 
buffet for breakfast (EUR 10 per person) makes you feel like you’re 
visiting a friend’s home. For a more classic accommodation within 
the same price range (starting from EUR 115 per night), there’s 
Hotel Moments within earshot of the Hungarian State Opera House.
brody.land

WHERE TO DINE
Housed on a boat anchored in the Danube near the Chain Bridge, 
Spoon boasts lovely views of the Castle District, one of Budapest’s 

landmarks on the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Grab a spot on 
the spacious terrace and enjoy Hungarian specialties with an Oriental 
twist. The extensive wine list lets you quench your thirst with a variety 

of wines produced by local winemakers.
spoon.restaurant

CLASSIC NOT TO MISS
You cannot leave Budapest without immersing yourself in the healing 

thermal waters. The choice of bathhouses is generous. Less known 
among tourists but favoured among locals is the Lukács Thermal Bath. 
Its history dates back to the 12th century, when knights of the Order of 

Saint John settled in the area with the aim of curing the sick. The most 
recent renovation took place a couple of years ago, and now it is listed 

among the best thermal baths in the city. The spa features modern 
and traditional facilities and a wellness area with a sauna, Kneipp pool, 

Himalayan salt wall, and many more ways to unwind.
lukacsfurdo.hu

Budapest
           with airBaltic

from

one way
€39

Fly to

WHERE TO SHOP
Ditch the mass-produced souvenirs and instead check out 
Palmetta Design on the hip Bartók Béla Boulevard. The store 
stocks everything from textiles, tableware, and jewellery to 
watches made by Hungarian and international designers. In 
addition, Palmetta also hosts temporary art exhibitions.
palmettadesign.hu

Blum & Wolf
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Travelhacks
When the first excitement about slicing the sky in an iron bird 
wears off, and your flights become more frequent, it’s time to 
make the best of your time in the air and turn a casual trip into a 
relaxing experience. Here are a few tips and tricks that will help 
you achieve just that.
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SONY WH-1000XM2
Key to musical satisfaction
There are certain noises one 
cannot escape even on the world’s 
quietest airplanes. That engine buzz, 
someone snoring in the seat behind 
you, or a kid, well, just being a kid. 
The solution is top-notch, noise-
cancelling headphones that transport 
you to a private space alone with 
your music. Which ones to pick? The 
top of the field is packed, but our 
choice is the Sony WH-1000XM2.
USD 299.99 (approximately EUR 241) 

sony.com

If you’re a frequent 
traveller, keeping track of 
all your reservations can 
be a bit messy. Losing a 
reservation number or 
missing a departure time 
is easy. But once you’ve 
entered your reservation 
number, the CheckMyTrip 
app will keep track of your 
travels, notify you of delays 
and gate changes, and keep 
a history of your past travels 
so you can look back at the 
end of the year and wonder, 
‘Did I really fly there?’
Appstore / Google Play

• SEATGURU
Best seat on the plane
Some say that all the seats on a plane are the same, so it doesn’t matter 
where you sit (unless it’s first class, of course). But the truth is, some 
seats are better and more comfortable than others, especially on long 
flights. So here’s a way to gain the upper hand over other travellers and 
choose the best seat even before you check in. This app gives you all 
the information about the plane you’ll be on: the plane model, seating 
plan, real user comments about particular seats, and even photos.
Appstore / Google Play

Imagine having a travel mate 
to go with you on even those lonely 
business trips. Now there is! Travelmate 
is an automated suitcase that follows you 
around, freeing you up to browse the 
duty-free shops. The mate won’t get dizzy 
in crowded places, and it only unlocks with 
your fingerprint. It also charges your phone, 
and you can keep an eye on it with a GPS 
tracker. No more lost luggage, right? A bit 
pricey, though.
USD 1099–1495 (approximately EUR 885–1203, 

depending on size) | travelmaterobotics.com

Text by 
VIESTURS KUNDZIŅŠ
Publicity photos

TRTL TRAVEL PILLOW
Comfort whilst you sleep
OK, let’s be clear here. We’re as confused as you are  
by this picture. Is it a scarf? How does it work?  
By magic? You can expect questions from curious  
fellow passengers when you use the Trtl Travel  
Pillow. In fact, it’s super-compact, mega- 
convenient, and a must-have on long-distance  
flights. Yes, it’s still a neck pillow, but this one at least looks  
a lot nicer than most of them.
EUR 29.95 | trtltravel.com

• CHECK
MYTRIP
Personal flying 
assistant
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Amass, Copenhagen
The gourmet restaurant Amass serves 
contemporary, organic cuisine using 
ingredients from local farms and its own 
800-square metre garden situated in front 
of the restaurant. It grows everything from 
cabbages, herbs, edible flowers, spicy 
greens, and peas to tomatoes and beans 
during the warmer months. The kitchen led 
by chef Matthew Orlando actively preserves 
the harvest in order to offer its own 
produce to guests year-round. 
Refshalevej 153

De Kas, Amsterdam
In 2001, Michelin-starred chef Gert-Jan 
Hageman brought new life to an old eight-
metre-high glass greenhouse by turning 
it into a restaurant-nursery. The menu 
changes every week, depending on the 
harvest from the nursery. To serve only the 
freshest food, the ingredients are collected 
from the greenhouse and garden every day 
at sunrise. Other produce comes from the 
restaurant’s vegetable field a few kilometres 
outside Amsterdam.
Kamerlingh Onneslaan 3

Erba Brusca, Milan
The café serves classic Italian staples 
such as polenta and spaghetti upgraded 
with a mound of greens grown on-site. 
This year, Erba Brusca extends its farm 
with additional land located right next to 
the restaurant. Among other ingredients, 
the restaurant grows lettuces, herbs, 
cucumbers, tomatoes, beets, radishes, 
edible flowers, melons, and carrots. Stop 
by on the weekend to enjoy the à la 
carte brunch.
Alzaia Naviglio Pavese 286

Restaurants 
that grow 
their own

Farms are not 
just a thing of the 
countryside any 
more – gardens 
are now becoming 
a must-have 
interior item at 
Europe’s biggest 
urban restaurants.

HERE’S OUR PICK OF THE BEST FARM-TO-TABLE RESTAURANTS IN EUROPE.

The origins of the so-called farm-to-fork or farm-to-
table trend dates back to the 1960s and 1970s in the 
United States, when Americans became increasingly 
dissatisfied with the quality of processed foods. One 
of the first restaurants to embrace the farm-to-table 
concept was Chez Panisse, opened in Berkeley, California, 
in 1971. However, only in the past few years has the trend 
really kicked off on Europe’s restaurant scene.
 Rather than having their ingredients shipped from 
faraway lands, with questionable origins and growing 

conditions, bland flavour, and fewer nutrients, 
European chefs are increasingly sourcing freshly 
picked, ripe, and nutritious ingredients from local 
farmers. This results in not just tastier and more 
nutritious food; it also boosts the local economy 
and reduces the carbon footprint. Now the 
trend has achieved yet a new dimension, with 
more and more chefs picking up a new craft – 
farming – and extending their kitchen to their 
very own farmland. BO

Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Publicity photos
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SOCHI. THE WINDS 
OF  CHANGE

THE FIRST TIME I HEARD ABOUT SOCHI was from 
my grandparents, who spent their holidays there in 
the 1970s. Back then, Sochi was like Baden-Baden or 
Karlovy Vary for those who lived in the Soviet Union. 
I remember their sense of pride when they talked 
about their summer vacations there. Because in 
Soviet times you couldn’t just buy a ticket to Sochi or 
book a room at a hotel there. Spending a holiday on 
this shore of the Black Sea was a privilege, a reward 
for hard work meant to motivate you to work even 
harder. There is a whole generation of people for 
whom the name Sochi brings back sweet childhood 
memories, and these are people whose parents got 
the putjovka (a sanatorium voucher to stay for a 
specified period at subsidised rates or for free – Ed.) 
from their unions at work.
 For my parents’ generation, Sochi was a top 
holiday destination. My mother remembers the 
overcrowded beaches, music festivals, and vibrant 
atmosphere there in the 1980s. Kind of like what you 
would have found on Ibiza and the French Riviera at 
the same time. My friends who have spent time in 
Sochi after the 2014 Winter Olympics also describe it 
as a rich resort that offers the same level of service 
for which Russians usually travel abroad.
 ‘I’ve been living here for already 50 years, and I’ve 
seen this city changing all my life,’ says 78-year-old 
Iraida, a retired doctor. I meet her during one of her 
daily walks on the promenade, and she gladly tells 
me a bit about Sochi’s past. ‘Today there’s a real 
residential building boom going on. Some five years 
ago, none of these constructions were here,’ she says 
as she points to the modern skyscrapers. They sprang 
up like mushrooms just before the Olympic Games 
and have been changing the city’s skyline ever since.
 ‘I believe that if I were to leave the city for one 
year, I would not recognise it when I returned,’ 
Ivanovna smiles. ‘When I first came here, it was quite 
a calm town, not like today. You were not allowed 
to walk around in your swimming suit outside the 
beach area. The police guarded the city’s moral 
image. No wonder why – Stalin kept his dacha 
(a summer residence – Ed.) just a few kilometres 
from downtown.’

THE STRETCH OF THE BLACK SEA COAST WHERE 
THE CAUCASUS MOUNTAINS MEET THE WATER 
AND WHERE SOCHI IS LOCATED BECAME PART 
OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE IN 1829, after the Russian 
victory in the Russo-Turkish War. The city itself 
was founded nine years later, in 1838, as the fort 

Text by NATALIA MAIBORODA
Publicity photos and by 
NATALIA MAIBORODA  
Illustration by AGNESE TAURIŅA
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of Alexandria. It was one of seventeen fortifications 
on the Black Sea coast built to protect the area. The 
exploration and development of Sochi started after 
the construction of a road in 1899, and in 1917 it was 
granted the status of a city.
 Nowadays it’s hard to believe that not many 
Russians wanted to move to this area back then. 
But the region was full of marshes, it attracted 
more mosquitoes than people, and malaria was a 
serious issue up until the 1950s. A lot of work has 
been done to make this place comfortable for living. 
Swamps were drained in an effort to curb illness, 
and eucalyptus trees were also planted to absorb 
water. Another smart step was the introduction of 
mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis), which are known 
for eating mosquito larvae. Thus, Sochi was turned 
from a risky, unhealthy site into Russia’s subtropical 
paradise. Its mild climate and more than one hundred 
kilometres of beaches at the foot of the Caucasus 
Mountains now makes this area one of the most 
attractive tourist destinations in Russia.
 One of the reasons to visit Sochi is, of course, 
the weather. If statistics are to be believed, the city 
receives around 300 sunny days a year. This is a 
serious temptation for Muscovites, for example, who 
saw sunlight for only six(!) minutes last December. 
Another reason to spend a vacation in Sochi is 
its renown as a spa city. Locally grown fruits and 
vegetables, not to mention the air, contain a rich 
amount of iodine, an important element for thyroid 

health. The region also has one of the world’s 
largest sources of hydrosulphuric springs and 
iodine-bromine waters.
 A spring surrounded by mountains, a palm tree, 
the sun, and the sea on Sochi’s flag symbolise 
the region’s treasures. However, the illustration 
of the spring might seem a bit surprising – the 
fire rising from the cup actually refers to the 
oldest hydrosulphuric water deposit in the region, 
situated in Matsesta, a microdistrict of Sochi. The 
name comes from the old Circassian language 
and means ‘flame water’, because local springs 
leave temporary red marks on the skin due to the 
acid in the water. Already in ancient times people 
noticed the healing power of Matsesta mineral 
waters, which are said to improve the endocrine, 
musculoskeletal, and nervous systems. The first spa 
in Sochi was opened in 1902, and since then people 
have been flocking here to receive treatment in the 
local sanatoriums.
 You’ll hear many legends about Matsesta springs 
from local guides. According to one of the legends, 
after the Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev received an 
almost miraculous treatment in Sochi in the 1960s, 
he could walk again without assistance, which he 
hadn’t been able to do before.
 Stalin’s villa was constructed in Matsesta on a 
hill right above Sochi’s Zelenaya Roscha (Green 
Grove) sanatorium in 1936. The three-storey 
building was painted the same emerald-green 
colour as the surrounding trees to hide it from 
curious eyes. But despite the camouflage, everyone 
knew where the leader of the country spent his 
holiday. Like today, everyone knows that Bocharov 
Ruchei, Vladimir Putin’s summer residence, lies 
in New Sochi district. Stalin’s estate, with its 

surprisingly simple interiors, once hosted many 
politicians, including Mao Zedong, but now it is a 
museum. Due to the high demand in summer months, 
make sure to book an excursion in advance.
 The Soviet elite, who followed Stalin’s example and 
preferred to improve their health in Sochi, made the 

city into Russia’s unofficial spa capital, and for many it 
became a dream holiday destination.

WHILE MOST OF RUSSIA COPES WITH SNOW AND 
COLD TEMPERATURES, SOCHI OFFERS ALL THE 
ADVANTAGES OF A SUBTROPICAL LIFE. YOU CAN 

The first spa in Sochi was opened in 
1902, and since then people have been 
flocking here to receive treatment in  
the local sanatoriums 
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Sochi’s landmark, the arboretum
Built in 1890, the Cathedral of St. Michael the 
Archangel is Sochi’s oldest Orthodox church.
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STROLL UNDER THE SHADE OF PALM TREES AND ENJOY 
THE PROMENADE ALL YEAR ROUND. No one is in a hurry 
in Sochi, including the public transport. The relaxed mood 
permeates the whole area. Even cats seem to have forgotten 
that they can run. The title of holiday resort has apparently 
left its mark on the mentality of the local people. They know 
that when you slow down, you have more time to enjoy life.
 I follow their example and stroll along the two-kilometre-
long promenade called Kurortny Avenue, one of the city’s 
postcard-perfect landmarks and the main artery of the city. 
It is surrounded by lush vegetation: palm trees, magnolias, 
cypresses, cedars, acacias. The intoxicating floral aromas and 
fresh sea air make me forget about the cars passing nearby. 
This promenade, created in the 1930s, was originally named 
after Stalin. The most famous and oldest part of the avenue 
is pedestrian Platanovaya Avenue. It dates to 1913, when trees 
were planted to celebrate the 300th anniversary of the House 
of Romanov. Nicholas II, the last Russian tsar, was also the 
last representative of the Romanov dynasty.
 Kurortny Avenue becomes very busy in summer, especially 
when Kinotavr, Russia’s largest national film festival, is held. 
Every June since 1991 (this year from June 2 to 10), this is where 
the best Russian directors, actors, and movies receive their 
long-awaited awards. During this week, the city turns into a 
glamourously glittering place, particularly the area around 
Winter Theatre, where the festival films are shown.
 Further down, at 74 Kurortny Avenue, is the Sochi 
Arboretum (dendrariy.com), a favourite place for locals and 
visitors alike. This tremendous park and botanical garden was 

founded more than a hundred years ago, 
in 1892, and houses a unique collection 
of more than 1800 species of exotic trees 
and flowers imported from all over the 
world. The arboretum consists of an upper 
and lower park, together occupying fifty 
hectares. Unless you feel like some exercise 
to interrupt your lazy resort holidays, 
you’d better take the cable car to reach the 
upper level.

THE SOCHI GRAND MARINA IS 
ANOTHER FAMOUS CITY LANDMARK. 
THE SPIRE OF THE CITY’S SEA GATE, 
BUILT IN 1955, IS 71 METRES HIGH. 
Due to its shape, the locals call it the 
Inkwell. Apart from its trademark spire, 

the building is also well-known for the 
sculptures on the tower. Female figures 
symbolise the four seasons, while male 
figures represent the four corners of the 
globe. After suffering from salty sea air and 
rain for about sixty years, the building was 
finally renovated for the Olympics. Now it 
hosts luxurious shops and one of the most 
famous and expensive restaurants in Sochi, 
Chaika (‘seagull’), which overlooks the 
trendy marina hosting up to 300 yachts.
 The atmosphere here reminds one of 
Nice, Monte Carlo, or Cannes, all of which 
are located at the same latitude as Sochi. 
It seems that the many luxurious boats 
and yachts parked in the marina try to 
compete with the spire in height, while 
the expensive restaurants surrounding 
the marina compete for the attention 
of the yacht passengers. For the Russian 
elite, who find Sochi fancy enough for a 
vacation, there are a lot of options for 
fine dining, with Russian celebrity chefs 
opening restaurants one after the other. 
If you don’t want to spend a fortune for 
dinner, however, pay attention to the 
cars parked outside the restaurant. A 
Porsche or Rolls-Royce is a warning sign for 
your wallet.
 Luckily, Sochi also has restaurants 
serving food at reasonable prices, including 
traditional regional foods like khinkali 
(dumplings stuffed with meat and spices), 
khachapuri (cheese-filled bread), and 

shashlik (skewered and grilled cubes of 
meat). One thing to try at a restaurant or 
café is a local tea blend called Krasnodar, 
named after the region Sochi is located 
in. What makes it unique is the fact that 
the tea plantations near Sochi are the 
northernmost in the world. Iuda Koshman 
yielded the first tea crops in Russia. Legend 
tells that he emigrated from a Jewish 
settlement in Ukraine to Georgia, where 
he worked at a tea plantation. At the age 
of 61, he walked to the mountain village 
of Solokh-Aul near Sochi with a bunch of 
tea plants. And that’s how Russians got 
their favourite drink. Around 170,000 tons 
of dried tea leaves are consumed in the 
country each year.

 Just a few steps from the marina I notice 
the wall. A mural is the last thing I expect 
to see on the beach. But there’s the face 
of Jacques-Yves Cousteau smiling on the 
concrete wall. The mural also includes his 
quote: ‘When one man has the opportunity 
to lead an extraordinary life, he has no 
right to keep it to himself.’ This piece of 
street art appeared about a year ago and 
has already become a very popular spot 
in Sochi.
 Gleb Kashtanov, one of two creators of 
the image, says that they wanted to make 
this mural for a long time. They searched 
for the right wall to dedicate to this person 
they admire. ‘We looked for the right place 
not only in Russia but also abroad, as far 
as Thailand and Vietnam,’ says Kashtanov. 
‘But here, on the seashore at Sochi, we 
found the ideal “canvas”. It’s located just a 
few steps from the sea. During storms, the 
waves hug the mural. Because the French 
explorer was so connected to the sea, 
we placed him as close to his passion as 
we could.’
 Together with Yan Kuzmin, Kashtanov is 
the founder of the group of street artists 
called StreetSkills. The duo from Belarus 
has been decorating streets in Russia and 
abroad since 2015. But it seems that they 
enjoy working in Sochi the most. Here 
they’ve already made around fifteen works, 
both social and commercial. ‘We try to not 
only decorate a city’s walls but also create 

What makes it unique is the fact that the tea 
plantations near Sochi are the northernmost in 
the world

The Mzymta River flows  
89 kilometres from the Caucasus Mountains through 
Adler, a town around 30 km from Sochi, to the Black Sea.
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a dialogue between our work and people. 
This is our mission,’ says Kashtanov.
 Another famous mural by StreetSkills 
can be found near the Sochi railway 
station. It’s not difficult to recognise the 
subject, who sticks out his tongue from 
the wall. Albert Einstein, the inventor 
of the theory of relativity, thus teases 
everyone who passes by. ‘This wall had 
a religious image painted on it before,’ 
Kashtanov tells me. ‘I believe it was here 
for almost ten years, so you can imagine 
how faded it had become. We now joke 
that, in the end, science beat religion.’
 Today Sochi is dotted with graffiti. To 
explore the best work by StreetSkills, 
Kashtanov and Kuzmin are developing 
a virtual tour that will follow the most 
interesting sightseeing points in Sochi, 
including the marina and Kurortny 
Avenue. With the help of a mobile phone, 
it will be possible to explore the city as an 
open-air street-art gallery.
 In addition to enjoying street art, it’s 
now also possible to create it yourself, 
thanks to Nikita Skissor, the 29-year-
old street artist and founder of Valgalo, 
a company that is helping to develop 
Sochi’s alternative side. To that end, in 
2015 they made a project called Hall 

again, the scenery looks totally different and the trees 
are covered in snow.
 The 2014 Winter Olympics cost 50 billion US dollars, 
which made it the most expensive Olympics in 
history. The event permanently changed the region, 
not only improving infrastructure but also motivating 
locals to go to gyms, ski, and hike. The Olympic 
venues, which were constructed mostly in Adler and 
in this mountainous region, do not stand empty now, 
as often happens in many other Olympic host cities. 
For example, the Bolshoy Ice Dome, which was the 
main Olympic ice hockey arena, is now home to the 
local team HK Sochi. The Shaiba ice arena now hosts 
the Russian Sports and Health Centre for children. 
And the speed-skating centre now hosts the tennis 
academy and is also used for events like exhibitions 
and conferences.

 Today, Sochi’s ski resorts draw both locals 
and tourists for skiing and freeriding in winter 
and hiking, biking, rafting, and horseback riding 
in summer. People from all over Russia love to 
come to Sochi no matter the season.
 ‘The skiing season normally lasts from mid-
December to mid-May,’ says Nicholas Kochnev, 
a 33-year-old snowboard instructor from 
Rosa Khutor, one of the most popular ski resorts 
for wealthy Russians. ‘We don’t have freezing 
weather or strong winds here. The closeness 
to the sea brings a lot of fresh powder snow to 
the mountains. We have great infrastructure 
and a variety of slopes, so both newbies and 
experienced skiers can find places for skiing. But 
what I like most about this area are the truly 
breathtaking views,’ he continues.

Today, Sochi’s ski resorts draw both locals  
and tourists for skiing and freeriding in winter 
and hiking, biking, rafting, and horseback 
riding in summer

of Fame. ‘The goal of this project is to 
find massive, suitable walls and, together 
with local authorities, make it legal for 
everyone to paint on them. Locals and 
tourists can leave their work on one 
of three walls located in Sochi, Adler, 
and Krasnaya Polyana,’ says Skissor. 
‘If you’re an artist, you can come here 
and paint 24 hours a day. All together, 
we can create alternative sightseeing 
points in Sochi.’

A VISIT TO SOCHI IS NOT COMPLETE 
WITHOUT VISITING THE MOUNTAINS. 
THE GREATER SOCHI AREA STRETCHES 
FOR MORE THAN 145 KILOMETRES, 
THUS MAKING IT THE LONGEST 
RESORT CITY IN RUSSIA. Starting the 
morning with a swim in the Black Sea 
and finishing the day on the mountain 
slopes doesn’t sound at all surprising 
to locals. Ski resorts lie only an hour’s 
drive from Sochi. The motorway follows 
the curves of the 89-kilometre Mzymta 
River, Russia’s largest river emptying into 
the Black Sea. There’s a tunnel along the 
way that locals call the summer-winter 
tunnel. When entering it, palm trees 
dominate the landscape. Four kilometres 
later, when you emerge into the sunlight 

Olympic Park hosts important international events, 
including the 2014 Winter Olympics, Formula One Grand 

Prix races, and the upcoming 2018 FIFA World Cup.

The Sochi Grand Marina is a 
magnet for yachts, fishermen, 

locals, and tourists.

The city is surrounded by lush 
vegetation all year round.

The Albert Einstein mural is 
one of many works of street 
art worth seeing in Sochi.
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WHERE TO STAY
Radisson Blu Paradise Resort & 
Spa, Sochi (65 Let Pobedy Street, 
Adler region; radissonblu.com/
ru/resort-spa-sochi; prices from 
EUR 131)
This stylish hotel with 508 rooms 
and six villas offers a great escape 
from busy Olympic Park. Plus, the 
airport is just around the corner.

Rixos Royal Spa at Gorky Gorod 
ski resort (Sozvezdiy Street, 
Krasnaya Polyana; rixos-krasnaya-
polyana-hotel.ru; prices from 
EUR 122)
At an elevation of 960 metres, the 
view from the rooms and the pool 
to the mountain peaks just can’t 
get any better.

Marins Park Hotel (2 Morskoy 
Lane, Sochi; parkhotel-sochi.ru; 
prices from EUR 50).
This four-star hotel with a 
wellness centre and swimming 
pool is situated within walking 
distance of the beach and all the 
city’s main sites.

WHERE TO EAT 
The legendary Beliye Nochi 
(9 Ordzhonikidze Street) is 
famous for its khinkali. Locals are 
willing to forgive a bit of Soviet-
like service for these Georgian 
dumplings, the best in the city.

A long-time Sochi favourite, 
Hmeli & Suneli (57 Roz Street, 
hmeli.lrgsochi.ru) is one of the 
best restaurants in Sochi, offering 
excellent Georgian specialties.

Head to the Central Market 
(22 Moskovskaya Street) for fresh 
seasonal fruits and vegetables. 
The local specialties, like 
churchkhela (nuts coated with 
fruit leather, all threaded on a 
stick) and Black Sea fish, are also 
worth tasting.

OUTSIDE THE CITY
Dzitaki Valley – This natural 
wonder with seven lakes is 
situated in the Caucasus Nature 
Reserve. It lies at an elevation 
of more than 2000 metres 
above sea level, and the view to 
the mountains and glaciers is 
mind-blowing.

33 Waterfalls – This cascade 
of waterfalls can be found in a 
mountain gorge in Lazarevsky 
District close to the village of 
Bolshoi Kichmai.

Tea plantations – The world’s 
most northern tea grows in 
the village of Uch-Dere in the 
Caucasus. The museum with 
tea fields is only 16 kilometres 
from Sochi.

What do you love most about Sochi?
Sochi has that unique atmosphere that makes 
you feel every minute of your life. Mountains, 
sea, sun, green trees – you see all of these as 
soon as you open your eyes in the morning. 
How can you not enjoy every single moment 
in such magnificent surroundings? Unlike big 
cities, with their never-ending rush and race, 
Sochi makes you notice and enjoy the beauty 
all around. What I also like about Sochi is that 
you can wear a fur coat and sandals at the same 
time, which is impossible to do in other Russian 
cities due to the climate.

What should one do to catch the vibe of Sochi?
My advice is to take a car at night, turn on some 
pleasant music, and take a ride on Kurortny 
Avenue, the city’s main promenade. In the 
morning, have a cup of strong coffee with a 
croissant at the Brigantina café-brasserie. Make 
an appointment for a business lunch close to 
the beach and stay there until evening, enjoying 
a glass of champagne.

Which are your favourite restaurants and cafés 
in Sochi and why?
One of my favourite cafés is Brigantina, where 
you can taste classic French and Mediterranean 
cuisine. I like it for its relaxed atmosphere and 
great location by the marina with a view of 
the sea. Another great place is the Fettuccine 
trattoria. It offers the best homemade wine in 
the city, excellent Italian food made by an Italian 
chef, and good service.
 I also like the eatery called Moo Burgers, 
whose name refers to the sound a cow makes. 
Nowhere else in Sochi can you find such great 
steaks. Just concentrate on the taste and don’t 
pay attention to the location, because this café 
is situated right next to the bus stop.

How would you describe the people who live 
in Sochi?
Locals here know how to get pleasure out of 
life. You can see it in the way they eat, rest, walk, 
work. They do it without hurry. The other thing 
that defines Sochi people is the brightness. You 
won’t find such a great variety of colours, glitter, 
magnificent dresses, or feathers in any other 
city in Russia.

May YOUR NEXT DESTINATION

 To enjoy those magnificent 
panoramas, you can take a cable car 
to one of Sochi’s ski resorts. While the 
majority head to Rosa Khutor, I take the 
funicular to Gorky Gorod. With every 
stop of the cable car, the views become 
better and better. At an elevation of 
960 metres I see a mosaic of roofs down 
below. Some 500 metres higher, the 
resort is barely visible. The sharp peaks 
of the mountains are heavily covered 
in snow. The funicular rises over the 
steep valley, passing over the horizon 
of snow-dusted pine trees. At the top, 
which lies around 2200 metres above 
sea level, the view is mind-blowing. But 
suddenly the sun disappears behind 
the dark clouds, and an unexpected 
snowstorm starts. We are warned to 
leave the top immediately, and I jump 
inside the cabin. On the way down, the 
wind shakes it like a leaf! At the bottom 
it’s sunny and warm again, and for a 
moment I wonder whether the storm 
happened just in my imagination. But 
the snowflakes on my clothes prove it 
was real.
 Later, as I sit on the airplane, I see 
the Olympic Park as we make a turn 
over the shore. It’s situated close to 
the airport, some 30 kilometres from 
Sochi. This is where the Games’ opening 
and closing ceremonies took place. The 
Olympic Park now also hosts a Formula 
One Grand Prix race, which debuted 
in Russia in 2014. In fact, it’s the only 
F-1 track in the world located inside an 
Olympic park. This June and July, the 
state-of-the-art Fisht Olympic Stadium, 
named after one of the most famous 
peaks in the Caucasus mountain range, 
will host the 2018 FIFA World Cup. It 
cost 600 million US dollars to build this 
venue, which resembles a mountain. 
I am not a big football fan, but I now 
regret missing the chance to share the 
fun with thousands of people alongside 
me. They still don’t know that, apart 
from some strong sports emotions, they 
will also be pampered by the sun, sea, 
and snowy mountain peaks. BO
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is the founder of 
Stepanets, one of 
the most famous 
fashion brands 
from Sochi. After 13 
years of office work, 
she launched her 
company in 2015, 
and since then 
her classic casual 
designs have been 
shaping the local 
fashion scene.

Alexandra Stepanets
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Piet Oudolf’s home garden seems far 
away from the bustling urban spaces of New 
York City, Stockholm, or even Amsterdam. It lies 
outside the quiet Dutch village of Hummelo. 
Frequently featured in the garden designer’s 
Instagram posts, this is where he returns to after 
his many jaunts around the world – to work, to 
be inspired, and to draw up new plans. It’s been 
his headquarters since 1981, and the publicly 
accessible garden is now another example of his 
most striking work.
 It’s not, however, his private garden that has 
propelled Oudolf to international garden-design 
stardom. His books on plants, seasons, and 
grasses have more to do with that. The story 
began in the 1970s, when Oudolf seemed to 
be ‘doomed to succeed’ his parents in running 
their hotel-restaurant in the beach town of 
Bloemendaal. But during what initially seemed 
an odd job at a garden centre, he discovered 
a budding interest in all things related to 
plants. The hospitality business quickly faded 
from view as Oudolf went on to study garden 
design and started his own design bureau in 
1975. Frustrated with not being able to find the 
right plants for the right gardens, and after a 
move across the country in search of a bigger 
place to accommodate his expanding business, 
he opened a nursery next to his new home 
in Hummelo.
 This is where Oudolf and his wife, Anja, who 
ran the nursery, tried out all kinds of species that 
no one else was growing – at least not in the 
Netherlands. Before the nursery closed in 2010, 
it had seen as many as a thousand different 
plant species growing there, many of which 
‘graduated’ to be featured in gardens that Oudolf 
himself designed.
 The 1980s were a crucial time in Oudolf’s 
career, with the Dutch Wave of garden design 
gathering momentum both at home and 
abroad. In Sweden it became known as the Den 
Holländska Perennvagen, which translates to 
‘the Dutch perennial movement’. The philosophy 
takes into account the full life cycle of plants, 
instead of just their short blooming period, and 
aims to make a garden attractive year-round. 
Oudolf’s knowledge of the biological features 

of plants, their seasonal cycles, and how they 
behave together – as well as having an eye for 
design – naturally led to his success in the field.
 By writing books on these special plants, 
Oudolf also found a new, international audience. 
Many of the books were written in English from 
the very beginning and in some cases with British 
co-authors. Unexpectedly, he began getting 
requests to design gardens abroad and for high-
profile clients. In the Netherlands, Oudolf had 
been working mostly for local, private customers 
looking for a landschapstuin, the Dutch 
term for ‘landscape garden’. Now Denmark, 
Sweden, Germany, and the northern United 
States followed.
 International recognition has made Oudolf 
one of the leading garden designers of his 
generation, and to this day he travels to 
Scandinavia, the United States, and the United 
Kingdom to advise and design. In New York City, 

he designed the plantings for the famous High 
Line park, the repurposed elevated railway that 
is now a major draw for visitors to Manhattan 
and inhabitants alike. Since it opened in 2009, 
this linear park stretching for 2.3 kilometres has 
become a modern icon of urban space recycling 
and landscape design. Such high-profile gardens 
and spaces have given Oudolf, who is now 73 
years old, more work than ever before.
 Filmmaker Thomas Piper has documented 
Oudolf’s career in a movie titled Five Seasons: 
The Gardens of Piet Oudolf. In an Oudolf garden, 
September and October could well be considered 
a fifth season. This is the time of year when most 
plants start decaying ahead of winter and for 
which the designer has a special affinity. Piper’s 
movie premiered in Rotterdam last year and won 
the prestigious Polly Krakora Award for Artistry 
in Film at the Environmental Film Festival in 
Washington, D.C. in March.

THE GARDENER 
OF ALL SEASONS

The notion that plants are not only 
beautiful when they bloom, is 
central to the work of landscape and 
garden designer Piet Oudolf. You 
may have walked through one of 
the Dutchman’s creations in major 
cities around the world without even 
knowing it.

Text by KOEN VERHELST
Photos courtesy of 
PIET OUDOLF and 
by Alamy
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The philosophy takes 
into account the full life 
cycle of plants



A garden in Enköping, Sweden, 
designed by Oudolf 
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 ‘I love plants, and that’s the main thing,’ Oudolf 
says in the movie. ‘I love the beauty of everything you 
can see in them and the way they change.’ A large 
portion of the movie was shot over the course of two 
seasons in Oudolf’s own garden in Hummelo, which 
lies close to the German border and roughly 2.5 hours 
east of Amsterdam. With the movie distributors 
looking at a wider release on streaming services 
this summer, it may well bring more visitors to the 
designer’s garden. This season, however, will be the 
last that Piet and Anja Oudolf receive visitors there.
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In the end, it should be 
about emotions, not just 
about what you see

Looking at your work, some gardens you’ve made 
don’t seem to be gardens at all. It’s as if nature is 
doing its best to make things wild, and your designs 
allow that up to a certain point.
They’re certainly not natural, but of course this is 
where the inspiration comes from. Following the 
process of nature is essential, and as a designer I 
will adjust things if necessary. What I strive for is to 
have a pleasing, beautiful garden year-round. This 
means choosing plants that are also beautiful when 
they are not blooming and plants that can bloom 
for more than one season. In the end, the goal is to 
get the picture right, as if it were a well-composed 
photograph. People walking through my gardens may 
get the idea that they’re natural or even wild, but in 
the end it’s a garden composed of natural inspiration 
and elements from nature.
 Take, for example, the garden I made for the Hauser 
& Wirth art gallery in Somerset. This garden is not 
only about finding rest and peace; it’s also about 
the experience deeper within yourself when you 
walk through it. It should not only be beautiful with 
blooming flowers, but it needs to have an atmosphere, 
even character. In this sense, decay is also something 
that can be beautiful. So, to achieve that, I work with 
layers and frames, just as if it were a painting. I’ll select 
plants that have beautiful seed capsules in autumn 
and winter and grass that has the right colour. In the 
end, it should be about emotions, not just about what 
you see you while you walk around but also about 
much deeper feelings.
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Do you return to the locations of your 
previous designs if you happen to be in the 
neighbourhood? To see how they are doing 
years later?
Of course, I do have a certain connection 
with places like the High Line, and I try 
to visit if I have the time. But this doesn’t 
always work out. My trips around the world 
are often focused on new projects and 
are rarely a holiday. Sometimes I do have 
to return to a site to discuss the future of 
the garden with the gardeners. You have 
to decide whether to change a garden, for 
example, by maybe removing a tree after a 
few years. We also discuss if certain plants 
that are slowly disappearing might need to 
be replanted or not. At very large projects, I’ll 
sometimes walk through the garden for days 
to observe and observe. And if need be, we 
take action to keep the idea, the intent of the 
design, alive.

Can you tell us about a garden 
where an extensive adjustment was 
indeed required?
Some parts of the High Line were affected 
by extreme, late frost, which resulted in 
empty areas. We had found plants that 
would normally do well there, but in an 
extreme situation you have to adapt and 
replant in order to keep the total garden 
well-balanced. Another part there was the 

beginning of the park, which had a lot of 
birch trees that needed more space than 
new plants. The most important thing is 
to keep in mind the intentions behind the 
design, much more so than preserving the 
original view of the garden.

When you started writing books about 
plants, you became quite famous outside 
the Netherlands and were also asked to 
design gardens in the United Kingdom 
and Sweden. How do you look back on 
that point in your career?
In a way, these books started to take 
on a life of their own. The first one got 
translated, and some of the others we 
wrote directly in English. It also helped that 
in those days I was often visiting colleagues 
in the UK. Of course, when I got offers, I 
needed to say yes to them, whether they 
were lectures on my visions about plant 
life or an actual assignment for a garden, 
otherwise nothing would ever happen.
 And even though I said yes to many 
assignments, I often had to deal with fears 
of not being able to deliver. Every time I 
had to give a university guest lecture on 
plants, I had to deal with some kind of 
panic… What if I wouldn’t make sense on 
stage? It was a bit similar with taking on 
design tasks. But the one thing that kept 
driving me forward was the fear that if I 
said no to such offers, nothing would ever 
happen. I might never get a chance to say 

yes again, and I would end up regretting 
it forever.

How do you choose what to work on 
these days?
My networks in different places are 
essential for this. I never work alone on any 
project. I always cooperate with landscape 
architects, building architects, and other 
designers. In my case, it’s quite unusual to 
know both about the plants themselves 
and about the aesthetics of public space 
design. Over the years, I’ve built up a 
knowledge of plants that work well in 
northern climates, from Sweden to Britain 
and the American Midwest. This is why I 
say no to requests from people in Dubai, 
Asia, or other tropical places. I simply 
don’t know what grows there, and I’d have 
to rely on many more people to make a 
project like that work.

You regularly post pictures of your hand-
drawn designs on social media. Do you 
make all of your designs by hand?
Yes, this makes it possible to go about it 
a bit more mindlessly. I don’t sketch a lot, 
though, because a big part of the work is 
a combination of routine and intuition. I 
mostly look around and take photos when 
I visit the location of a new project and 
talk with the client about what they prefer. 
This, of course, limits the design in several 
ways. Things like – how big is the area 
where I can do my thing? Does the client 
prefer trees or a more open space? After 
that, a lot just happens in my head that 
would be hard to explain to anyone else. 
Finally, after getting some sketches on 
paper, I turn to the computer to make the 
actual designs.

How long do your projects usually take?
The ones that are very complicated can 
take up to ten years to see the first results. 
In most cases where there’s a finished 
building in place, I can start right away. But 
if we’re talking about a project that’s still in 
the architectural design phase, it can take 
two years to start with the planting design. 
Then another year passes before we arrive 
at the actual planting stage. And then 

I often had to deal 
with fears of not being 
able to deliver

Piet Oudolf at his home 
in the Netherlands



sometimes you have to go back afterward for adjustments, like I 
said earlier.

It sounds like you need a lot of patience to work in this field. 
How do you manage that side of your work?
If I were doing only one project at a time, it would be quite hard. 
But in reality I work on roughly 20 projects at the same time, 
and all are at different stages of discussion, design, planting, and 
evaluation. One project is just getting started, while another is 
already in the final stages and will soon be opened. I won’t be 
sitting still anytime soon, because I don’t really get the chance. 
The demand is quite high right now, and my network in all the 
places I work keeps offering me more. My feelings actually do 
change from day to day. Sometimes I’ll get a request one day and 
say no to it because I’m too busy, but then a few days later I’ll feel 
like I can take on some more work.

So now, after such a long career, your network is your most 
important criterion for whether to take a job? Or are there 
cities where you’d really like to turn a messy space into a park?

To be honest, I don’t really have those kinds 
of places anymore. There are designers 
who take all the work they can get, but I’ve 
stopped doing that. You need to be sure 
you can deliver and have enough time to 
do it. Famous architects will frequently 
get in touch with me about entering into 
a competition together, when they need 
someone to advise them on the plants 
around a new building project, for instance. 
But I usually skip those, because it’s not 
always a given that your team will actually 
win the final assignment. Unfortunately, I 
have to say no to a lot of great minds.

You’ve worked all over northern Europe 
over the past few decades. Your first 
international commission was in the 
small Swedish city of Enköping back in 
the 1990s, where you created a public 
park that exists to this day. You’ve also 
worked in Stockholm, Gothenburg, 
and a number of smaller towns like 
Sölvesborg. How did you get so much 
work in Sweden?
Sweden is a very comfy place, if you ask me, 
and I also enjoy Denmark and Germany. 

In all of these countries it’s easy to find 
progressive architects – both for buildings 
and landscapes – to work together with. 
I really do feel at home in cities like 
Stockholm, but also Gothenburg, even if 
they are very different. I’ve done about four 
or five projects in Sweden, starting indeed 
with Enköping. The park there has become 
something of an example across the 
country for how to make a public garden 
with perennial plants, which has led to 
many more requests for me. And even if I 
travel a lot more to other places, I do enjoy 
returning to Sweden. I guess you could call 
it nostalgia.

Do you have any gardens in the works in 
northern Europe at the moment?
Yes, at the moment I’m working on a park 
just north of the centre of Stockholm. 
It’s around a new skyscraper called 
Gasklockan, which is designed by the Swiss 
architects Herzog & de Meuron. It’s centred 
around several old gasometers with the 
characteristic metal-ring constructions. 
One of them will be demolished to make 
space for the tower. And then together 
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Oudolf designed this garden for 
the Hauser & Wirth Somerset 

gallery in Somerset, UK
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with LOLA Landscape Architects I will design a park around a second gas 
holder that will also feature a rooftop terrace. But it will take a while, 
maybe five years, before it will be ready.

In the Netherlands you’ve designed famous places like the Leuvehoofd 
promenade in Rotterdam, the square around the Amsterdam Zuid train 
station, and the entrance to the botanical gardens of Utrecht. Still, 
though, it seems that you are a bit less well known there. Which places 
do you enjoy in your own country?
Amsterdam and Rotterdam are both nice, I like them. And I think maybe 
in the Netherlands it’s not known how much work I have abroad, but I do 
enjoy working there from time to time. At the moment, we’re finishing 
up the garden of the Singer Museum in Laren, which specialises in 
Dutch impressionism.

What tips do you have for people who want to apply some of your 
design principles to their own gardens?
The books I’ve written with my co-authors are a good start. Most of them 
are quite practically oriented. I think the most important thing to keep 
in mind is that my designs look at beauty in a different and unusual way. 
When you say you love dormant plants, people tend to get confused, 
because they don’t understand. One of the more important things in life 
is to, of course, find beauty, but also to find it in things that at first glance 
would not be considered beautiful. BO

Scampston Hall garden in Yorkshire, England, UK



Impressive historical sites, crystal-clear 
water, and exciting nightlife: the tiny southern 
European archipelago country of Malta is a 
dream for vacationers. We’ve asked some locals 
to share their favourite places and experiences, 
and now we pass them on to you.

HONEY ISLAND
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hard to think of what 
Malta might lack. 
At just 316 square 
kilometres, the isle 

in the Mediterranean Sea boasts three 
sites included on the UNESCO World 
Heritage List, including reminders of 
Malta’s history dating back to the Neolithic 
period. Ruled by more than ten empires 
over the millennia, each has helped to 
shape Malta’s culture. Whereas the Arabs 
who conquered the islands in 870 AD left 
an important mark on the language, the 
British not only introduced the second 
official language but also developed the 
country’s education system and even 
driving rules (the Maltese drive on the left 
side of the road). The Sicilians, for their 
part, set the tone in the kitchen.
 And while the serene landscapes of 
rocky coasts and narrow streets give the 
country a timeless feeling, when the 
day melts into night, a lively party scene 
appears. Malta truly is the land of milk and 
honey, so it seems no coincidence that its 
name derives from the Greek word meli 
(‘honey’), possibly referring to Malta’s long 
history of producing honey. Last but not 
least, Malta enjoys 300 days of sunshine 
per year. So, pack your sunscreen and a pair 
of sunglasses to protect your eyes from the 
dazzling limestone structures, and head 
to Malta.

Get behind the wheel
In Malta you’re never really far from 
anything. Some say that, without traffic, it 
takes just 40 minutes to drive across the 
whole island. For some recommendations 
on where to go and what to see, we spoke 
with Sacha Pepermans, who is originally 
from Belgium but has lived in several 
locations in Malta over the past six years 
while working for an iGaming provider. 
As a matter of fact, online gaming is a 
thriving industry in Malta and attracts a 
sea of expats.
 If you want to explore the local 
nightlife, there’s Sliema and St. Julians. 
In the summer, these towns attract lots 
of young people who’ve come to Malta 
to study English and party, so it can get a 
bit raucous there sometimes, especially 
in Paceville, a district of St. Julians packed 

Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Photos by iStock and from publicity 
materials
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with nightclubs, bars, and clubs. Meanwhile, the town 
of Mellieħa on Malta’s northern coast provides a more 
restful if slightly touristy atmosphere. To experience a 
real Maltese town, consider getting a place on one of 
the tiny, hidden streets of Birkirkara.
 Paradoxically, the hotel industry in Malta is 
rudimentary, and you’re not always guaranteed 
to find the best value for your money, so renting 
an apartment is a reasonable choice. But whether 
staying in a hotel or apartment, just remember to ask 
if the place has air conditioning!
 The bus is the main means of public transportation 
here, even though it’s as unpredictable as the weather 
in Malta during winter. It’s not uncommon for a bus 
to arrive up to an hour behind schedule. That’s why 
it’s handy to have the Tallinja app, which tracks buses 
and their estimated arrival times. To make up for their 
tardiness, taking a bus is rather cheap – a seven-day 
bus card costs only 25 euros.
 But for those on a tight schedule, getting behind 
the wheel themselves is a far better option. A car also 
gives you a lot more freedom to stop for a refreshing 
swim or a peek inside one of the numerous churches 
you’re bound to see on the way. However, driving 
in Malta takes some courage. In addition to driving 
on the left, the Maltese are also famous for their 
erratic driving habits. They like to drive fast, they 
abruptly change sides to avoid potholes, and they 
often stop suddenly on the side of the road. You’ll 
need to drive confidently to get into roundabouts, and 
signalling can mean anything from ‘move faster’ to 
‘hey, nice car’. Plus, because car ownership in Malta is 
exceedingly high, it can be difficult to find a parking 
spot.

A church for every day
To get acquainted with Malta, which is commonly 
described as an open-air museum, it’s logical to start 
with the so-called cradle of its history, the Three 
Cities. The three fortified cities of Birgu, Senglea, and 
Cospicua sit across the Grand Harbour from Valletta 
and are easily accessed by ferries. The Three Cities 
were attacked during the Great Siege in 1565 and also 
experienced heavy bombing during the Second World 
War; they were rebuilt in the 1950s and 1960s.
 Mdina, the original capital of Malta, also provides 
that fascinating feeling of travelling back in time. The 
medieval gates to the fortress-city serve almost like a 
portal to the past. What makes it even more surreal is 
the fact that cars are prohibited inside the city. Only 
the city’s 300 residents may drive in the city, which 
is why it’s also called the Silent City. Get lost in the 
narrow pathways between the mesmerising medieval 
and Baroque dwellings, and consider extending your 
walk to the nearby town of Rabat, whose name 
means ‘suburbs’ and is filled with charming churches 
and palazzos.
 With over 360 churches and chapels scattered 
throughout the islands, the Maltese laugh that they 

There are more churches in Malta  
than there are days in the year.

Bougainvillea trees add colour to villages around the island.
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have a church for every day of the year. But they 
need them, too, seeing as about 90% of Maltese are 
practising Catholics. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the 
Knights Hospitaller commissioned artists such as 
Caravaggio and Mattia Preti to dress up churches and 
palaces, leaving the archipelago with many splendid 
masterpieces. One example is the Rotunda of Mosta, 
which is noteworthy for two reasons. First, its 
colossal rotunda is said to be the third largest in the 
world. Second, it experienced a miracle during the 
Second World War, when a bomb fell into the church 
during Mass on April 9, 1942, but failed to explode, 
thus leaving all 300 people in attendance unharmed.
Diametrically different is the humble St. Mary 
Magdalene Chapel, perched on the edge of the Dingli 
Cliffs on Malta’s western coast. At approximately 
253 metres above sea level, it marks the highest 
point on the island and is a fitting venue for a 
romantic sunset viewing. The chapel is not open 
to the public, but the stunning view compensates 
this fact. Another revered site is the Ħal-Saflieni 
Hypogeum in Paola. Meaning ‘underground’ in Greek, 
these subterranean chambers date back to 3000 
BC and are thought to have been a sanctuary and 
necropolis, with the remains of more than 7000 
bodies documented by archaeologists. Moreover, the 
hypogeum is a great place to cool off.
 The Maltese capital, described by UNESCO as 
‘one of the most concentrated historical areas in the 
world’, is a true wonderland for history buffs. Tiny 
Valletta (0.8 km2) emerged in the 16th century, during 
the rule of the Order of St. John, and, despite tireless 
bombing during the Second World War, is still packed 
with an array of Baroque gems such as the opulent 
Saint John’s Co-Cathedral. The Upper Barrakka 
Gardens sit at the top of Valletta’s fortifications and 
offer a breathtaking vista of the Grand Harbour, 
the Three Cities, Fort St. Angelo, and the Saluting 
Battery. The battery’s cannons are fired daily to mark 
the start and end of each day.
 What makes Valletta even more appealing is the 
fact that it is a European Capital of Culture in 2018. 
Four hundred events are planned for the entire 
year in and around Valletta. Some of the current 
highlights are Malta Fashion Week (May 28 to June 2) 
and the Valletta Film Festival (June 8–17). Another 
charm is the city’s thriving bar culture, featuring 
age-old establishments as well as hip newcomers. A 
good place to get a feel for the local bar scene is Yard 
32. This is the first gin bar in Malta and serves more 
than two hundred types of gin. But the ‘eat, drink, 
and be merry’ spirit of Malta is best experienced 
during the festa season that kicks off at the end of 
May. Every weekend until September, a different 
village celebrates its patron saint with revellers going 
out into the adorned streets to dance, make music, 
and savour street food. It all ends with colourful 
fireworks – an integral part of every celebration 
in Malta.

A view of Golden Bay

Located on the edge of a cliff, the St. Mary 
Magdalene Chapel was rebuilt in 1646.
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The three islands
With water temperatures approaching 20°C degrees in 
May, Mellieħa’s three sandy bays (most of the shores 
in Malta are rocky) – Għadira Bay, Golden Bay, Għajn 
Tuffieħa – brim with tourists and locals alike. Less 
crowded and more preferred among the locals is Għajn 
Tuffieħa, which is accessed by a long and steep flight 
of steps.
 The crystal-clear water is perfect for snorkelling 
and other water activities. The best diving sites are 
supposed to be on the island of Gozo, in particular 
the area around the former Azure Window. Sadly, 
the 28-metre natural arch collapsed during a storm 
last spring, but its legacy is kept alive in such motion 
pictures as Clash of the Titans, The Count of Monte 
Cristo, and an episode of the TV series Game of 
Thrones. A regular ferry service carries passengers and 
cars between Malta and Gozo. The trip takes about 25 
minutes. Despite the island measuring just 67 square 
kilometres, it’s convenient to have a car for a sufficient 
day trip, because some of the notable sites are not 
directly located along bus routes.
 Being more rural and tranquil, Gozo is where the 
Maltese themselves go to unwind. Gozo also has a 
handful of exceptional historic sites. The Cittadella 
(Citadel) is a fortified marvel perched on a hill since 
Neolithic times. In addition to the mesmerising 
panorama, the walls of the Citadel house the majestic 
Baroque-style Gozo Cathedral and several small 
museums. Moreover, Gozo proudly presents the oldest 
free-standing structures in the world: the two temples 
of Ġgantija date back to 3600 BC, which make them 
older than Stonehenge.
 The smallest among the three island sisters, 
Comino (3.5 km2), is car-free and, apart from the 
tourists, virtually uninhabited. What makes the 
island special is its Blue Lagoon. Just a glimpse of this 
heavenly blue gulf and you’ll understand what the 
fuss is all about. To avoid the crowds, go early. The 
tour operator kiosks dotting every promenade in Malta 
offer ferry trips to Comino, but a speedboat carrier 
will get you there in a jiffy, for example, Supreme 
Powerboats departing from Sliema.
 But not all of Malta’s charms are located on the 
coastlines. A quiet town in the central part of Malta, 
Attard hides two of the most spectacular parks 
in Malta. They’re perfect for long, leisurely walks, 
especially in May and June, when the temperature is 
comfortably warm. Enjoy the aristocratic aura and 
manicured foliage of San Anton Gardens. Nearby, 
within the confines of San Anton Palace – the 
residence of the Maltese president – is the Kitchen 
Garden, which serves as the prime source of herbs and 
vegetables for the palace’s kitchen. The garden is also 
home to several farm animals, which bring plenty of 
joy to the youngest visitors.
 As a matter of fact, locals are very fond of children. 
Maria Shebets, a blogger and full-time mother of 
two, says that children in Malta are showered with 

The Blue Lagoon is famous for its mesmerising 
waters and jaw-dropping scenery.

Do not 
hesitate to 

hire your own 
sailing yacht 

to get to know 
the Maltese 

archipelago.

A street with traditional colourful  
balconies in the historical centre of Valletta.

www.roofbbq.lvkino.korso.lv www.zilibrinumi.lv
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attention and spoiled with smiles: ‘No one at the 
restaurant will look angrily at you if your baby starts 
to cry; on the contrary, they’ll help you to calm him 
down.’ Shebets, who is originally from Russia, has 
been living in Sliema for seven years. She says that 
the local mentality is completely different from 
her Slavic mind-set, and the Maltese are generally 
very friendly and always willing to give a helping 
hand. Melanie Drury, a writer, blogger, and digital 
content specialist born and raised in Malta, reminds 
us that the Maltese are, after all, Mediterranean: 
‘If you see two strangers talking loudly in a store in 
Malta, it does not necessarily mean they’re arguing. 
We’re just loud.’

The smallest wine country
Malta is also a land of early birds. You’ll see ladies 
hanging out the laundry on their balconies and men 
polishing their vehicles as early as 4 am. And the 
majority of grocery stores and pasticcerias open at 6 
am. However, they all close around noon for a couple 
of hours to avoid the hottest time of day.
 The same schedule applies to restaurants. Shebets, 
who writes about the newest Maltese food trends on 
her blog (shebets.com), describes Maltese cuisine as 
rustic, seasonal, and flavourful. ‘It’s rather heavy in 
general, but with several lighter dishes for a summer 
diet.’ Maltese cuisine has strong Sicilian, Italian, 
and Middle Eastern influences. Locals love pasta, 
potatoes, and traditional Maltese bread. A must-try 
staple is the simple yet divine hobz biz-zejt – Maltese 
bread rubbed with tasty, ripe tomato and drizzled 
with olive oil. Another morsel you cannot leave the 
island without trying is pastizzi – a savoury pastry 
stuffed with mushy peas or ricotta. For something 
more hearty, there’s traditional rabbit stew (stuffat 
tal-fenek) and, of course, many fresh seafood dishes.
 Malta is also one of the smallest wine-
growing countries in the world. In addition to the 
international giants like Merlot and Chardonnay, 
local vineyards grow two indigenous grapes: 
Ġellewża and Ghirghentina. Despite its 2000-year 
history, Maltese wine has flown under the radar even 
in its home market, with locals more likely to drink 
wines from Sicily.
 Luckily, some wine makers are trying to change the 
situation. One of them is Mark Cassar, who makes 
natural wines from organically grown grapes using 
the ancient Georgian Qvevri method. Although 
biodynamic wines are still relatively unknown, Cassar 
has observed a growing interest in high-quality, 
natural, local wines. Located just a stone’s throw 
from Laferla Cross on the outskirts of Siġġiewi, 
Cassar’s winery is always open to wine enthusiasts 
for tours and tasting sessions. For a smaller bottled 
souvenir to bring back home, indulge in some of 
the island’s exotic honey flavours, such as orange 
blossom honey and wild thyme honey. A spoonful 
will bring back memories of sweet days in Malta. BO

Terrone (1, Triq Il Wilga, Marsaxlokk; 
terrone.com.mt) is an Italian and seafood 
restaurant in Marsaxlokk serving the 
daily seafood catch with uncomplicated 
excellence as well as local meat and 
vegetable dishes.

The Is-Serkin Crystal Palace Bar (Triq 
San-Pawl, Rabat) pasticceria is located 
next to the Roman Villa and is claimed to 
have the best pastizzi in Malta.

With locations in both Valletta and Gżira, 
the Pulled Meat Company serves only 
the best slow-cooked food. It’s renowned 
for its pulled pork and meaty snacks, 

but the homemade agnolotti are also a 
must-try.

You can’t leave Malta without trying 
some of the best local staples made 
from home-grown ingredients. Diar 
il-Bniet (14, Triq Salvu Azzopardi, Dingli; 
diarilbniet.com) is a Maltese agritourism 
experience based around a farm shop and 
a farm kitchen in Dingli.

Café Society (13, Triq San Gwann, 
Valletta) is a favourite venue for Valletta’s 
creatives. The cocktails are innovative and 
feature a touch of fresh herbs. Don’t miss 
the outstanding homemade ciabattas.

Make a pit stop

Look for prices 
with cherries on 

airbaltic.com

airBaltic flies to

Malta 
twice per week

from 129 EUR
round trip

Many of Malta’s more 
prominent wineries offer 
a cellar tour.

From fine dining to late evening drinks, Malta has 
lots of restaurants and cafés to choose from.
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Peacocks, a draft for a decorative fabric by master of Latvian applied art 
Jūlijs Straume (1874–1970). 1906. Tempera on paper.

It is no secret that Riga is a much-loved European destination for its 
Art Nouveau architecture. Almost half of all the buildings in the city 
centre reflect the Art Nouveau style – more than in any other city in 
the world. What are some of the distinctive features of this beautiful 
Art Nouveau heritage?

Vases by the 
Royal Porcelain 
Factory in 
Copenhagen, 
Latvian 
National 
Museum of Art 
collection

Plate with nature motif by French painter Henri 
Lambert (1836–1909), Musée d’Orsay collection

Congolese Album by Belgian jeweller, 
sculptor, and glassware designer 
Philippe Wolfers (1858–1929), Royal 
Museums of Art and History in 
Belgium collection

Art 
Nouveau 
motifs and 
patterns
Greatly influenced 
by nature, Art Nouveau 
designers created 
compelling effects by using 
stylised floral and organic 
forms in decorative pieces. 
Some of the most iconic 
Art Nouveau motifs and 
patterns include abstract 
floral motifs, female forms, 
peacocks, owls, snakes, 
insects, flowers (water-lilies, 
poppies, lilies), curved and 
wavy lines.

Around the turn of the 20th century, a new 
style began to turn heads. Art Nouveau, also 
known as Jugendstil, gave Riga a trademark 
look. Still to this day, its intricate floral 
designs, weaving garlands, expressive masks, 
ornate sculptural figures, flowing lines, and 
elaborate geometric forms decorate the 
façades of buildings all over Riga.
 The transition to Art Nouveau in Riga 
took place relatively later than in the rest 
of Europe. Here, the new movement was 
mostly inspired by German art and artists. 
Other countries, such as Austria, Belgium, 
Scotland, and Finland, also played a role in 
shaping the Art Nouveau style in Riga. In 
fact, the style was given different names 
in various European countries: Jugendstil 
in Germany, Decorative Style in England, 
Viennese Secession in Austria, Art Belle 
Époque in France, Arte Nuova or Stile Liberty 
in Italy, and Modernista in Spain.

Text by LĪGA VAĻKO
Photos by iStock and courtesy of Riga Bourse, 
Riga Art Nouveau Centre

THE DEVIL 
IN THE DETAIL  Art Nouveau originated as a reaction to the 

mass production of the 19th century, with the new 
designers emphasising that every house and object 
should be a work of art. Homes designed in the Art 
Nouveau style had everything from door handles to 
window latches specially designed and handmade 
by a craftsman. Many intellectuals and artists of 
that time embraced the principle that art is a way of 
living. Art Nouveau in the design of goods, interior 
designs, clothes, and kitchenware developed just 
as consumerism was getting started in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. The growing purchasing 
power and number of rich households fuelled the 
economic boom.
 Until August 5 the Riga Bourse art museum is 
presenting Art Nouveau: Its Beginnings, Influences, 
and Original Nature, an ambitious exhibition 
dedicated to the Latvian centenary. In this article, 
Baltic Outlook and the creators of the exhibition 
direct the spotlight at interior trends in Riga during 
the Art Nouveau period.
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Colour schemes 
Art Nouveau colours are subtle and 
muted: pastels, mustard yellow, olive 
green, brown, violet, purple, gold, 
and peacock blue. Objects from the 
beginning of the 20th century also 
show attempts at refraining from 
ornamental oversaturation, and interiors 
began to become lighter around that 
time. Although bronzing and various 
reddish and brownish shades were still 
prominent, green and blue tones started 
to gain in popularity. These changes 
were influenced by the development of 
medicine throughout Europe, which began 
to change people’s perceptions about the 
human nervous system and also led to 
a greater focus on psychology. Many art 
and design magazines published essays 
based on the ideas of French neurologist 
Jean-Martin Charcot (1825–1893) regarding 
the home as the place where one could 
recover from nervous disturbances 
brought on by life in the city.

Wallpaper motifs
Art Nouveau was adopted in Riga as an already mature style and therefore often 
consisted of expressions similar to those found in many other European cities. Although 
early-20th-century home interiors were often made by craftsmen, the general level of 
work was very professional and of a high quality.

Antechamber, Riga Art Nouveau Centre collection

• Latvia-based W. Puls 
& Co., the largest local 
wallpaper producer, 
not only introduced 
wallpaper samples 
from Germany, France, 
and England, but 
also offered locally 
made products.

• Nature motifs are a well-known technique in 
designing wallpaper and stencilled decorations. 
Trees like chestnut, oak, and pine as well as 
flowers were widely used in wall decorations at 
the time.
• Today, Art Nouveau design elements can be 
seen in the apartment that once belonged to 
one of the most prominent Latvian architects, 
Konstantīns Pēkšēns (1859–1928). He designed at 
least 250 multi-storey masonry buildings and no 
less than 110 wooden houses in Riga.

Guest room, 
Riga Art 

Nouveau 
Centre 

collection

Antechamber, typically serving as 
a waiting room, Riga Art Nouveau 
Centre collection

Furniture 
Furniture, doorknobs, carpets, 
and other interior details were 
often designed by the architects 
themselves. Whether polished 
or varnished, a shiny finish was 
essential for furniture.

Art Nouveau 
cabinet, Latvian 
National Museum 
of Art collection

• Bespoke 
wood is often 
combined 
with glass 
and metal. 
Multiple doors 
and drawers 
are more 
decorative and 
nature-centric.

Crane and Reeds floor lamp, 
Musée d’Orsay collection

• Plant elements often carry 
symbolic meaning.

Buffet by French decorator 
and furniture designer Louis 
Majorelle (1859–1926), 
Sainsbury Centre of Visual 
Arts collection

• Art nouveau furniture 
features curves and elegant 
lines. Flowers often form 
the main accent.
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• Artists painted women in highly idealised, feminine, and seductive 
forms. Rozentāls turned his artistic efforts to the mother-and-child 
theme, and as a ‘painter of Eves’ he celebrated the beauty of women.

Janis Rozenāls. Mother 
and Child. 1904. Latvian 
National Museum of 
Art collection

Local Latvian artists began organising solo 
exhibitions of their work in Riga in the 
first decade of the 20th century. Wealthier 
inhabitants of the city wished to buy 
paintings and exhibit them in their homes, 
particularly in their home offices, where 
business discussions often took place. 
Afterwards, guests were invited to look at 
and enjoy the homeowner’s collection of 
paintings and antiques.

•The Art Nouveau period 
gave rise to some of the most 
inspirational works of art by 
Latvian master painters Janis 
Rozentāls (1866–1917), Vilhelms 
Purvītis (1872–1945), and 
Johans Valters (1869–1932).

Johans Valters. 
Kazdanga. 
1904. Latvian 
National 
Museum of 
Art collection

• The Princess and the Monkey 
is a painting by Janis Rozentāls. 
The symbolic content reflects 
the power of money and the 
relationship between an artist 
and society. The princess 
represents ‘great, beautiful 
art’, but the monkey bound by 
chains is its servant and toy.
Janis Rozentāls. The Princess and 
the Monkey. 1913. Latvian National 
Museum of Art collection

Porcelain and glassware
Porcelain and faience are some the most beautiful objects of the Art Nouveau style. The 
natural world also served as the main source of imagination for glass making. Artists often 
used images of flowers, buds, tendrils, insects, and other animals in tableware and other 
household articles.

Plate collection, Riga Art 
Nouveau Centre collection

Vase by one of the 
first true designers 
in eastern Europe, 
Ansis Cīrulis (1883–
1942), National 
History Museum of 
Latvia collection

Flower pot by 
Ansis Cīrulis, 
National History 
Museum of 
Latvia collection

Vase by Latvian sculptor 
and ceramicist Augusts Julla 
(1872–1958), Latvian National 
Museum of Art collection

Paintings 
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For several 
reasons, 
spring is 
considered 

the best time to visit the Dutch 
capital. First, the tulip gardens are 
in full bloom. Second, with the 
first sunny days of spring, the city 
becomes ever more lively, with 
locals flocking around the canals 
and to café terraces.
 Amsterdam features a bundle 
of world-class museums (the 
Dutch capital has more museums 
per square kilometre than any 
other city), and its architectural 
heritage ranges from 17th-century 
fairy-tale buildings to clever 
housing developments designed 
in the Amsterdam School style. 
It also features a wide selection 
of brick-and-mortar shopping 
destinations, several top-notch 
beer breweries, various green 
spaces and urban beaches, 
infrastructure so well thought-out 
that cyclists don’t need to wear 
helmets, and high-quality cuisine 
not only at Michelin-starred 
restaurants but also from vending 
machines. Amsterdam has 
something to offer for everyone, 
even penny-pinchers. After all, 
being prudent in financial affairs is 
one of the traits of being Dutch.
 By and large, the Dutch are 
intelligent, polite, and with a good 
sense of humour. When you greet 
someone for the first time, give a 
firm handshake, but once you feel 
a connection, three smooches on 
the cheek is customary. That is, if 
you can reach it – the Dutch are 
the tallest people in the world.

Amsterdam is the 
city everyone must 
visit. Here’s how to 
see it all.

A’DAM FOR EVERYONE

Text by ILZE VĪTOLA
Photos by Amsterdam 
Marketing and from 
publicity materials
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(Not so) classic Amsterdam
No visit to Amsterdam is complete without a 
photo by the gigantic I amsterdam letters found 
at the back of the Rijksmuseum on Museumplein. 
So let’s get it over with, cross it off your to-do list. 
And if appreciating Dutch masterpieces is also on 
your list, then the Museum Quarter is truly the 
right place, because all three museum giants are 
here: the Van Gogh Museum, Stedelijk Museum, 
and Rijksmuseum.
 Then take a walk to De Pijp. This former 
working-class neighbourhood is now filled with 
restaurants, cafés, and bars representing all 180 
cultures living in Amsterdam today. This is also 
where the largest market in the country, the 
Albert Cuyp Market, is located. It’s open daily 
from 9.00 to 17.00 and is the perfect place to 
savour the best Dutch dishes. For example, eat a 
haring at Vishandel Molenaar. You’ll spot herring 
carts, known in Dutch as haringhandels, serving 
this salty treat all over the city. We recommend 
ordering a broodje haring to get the fish served in a 
sandwich with pickles and onions. 
 But it would be foolish to ignore the less 
polished and more hedonist side of Amsterdam. 
For one reason, the Red Light District is home to 

one of the most magical places in the city, the 
Museum Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder (Our Lord 
in the Attic Museum). This perfectly preserved 
17th-century house from the Dutch Golden 
Age has an entire church in its attic. Because 
the Catholic religion was not openly tolerated 
in the Netherlands in the 17th century, people 
sometimes refurbished a nook in their homes to 
use as a place for worship. Only a few of these 
in-house altars have survived to the present day. 
This church, coloured in an unusual shade of 
pink and still displaying the original light fixtures 
and angel statues, is so opulent it will make you 
believe in the existence of hidden treasures once 
again. Just a stone’s throw away is the Oude 
Kerk (Old Church), the oldest building in the city. 
The marvellous Gothic wooden ceilings of the 
former church now function as a backdrop for 
art installations.
 For more Dutch wooden architecture, take 
the free-of-charge Buiksloterweg ferry from the 
docks behind the Amsterdam Centraal station to 
Nieuwendammerdijk in the Noord district. The 
wooden Dutch dwellings on this long and narrow 
street date back to the 16th century and were once 
inhabited by fishermen and captains. Noord is 
also the district where the famous Fromagerie 
Abraham Kef cheese emporium established its 
tasting room. The shelves at Kef are stocked with 
cheese from top producers, both international and 
local. Watch a sunset on Kef’s spacious terrace 
while enjoying a cheese plate with a glass of wine 
or beer. Or purchase some goodies and marvel 
at how skilfully and with the utmost care they 
are wrapped.

STAY AT: Occupying five 
connected canal houses 
in the charming Negen 
Straatjes district, The 
Hoxton (Herengracht 255; 
thehoxton.com; prices from 
EUR 149) offers 111 spacious 
hotel rooms with light-soaked 
interiors and vintage furniture.

DINE AT: For a taste of the 
North Sea, head to John 
Dory (Prinsengracht 999; 
johndory.nl). The restaurant 
is situated on two floors of a 
17th-century warehouse: the 
ground floor is an informal 
bar offering wine and oysters, 
the upper floor serves as 
a formal yet welcoming 
seafood restaurant.

NOT TO MISS: With its 
outstanding acoustics, the 
Royal Concertgebouw 
(Concertgebouwplein 10; 
concertgebouw.nl) is 
considered one of the greatest 
concert halls in the world. 
Check the programme and 
enjoy the classics performed 
by the gods of academic music, 
or attend a free lunchtime 
concert held on Wednesdays.
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There’s no place like  
the Albert Cuyp street market to discover 

Amsterdam’s laid-back atmosphere.

You can read the history 
of Nieuwendammerdijk 
from its houses.
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MODULUS
Create your perfeCt offiCe!
DeSiGN: eLiN BaSaNDer aNDrÉ

Your office furniture should adjust to your needs, not the other way around. With the Modulus 
furniture range, your office will be exactly as you have always wanted. Well thought-out fea-
tures, plenty of storage options and several colour choices allow you to create a solution that 
meet your needs – whether your workplace is a small home office, an open-plan office or a 
private executive office. Discover 15 000 products for your workplace at ajproducts.com  

ajtooted.ee   I   ajprodukti.lv   I   ajproduktai.lt
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Hip A’dam
Those who dream of having breakfast at every 
meal will feel like they’re in seventh heaven –  
Amsterdam has a handful of eateries serving 
Instagram-perfect breakfast meals all day long. 
In the southeastern part of the city, Benji’s is a 
fitting venue for a leisurely brunch. The urban 
jungle-themed interior is spectacular, and the 
food matches up. Expect vivid Buddha bowls 
and toasts with perfectly sorted avocado slices. 
Or head to the Plantage district and Dignita, an 
all-day brunch place in a serene setting. As the 
greenest area of the city, Plantage also has a 
lot of options for an after-meal stroll. Next to 
Dignita is the Hermitage, the Dutch branch of the 
Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg, Russia. 
There’s also the ARTIS Amsterdam Royal Zoo and 
Hortus Botanicus, both of which have exceptional 
butterfly pavilions.
 For a more commercial sort of stroll, 
Amsterdam has a handful of shopping districts. 
Big fashion chains fill the swarming Kalverstraat 
and Leidsestraat. For high-end brands, head to the 
Museum District, with P.C. Hooftstraat boasting 
such names as Chanel and Louis Vuitton. For 
something a bit more offbeat, there’s the Negen 
Straatjes (Nine Streets) neighbourhood, whose 

charmingly narrow nine streets in the city’s 
historical canal district are filled with independent 
boutiques, vintage stores, and stylish cafés. Close 
by, on Spuistraat, there’s X Bank, a celebration of 
Dutch brands housed in a former bank. And for a 
mix of everything, check out the two kilometres of 
shop-till-you-drop along Haarlemmerstraat and 
Haarlemmerdijk. Did you know that the denim 
champion G-Star RAW comes from Amsterdam? 
It’s no exaggeration to call Amsterdam the 
European Capital of Denim. Here you’ll find the 
world’s first Jean School and an array of top-
drawer Dutch denim masters. Go to the denim 
paradise of Tenue de Nîmes on Haarlemstraat to 
purchase some denim souvenirs.
 If the weather seems promising, take the ferry 
to NDSM Wharf. The former shipyard is now home 
to the hippest cafés and bars and regularly hosts 
multi-disciplinary festivals and other events. Also 
check the schedule for IJ Hallen, because every 
month this industrial giant hosts the biggest flea 
market in Europe. Or head to Pllek, which might 
look like just an unconvincing pile of shipping 
containers but is actually one of the most popular 
gathering places for the cool kids of the city. Take 
a seat at a communal table or grab a deckchair 
and soak up the sun in the outdoor seating area. 
But to blend in with the local crowd, you don’t 
necessarily need to cross the river, just head to 
Foodhallen in the Oud-West neighbourhood. 
Located in the De Hallen cultural complex, 
Foodhallen gathers around 20 vendors who cater 
to people with diverse tastes, offering everything 
from Michelin-starred bitterballen to dim sum 
to Basque pintxos. 

STAY AT: With a prime 
location in De Negen Straatjes, 
spacious rooms with off-
the-wall design, marble 
bathrooms, and canal-side 
views, you can’t find more 
trendy sleep than Hotel 
Pulitzer (Prinsengracht 323; 
pulitzeramsterdam.com; prices 
from EUR 279).

DINE AT: The new vegan 
hotspot Vegan Junk Food 
Bar (Staringplein 22; 
veganjunkfoodbar.com) 
has two locations in the 
city and serves plant-based 
versions of all the favourite 
comfort foods. The chic and 
minimalist interior will also 
not disappoint.

NOT TO MISS: You can’t 
leave Amsterdam without 
visiting De School (Jan 
van Breemenstraat 1; 
deschoolamsterdam.nl). 
Located in a former technical 
college, it’s open round the 
clock and houses a club, artist 
studios, a concert venue, 
restaurant, café, exhibition 
space, and a gym.

The Pllek restaurant and bar built of used shipping containers has 
a relaxed beach ambiance and an amazing view of Amsterdam.
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Located in Amsterdam’s hip Oud-West 
neighbourhood, Foodhallen is a classy 
indoor food market.
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Easy rider Amsterdam
When going to Amsterdam, take your jogging 
shoes with you. The city has plenty of pedestrian 
zones and green spaces – just keep off the red 
biking paths. The lovely pedestrian path running 
along the Amstel River features some of the 
famous sights of the city, such as the Royal 
Theatre Carré and the Magere Brug (Skinny 
Bridge). Or get on a bike and join the myriad of 
cyclists. With 25 years of experience and five 
rental shops spread around the city, MacBike is 
a good choice. Its signature crimson vehicles are 
easy to recognise when parked in a sea of other 
bicycles. It comes as a bit of a surprise, however, 
that Amsterdam’s bike-friendly infrastructure only 
began to be developed in the 1970s.
 Because everything in Amsterdam is just a 
10- to 20-minute pedal away, make an effort to 
visit the more far-flung corners of city as well. For 
example, explore the west side with Westerpark 
as its highlight. The Westerpark district is home 
to the Westergasfabriek, a former gas factory 
revamped into a cultural hub. Westergasfabriek 
also hosts the Troost brewery, which welcomes 

beer aficionados to taste a variety of craft beers 
brewed on site, accompanied by such home-
cooked goodies as burgers and flammkuchen. A 
similar ambience, complete with delicious burgers 
and house-brewed hops, can be found at Oedipus 
Brewing in the Noord district. However, with a 
location next to De Gooyer (the tallest windmill 
in the Netherlands) and a large outdoor seating 
area, no other brewery is as big a crowd-pleaser as 
Brouwerij t’IJ in the Oost district.
 Sipping beer and sharing a plate of Dutch 
finger food is a very gezellig thing to do. Gezellig 
for the Dutch is what hygge is for the Danes – 
an untranslatable word describing a sense of 
common wellbeing. It’s best experienced at 
a borrel, an informal gathering with friends 
at a bruin café, or brown café. The name for 
these historic institutions comes from their 
appearance – their walls are stained brown from 
the time before the smoking ban was put in place. 
These pubs can be spotted by the distinctive, curvy 
lettering style, called Amsterdamse Kruletter, in 
which their names are painted on the windows. 
One such establishment is the Café Welling in the 
Oud-Zuid neighbourhood. Drawing a clientèle 
of local artists, musicians, and writers, it’s small, 
unpretentious, and cosy. While away the hours 
sharing a plate of deep-fried bitterballen or other 
borrel classics such as ossenworst (raw-beef 
sausage). You might as well also try genever, the 
juniper-flavored liquor that is the forefather of gin. 
Now’s a good time to tell your friends the legend 
of how the Dutch football team Ajax miraculously 
won three European Champions Cups in a row 
in the 1970s.

STAY AT: Located in the 
former home of the Dutch 
daily newspaper De Volkskrant, 
Volkshotel (Wibautstraat 150; 
volkshotel.nl; prices from 
EUR 59) provides good value 
for money and its vibrant 
interior has plenty of creative 
spirit. But the fun starts on 
the rooftop, which features 
a sauna, hot tubs, and a bar-
restaurant offering modern 
Dutch cuisine.

DINE AT: FEBO (febo.nl) is a 
great way to appease a sudden 
hunger. Named after Ferdinand 
Bolstraat, this fast-food chain 
offers mouth-watering fried 
snacks from vending machines. 
Their appearance may seem 
unappealing, but put a coin 
in the machine and let FEBO 
surprise you.

NOT TO MISS: What would a 
trip to Amsterdam be without 
a canal trip? Because no 
licence is needed, rent a boat 
at Mokumboot and give your 
best shot at being a captain. 
Or rely on an expert, such as 
the family-run business Rederij 
P. Kooij, which has been giving 
canal tours for nearly a century 
(past customers include 
Winston Churchill and the 
crew of the Apollo 11). 
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For a taste of authentic 
Dutch culture, visit a 

traditional Dutch pub 
known as a ‘brown café’.

Oedipus began with four friends 
trying out some experimental brewing 

methods. Its brightly labelled bottles are 
now an Amsterdam institution.

Scan and get your Kyiv City Guide
www.kyivpass.comkyivtourism@kmda.gov.ua +38 (044) 202 60 87

www.visitkyiv.travel

www.instagram.com/visitkyivtravel

www.facebook.com/visitkyivtravel
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87 Kyiv is the perfect place to spend a weekend. Just a couple of days is enough 

to attend an internationally famous performer’s concert, try specialty foods 
at the gastro festival, and see the Ukrainian capital of the Kyiv Rus times. 

With the help of the Kyiv City Guide mobile app you will be able to 
plan your route around Kyiv and get an audio excursion, available in 
Ukrainian and English, free of charge. Along with coming with a free 
app, the Kyiv Pass can save you considerable money. This tourist card 
provides free entrance to art galleries, 20+ museums, bus tours, and 
open-air attractions. Cards are available in validity periods of 24, 48, or 
72 hours. You can buy a card at any tourist information center, at the 
www.kyivpass.com site or via the Kyiv City Guide app. 

A new tourist season has started, which means that Kyiv has 
prepared more festivals and tourist propositions for visitors 
to have an unforgettable stay here.

The capital of Ukraine has already confirmed its status of an 
exciting travel destination and a place to host global scale 
events. Last May Kyiv was the host city for the Eurovision-2017 
song contest, and this year the UEFA Champions League 
Final will take place in the capital. Both Kyiv residents and its 
guests will have an opportunity to witness the world football 
history being made and to find themselves in the thick of the 
events!

airBaltic 210х300+5.indd   1 18.04.2018   17:31:54
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TRAVEL TIPS FROM REAL LOCALS
To truly get to know Amsterdam and ditch 
the ‘tourist’ label, try some of these things 
suggested by people who live in the city. 
Experience the Dutch capital like a local!

Unique Dutch design 
from Restored
‘Dutch design’ has become a 
hallmark of functionality and style. 
The design store Restored stocks 
a small selection of beautiful items 
with an emphasis on products 
made by local masters. Jewellery, 
backpacks, art, crockery… My 
favourites are the speckled cups by 
Dutch ceramics pro J. C. Hermans.

BRING IT HOME
The city’s first 
photography museum, 
Huis Marseille, is a more 
intimate alternative 
to the popular 
Fotografiemuseum 
Amsterdam (Foam). We 
therefore asked Benjamin 
van Gaalen, the press 
and publicity officer 
at Huis Marseille, to 
suggest a few less touristy 
and more personal 
keepsakes to bring back 
from Amsterdam.

Blauwbrug: Amsterdam 
has more than 
1200 bridges, but the 
Blauwbrug (Blue Bridge) is 
the most charming one. It 
connects Rembrandtplein 
with the Waterlooplein 
area and was modelled on 
the Alexander III Bridge 
in Paris.

PICTURE-PERFECT 
AMSTERDAM
Agata Wagemaker,  
a photographer and author 
of the Windmilldreams.com 
blog, loves to photograph 
her city: ‘Amsterdam 
has a special charm, 
and every corner has an 
interesting story to tell.’ 
Here are Agata’s favourite 
photography sites.

CYCLING SPOTS
Daniël Wedemeijer – a BMX rider from Amsterdam 
whose sponsors include Red Bull, 040 BMX Park, Paul’s 
Boutique BMX, G-Shock, and TSG – is certain that the best 
way to truly enjoy Amsterdam is by bicycle. He suggests: 
‘For a different view of the city, take a night ride!’ Here are 
Daniël’s favourite pit stops.

Vondelpark: This big, beautiful park in the 
middle of Amsterdam is the best place for a 
calm run or bicycle ride.

De Riekermolen windmill: This 17th-century 
polder drainage windmill sits on the banks 
of the Amstel River and is only a brief bike 
ride from the city centre. 

Marnix Bowl: Situated in a pretty 
neighbourhood park on Marnixstraat in 
the Jordaan district of Amsterdam, this is 
a must-visit site for every extreme sports 
enthusiast. Covered in vibrant graffiti, it has 
a great vibe. Late night sessions take place 
here almost every night.

Look for prices 
with cherries on 

airbaltic.com

airBaltic flies to

Amsterdam 
twice per day from Riga,

daily from Vilnius and

four times per week from Tallinn

from 65 EUR
one way

Damrak: The canal 
houses on Damrak, the 
main street through 
central Amsterdam, 
are some of the most 
beautiful dwellings 
in Amsterdam.

Café ’t Smalle 
Drinken: This cosy 
café is located in the 
beautiful Jordaan 
district of the city 
on the peaceful 
Egelantiersgracht 
(Eglantine Canal). In 
spring and summer 
it has a great 
waterside terrace.

A photobook from the Huis Marseille 
museum store
Amsterdam is becoming a real hotspot 
for photography. It features two 
photography museums, an annual 
photography festival, and numerous 
galleries. Photobooks have also 
become extremely popular. The book 
store at Huis Marseille has a broad 
selection of photography books with 
a focus on Dutch photographers. 
My current pick is Man Next Door by 
Dutch photographer Rob Hornstra.

Welter Shelter parka from Velour
Dutch cyclists will ride their bikes no 
matter how bad the weather. So, when 
it comes to staying warm and dry in 
the pouring rain, we know what we’re 
doing. Stop by Velour, a small clothing 
boutique, which offers a selection of 
parkas from the Dutch brand Welter 
Shelter. Made from warm, water-
resistant material, the jackets are well-
suited for bicycle-riding.

Real Dutch cheese from 
the Kaaskamer 
Skip the tourist traps selling 
mass-produced cheese that no 
proper Dutch person would ever 
buy. Instead, visit the charming 
local specialty store Kaaskamer 
in the Negen Straatjes district 
for the real thing. They 
will vacuum-package your 
cheese for safe travelling and 
maximum freshness.
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TAMPERE

Maiju Asikainen is an 
award-winning blogger living 
in Tampere. She is bringing 
up two little boys, and in 
her blog she covers a huge 
variety of topics ranging 
from motherhood and 
family to food and travel, 
all with a creative twist 
(asikaine.fi). Asikainen gives 
us the best tips to explore 
her beloved hometown of 
Tampere with children.

Tampere, the former industrial 
centre of Finland, is located in the 
western lake district of Finland. The 
city itself is built between two lakes, 
Näsijärvi and Pyhäjärvi, and there is also a 
lively river with rapids, the Tammerkoski, 
that crosses the city. This means that the 
centre of Tampere is surrounded by nice 
shorelines and beautiful views.
 The strong industrial past of the city is 
especially evident in downtown Tampere, 
which consists of several large industrial 
buildings and areas. The old, red-brick 
factory buildings are an identifiable 
trademark and the rusty soul of ‘the 
Manchester of Finland’, as Tampere is 
often called.
 The atmosphere in Tampere is easy-
going and loose. There are many good 
restaurants, shops, and design boutiques, 
and the city offers many cultural and 
leisure activities that are open to residents 
and visitors alike.
 Cosy Tampere is a great travel 
destination with children, because the city 
is very compact. Everything is near, and 
even the beaches and forests are within 
walking distance. So it is very easy to 
experience a lot even with small children 
and a stroller. Nature is near, and there are 
lots of parks and excellent playgrounds 
where you can spend the whole day and 
have a picnic.

•  Moomin Museum
Tampere attracts Moomin fans from all 
around the world. At the magical Moomin 
Museum, visitors can see the original 
artwork by one of the most famous Finnish 
artists and authors, Tove Jansson, and the 
fantastically detailed models of scenes 
from her international bestsellers, the 
Moomin books. The stunning world of the 
kind-hearted Moomins and their friends, 
and also the interesting life story of the 
beloved children’s writer, is fascinating for 
children as well as adults.
 The Moomin Museum is located in 
Tampere Hall, the largest conference and 
concert centre in the Nordic countries. 
Tampere Hall is also home to the Tampere 
Philharmonic Orchestra and the à la carte 
restaurant Tuhto. The hall is situated near 
the centre of Tampere, 500 metres from 
the bus station and railway station.
muumimuseo.fi

 FOR FAMILIES

Text by 
MAIJU ASIKAINEN
Photos by 
MAIJU ASIKAINEN and 
LAURA VANZO (courtesy 
of VisitTampere.fi)
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•  Public saunas
Tampere is known as a ‘sauna city’ because of its many public saunas. A great public 
sauna called Rauhaniemi is located on a nice family beach about two kilometres from 
the city centre. In the summertime you can rent a paddle board and go supping on 
lovely Näsijärvi Lake. The Rauhaniemi sauna is also open in winter, when you can go ice 
swimming in the lake or roll in the snow like the crazy Finns do!
rauhaniemi.net

•  Särkänniemi
The Särkänniemi amusement park has been voted several times as the best amusement 
park in Finland. The great park offers rollercoasters and fierce rides as well as many 
easygoing rides, such as the Piggie Train and Caramel Carousel. It’s a perfect place for 
the whole family to enjoy! The park also includes an aquarium, a planetarium, and 
big themed areas like Angry Birds Land and an authentic Doghill Fairytale Farm with 
handcrafted wooden buildings, playgrounds, and real Finnish farm animals. A great way 
to see the whole city is the 134-metre observation tower at Särkänniemi, which is called 
Näsinneula and is a well-known landmark of the city.
sarkanniemi.fi

Pyynikki
About two kilometres from the centre 
of Tampere is the world’s highest gravel 
ridge, Pyynikinharju. At the Pyynikki 
nature reserve you can go hiking in the 
forest, enjoy the fresh air and natural 
surroundings, and climb the observation 
tower at the top of Pyynikinharju. The 
view of the lakes and the city centre from 
the high ridge and the tower is great! 
There’s also a legendary cafeteria in the 
observation tower, where everybody 
eats the traditional Finnish donuts 
called munkki.

Playgrounds
There are many great playgrounds in 
central Tampere, for example, Pikku 
Kakkonen, which has jungle gyms and 
various themed areas. Näsinpuisto 
Park is located at the top of beautiful 
Näsi Hill, and the playground is 
based on children’s poems and 
fairytales. A little further from the 
city centre you’ll find Emil Aaltosen 
Park and Sorsapuisto Park. The Emil 
Aaltosen playground is located near 
Tammelantori Market, which features 
nice coffee kiosks, street-food stands, 
and a variety of other market stalls. 
Sorsapuisto also has a big playground, 
sports fields, a duck lake, and many 
birdhouses where you can see ducks, 
peacocks, and chickens.
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•  Skate parks and Hiedanranta
Tampere is called the skate capital of Finland, because the city has the best 
facilities to skate all year round. There are many outdoor skate parks and 
also big indoor skate parks, like the Kenneli D.I.Y. skate hall in Hiedanranta. 
It’s located just 20 minutes from central Tampere and has the biggest 
indoor concrete bowl in Finland. A rusty, former factory area, Hiedanranta 
has recently transformed into an urban centre hosting many different 
cultural and social events. The indoor skate park is open every day with an 
entrance fee of EUR 4.
 Probably the best known skate park is Iso-Vilunen, located on top of 
an old landfill in Tampere. A 360-degree view opens from the park to the 
surrounding landscape, giving the park its great atmosphere. The concrete 
park has a versatile bowl over three metres deep, an oververt pocket, and 
many other features.

•  Vapriikki
The Vapriikki museum centre includes many great 
exhibitions of interest to children and the whole 
family, such as the Natural History Museum of 
Tampere, the Rupriikki Media Museum, the Mineral 
Museum, the Finnish Hockey Hall of Fame, the 
Doll Museum, the Postal Museum, and the Finnish 
Museum of Games. Vapriikki is located in an old 
factory hall on the banks of the Tammerkoski Rapids, 
about half a kilometre from the city centre.
vapriikki.fi

•  Viikinsaari Island
The best way to enjoy the lakes and the nature is 
to jump on the boat from Laukontori Harbour in 
the city centre and sail to Viikinsaari Island. Just a 
20-minute boat ride from the city centre and you’ll 
arrive on a beautiful island with a nature trail, 
playgrounds, mini golf, volleyball courts, a beach, 
art, a sauna, and a restaurant. Or you can bring 
your own picnic basket and grill on the beach. On 
the island you can also rent balls, frisbees, darts, 
and games for reasonable prices. Spend the whole 
day out in the fresh air and nature on Viikinsaari! 
The Finnish Silverline boat leaves from Laukontori 
Harbour to Viikinsaari hourly.
visittampere.fi

Flowpark Varala
In the deep Pyynikki forest there is 
also an outdoor activity park, which 
is said to be the most beautiful 
Flowpark of Finland. Flowpark 
Varala offers cableways, swings, and 
zip lines high off the ground. The 
park suits adventurous people over 
the age of seven. It has demanding 
trails for adults and easier ones for 
the kids.
flowpark.fi

Look for prices 
with cherries on 

airbaltic.com

airBaltic flies to

Tampere 
daily

from 69 EUR
round trip
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LONDONERS AND 
       THEIR OWN
    SANCTUARY
Baltic Outlook takes you on a tour of 
a renovated 1960s house in South London.

L ondon is one of those metropolises that are always 
awake. Londoners are used to a fast pace of life, constant 
trips on the underground, and a super-abundance 
of culture and art. Londoners are innovators. And 

the same can be said for the Jailmake design studio, which 
has transformed beyond recognition a seemingly mundane 
1960s house in Peckham in the south-east of the city. They’ve 
opened the kitchen door to a greener world, both literally 
and figuratively.
 The connection to the garden and the number of houseplants 
in the newly redesigned house makes the space lively and 
dynamic. ‘Horticulture is a keen pastime of the owners of the 
house and, as such, was purposely incorporated into the design 
of the property. They enjoy the therapeutic quality of caring for 
and growing plants as well as the rewarding produce harvested 
from the vegetables. Who wouldn’t want to be greeted by 
flowers, plants, and herbs when coming home?’ rhetorically asks 
Jamie Elliot, the founder and design director of Jailmake.

•  ‘I think for someone 
who lives in London, 
having a calm and relaxing 
space to come home to 
after work is a must – it’s 
your own sanctuary,’ says 
Elliot. When telling about 
one of Jailmake’s recent 
projects – the Kirkwood 
house in Peckham – he 
explains that the most 
dramatic change is the 
ground floor extension, 
creating a full-width 
kitchen and dining room 
with wide folding doors 
that lead straight out to a 
kitchen garden.

Text by LIENE PĀLĒNA
Publicity photos

BIKE STORAGE

OPEN PLAN

EXTENSION

• ‘The open-plan layout of the kitchen and the glass divider make 
the space perfect for entertaining or spending time with the 
family,’ says Elliot. The living area of the house has been opened 
up into a coherent but multi-functional space. The central glazed 
partition creates separation between the kitchen and living spaces 
while allowing light back into the centre of the property and 
maintaining sight lines out into the garden.

• Londoners say that cycling in the city has boomed in recent 
years, with a lot of people now cycling to work or to social 
gatherings in the evenings. Seeing as the residents of the house 
do cycle from time to time around London, there is bike storage 
in the house. ‘The flow has been redirected, drawing you from the 
door straight through to the light-filled living and dining space. 
But it still allows you to arrive, store your bike, hang your coat, and 
put away your bag in the ply-clad utility room. The room provides 
a dedicated space for the more day-to-day functions of a city 
home,’ explains Elliot. 
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SAFE AND
SUSTAINABLE 
investments in

agricultural business
•The owners of the Kirkwood house enjoy food and cooking, so the kitchen is an important part 
of the house. The connection between the kitchen and garden is also purposely incorporated, 
because the family grows some of its own produce. ‘The sycamore kitchen design is completely 
hand-made to fit the space. It features over six metres of continuous grain from a single tree, 
with the matched sycamore drawer fronts sitting on a black fibreboard base,’ says Elliot.
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•  Different textures 
and materials have 
been balanced across 
the space, with the 
soft, organic tones of 
the continuous cork 
floor contrasting with 
smaller details, such as 
the square hooks and 
door handles, which 
are hand-crafted in 
brass. A changeable 
array of bespoke 
furniture and lighting 
around the house 
also reflects a balance 
of form, function, 
and material. BO
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This spring Elkor has 
expanded by a factor of two 
at the Spice Home shopping 
centre, thus becoming 
the largest Elkor outlet in 
Pārdaugava, Riga’s left bank 
of the Daugava River. 

Elkor is 
expanding

The newly renovated and combined Elkor Tehnika and Elkor Home 
stores now take up two floors at one end of the shopping centre. 
The selection of goods has doubled to include many new brands 
and an expansive inventory of already familiar products. You’ll 

certainly find something to like amongst the product 
categories available at Elkor Home: textiles, furniture, 
kitchenware, interior decorations, and much more. 
Here are just some of them.

Household textiles
The Elkor Home household 
textiles department will delight 
anyone with a fine sense for 
stylish decorating and who 
pays attention to the details of 
design, materials, and high-
quality craftsmanship. The 
store offers such well-known 
brands as Hefel, Kauffmann, 
Curt Bauer, Bugatti, Vossen, and 
Joop. Among the many products 
you’ll find wonderful bed linens, 
towels, and other textiles to 
ensure that your interior design 
choices match your taste and, 
most importantly, provide 
you with a pleasant daily 
living environment.

Kitchenware
It livens up any kitchen interior and helps ease the 
process of preparing food. The dinnerware, cookware, 
and kitchen appliances at Elkor are made of modern 
materials, are easy to wash and maintain, and withstand 
extreme temperatures. The brands harmoniously 
combine traditional techniques with modern 
technologies and are well-suited for either the home or 
professional kitchen. Among the wide assortment of 
specialised brands are WMF, Tefal, KitchenAid, Le Creuset, 
Joseph Joseph, Wüsthof, and Peugeot.

Interior design objects
The expanded Elkor Home store offers a wide selection 
of interior design objects in various styles, from classic 
to ultramodern. These items are sure to make any home 
a livelier, cosier, more colourful place. They are also 
easily swappable to match existing furniture and new 
interior-design visions, so let your imagination run wild 
and bring some changes to your home’s mood! It’s also 
worth seeking inspiration from brands such as Fink and 
NAO. The stylish accessories by Fink bring an immediate 
feeling of comfort and elegance to any room, while the 
experienced Spanish masters at NAO create porcelain 
figures with state-of-the-art technologies.

Furniture
Calia Italia, Theca, and Flexlux are some of the brands 
worth highlighting in the newly-opened Elkor Home 
furniture department. The Calia Italia brand of premium 
soft furniture embodies the contemporary lifestyle in 
the finest expression of Italian design. Its products are 
in fact entirely handmade and therefore never identical. 
Scandinavian-designed furniture from Theca, for its 
part, features simple, harmonious forms, comfort, and 
lightness. For optimal look and feel, the all-natural 
fabrics are made from yarn that has been minimally 
processed. All of the company’s technical-fibre fabrics 
receive anti-stain treatment for optimal ease of use. 
And the iconic Flexlux Ease chair has recently gotten 
a new look as well as a reconstructed design. Along 
with clean, smooth lines, its spring mechanism lets 
you change positions smoothly and effortlessly, 
ensuring you a calm place to relax and unwind. 
A variety of upholstery materials, colours, and textures 
are available. BO

Lielirbes iela 29, Riga / elkor.lv
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Volvo XC40 is 
the third and 
currently final 
model in this SUV 

series developed by the Swedes. Look under 
the hood or inside the cabin, and it’s easy 
to assume that the XC40 is just a smaller 
XC60, just like the latter is in fact derived 
from the top-model XC90. But in fact, 
the construction of the XC40 is based on 
a completely new platform, referred to 
in Volvo’s language as ‘compact modular 
architecture’, or CMA.
 Apart from having simplified, compact 
rear suspension and using slightly lower-
grade steel than for the XC60/XC90, this 
platform is notable for the fact that it’s not 
only being used for the XC40 – and, once 
it’s released, also the new Volvo V40 – but 
it will also be used for cars produced by 
the Chinese company Lynk & Co. That’s 
because both Volvo and Lynk & Co. belong 
to the Geely conglomerate. And, to add to 
the unique genealogy of the XC, it’s not 
produced in Gothenburg (Sweden) but in 
Ghent (Belgium).

Where’s my flag?
The design of the Volvo XC40 is as unique 
as its origins. Unlike its elegant brothers, 
who even look more expensive, the XC40 
is distinctly angular. A deep, stylised 
impression runs along the bottom of the 
doors, highlighting the car’s SUV aesthetic. 
In addition, the relatively small side windows 
(which slant upwards at the back, forming 

an unusual shape) are of the kind that used to be found only 
on the most robust all-roaders.
 And yet, the XC40 is unmistakably Volvo. After all, who 
else would have LED headlights designed like this or such 
steep rear optics framing the fashionably slanted rear 
of the car? However, if the classic external features of 
contemporary Volvos are hard to find or seem difficult to 
decipher, a touching distinctive mark is attached to each 
side of the XC40’s bonnet: a small Swedish flag made of 
flexible rubber. Thus, every Volvo XC40 clearly acts as an 
ambassador of the brand.

A place for everything
On the inside, the Volvo XC40 continues the daring lines 
initiated by the models higher up. Passengers are greeted 
by a massive horizontal panel with few insertions, the 
most noticeable of which is the already familiar Sensus 
infotainment tablet and specially designed vertical 
ventilation openings.
 The cabin immediately feels comfortable and practical, 
mostly thanks to its clutter-free arrangement and many 
small compartments. The door pockets are wide enough to 
easily fit a laptop computer, and yes, that little box in the 
centre console really is a small trash bin. Door storage is 
enabled by a new sound innovation – a unique air-ventilated 
woofer mounted behind the dashboard. Despite the class 
boundaries, the XC40’s finish materials are not all that 
different from those used in the higher-class autos, except 
for the new felt-like fabric on the doors and floor. This fabric 
is made of recycled plastic bottles, and with R-Design trim 
level it can be ordered in a bright orange colour, which takes 
more getting used to than the two-tone exterior (which, 
incidentally, appears here for the first time on a Volvo 
crossover). 
 But not all of the XC40s are this extravagant, and 
we were therefore happy to find that it has a standard 
Volvo steering wheel, a 12-inch virtual instrument panel, 
and sufficiently comfortable seats. Seeing as the back of 
the cabin is two and a half centimetres wider than the 
front, passengers seated there need not feel cramped. 
That’s sometimes even considered a luxury in this auto 
class, but it means that Volvo has kept the whole family 
in mind. Children in the back may find their visibility 
limited due to the slanted side windows, but with so 
many gadgets available, what child looks out the window 
nowadays anyway?
 If, when you arrive at your destination, you’re able to pull 
the children out of their virtual realities to help you unpack 
the car, they may find that, thanks to Volvo’s ingenious 
foldable boot floor, the luggage has not crushed the grocery 
bags, because each has travelled in its own compartment.

Not just for the city
The Volvo XC40 offers the same old 2-litre petrol and diesel 
engines at various capacities, as indicated by the letters and 
numbers on the boot door. The T4 operates at 190 hp, and 
the T5 at 247 hp. In addition, the XC40 offers the brand-new 
T3 with a 1.5-litre petrol engine producing 156 hp. On the 
diesel front, the D3 is anticipated to be most popular, with 
150 hp and countless combinations, while the 190-hp D4 
will occupy the top-tier, full-price spot, thus approaching 

Square jaw
The smallest Swedish SUV to 
date is actually stockier than 
its big brothers, and it was 
born in Belgium.

the Volvo XC60, especially when combined with the 
prominent R-Design package. 
 The Volvo XC40 is available in both front- and 
all-wheel-drive versions as well as either manual or 
automatic transmission. We think the eight-speed 
automatic will be the most popular choice. This 
transmission will be accompanied by an unusually short 
gear lever, which, for safety reasons, will also require 
double activation in the D and R positions.

 But the XC40 is safe in any form. Considering the 
widespread practice of making small, premium SUVs 
that drive in a particularly sporty and dynamic manner, 
this Swedish car might feel a bit bear-ish...but only 
until you look down in astonishment at the reading on 
the speedometer. With this car, Volvo has not focussed 
on trying to give it noteworthy, unique driving traits. 
Instead, it has worked hard to create a small, balanced 
car for urban and rural environments as well as rougher 
country roads, where the 21-centimetre clearance and 
large wheels will feel right at home.
 The new Volvo XC40 has been named the 2018 
European Car of the Year ahead of the Geneva Motor 
Show in Switzerland. This is the first win of this 
prestigious award for the premium car maker Volvo Cars. 
The XC40 is also the first Volvo sold in the Baltic states 
to include Volvo On Call.

Find your momentum
If you prefer the old-fashioned principle of ‘what’s mine 
is mine’, prices for the Volvo XC40 begin at slightly over 
EUR 33,000 for a D3 manual up to almost EUR 48,000 
for the superb T5 R-Design with all-wheel drive and 
automatic transmission (you’ll find the pricelist on 
Volvo’s homepage). Even the basic package includes a 
wide range of comforts, including cruise control and 
an engine pre-heat system with a timer (that’s Volvo 
for you!). The Momentum version adds a bit more of 
a premium feel in the details as well as an automatic 
climate system, while Inscription provides Volvo’s small-
scale SUV with exclusive trim materials like Driftwood 
panels and a crystal gear-shift knob. The R-Design 
version features exclusive decorative elements on the 
exterior and interior, a specially designed radiator grille, 
and sporty suspension settings. BO

The
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workload of the help desk as well as to 
entertain visitors and make their visit 
a positive experience. Diatom started 
working on Pepper in December 2017, 
with the active development phase 
lasting until April of this year. Now, the 
project has moved on to the testing 
and support phase.
 Pepper is not perfect – as yet, no 
humanoid robot has been perfect. But 
she nevertheless marks a big step in robot 
development as well as in the field of 
e-health. By helping people with routine, 
everyday tasks and situations, a robot 
makes daily life for clinic employees easier. 
Put to use correctly, a robot – which is a 
very technically complicated machine – 
demonstrates that e-health projects are 
truly realistic and provide immediate and 
obvious results. Diatom proves that small 
things really do lead to big results. BO
smileitsviral.com

E-health 
that smiles

Meet Pepper! She’s a robot 
working at the Lemchen, Salzer, 
and Winford Orthodontics 
practice in New York City 
and is a wonderful example 
of how modern technology 
and e-health systems are 
being used in the private 
healthcare sector.

diatomenterprises.com

Telephone: +371 6707 7751 / +371 2776 7366

E-mail: info@diatomenterprises.com

of e-health, where it has concluded that 
it’s often more valuable to focus on the 
small things and then move on to more 
complicated issues. By beginning to offer 
solutions to very specific problems, society 
will see clear results.
 Lemchen, Salzer, and Winford 
Orthodontics is possibly one of the first 
clinics in the world where a robot greets 
patients in the waiting room and chats 
with them. That might have seemed 
unbelievable just a couple of years ago, 
like a scene from a science-fiction movie. 
But today, it’s reality. And for this clinic’s 
employees, it has become the new normal.
 Pepper is a robot programmed by 
Diatom. Her job is not only to greet 
patients and register them, but her most 
important and complex trait is empathy. 
If you’re anxious or scared of visiting 
the orthodontist, let Pepper sing you a 
song or dance a little jig for you! She can 
answer approximately a hundred different 
questions and tell you about the clinic as 
well as show you a video on her screen. One 
of Pepper’s main tasks is to make patients 
feel more at ease and feel less stressed. 
And, if you take a look at her Instagram 
profile (@Pepper553), you’ll see that she 
seems to be doing a very good job of it.
 The initial motivation for creating a 
project like Pepper was to optimise the 

E-health is currently a big topic for many 
people around the world. There are high 
expectations for e-health, but, for a variety 
of reasons, these are not always met. 
E-health initiatives do not necessarily 
need to be nationally run; they can also 
be introduced, for example, at a variety 
of medical institutions. They allow clinics 
to automate their routines, make online 
and appointment processes easier, provide 
easier access to health records, assist in 
the move towards paperless clinics, and 
much more.
 That’s because e-health systems in fact 
cover all digitalisation aspects in the health 
industry. This might involve both larger 
integration efforts at the national level or 
relatively simple stand-alone digitalisation 
projects in private medical practices. As a 
software company, Latvia-based Diatom 
has gained positive experience in the field 

Publicity photos

Low-Cost 
International 
SIM Card

With airBalticCard Mobile, you can surf the Internet and make 
outgoing calls in most countries cheaper than with local rates, 
and receive incoming calls in 150 countries for free

airBalticcard Mobile SIM pieņem bezmaksas zvanus 150 valstīs, bet interneta tarifi 
un zvani vairākās valstīs ir ar zemākām izmaksām nekā vietējie tarifi

airBalticcard Mobile SIM принимает звонки в 150 странах бесплатно, а тарифы 
на интернет и на разговоры во многих странах дешевле местных расценок

New travel data plan
Jauna datu paka
Новый интернет пакет

USA, Russia, Australia, Armenia, Azerbaijan,  
Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, China, Chile,  
Georgia, Greece, Greenland, Guadeloupe, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, Indonesia, 
Israel, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico,  
Nicaragua, Paraguay, Puerto Rico, Singapore,  
South Korea, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay
and all EU countries

1 GB / 30 days / €15 

Internet data package activation information is available on airbalticcard.com
Informācija par datu paķetes aktivizāciju ir pieejama airbalticcard.com
Информация для активации дата пакетов на airbalticcard.com
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JCI European 
Conference –
      one step to success!

front of an audience, climbs out of 
their comfort zone and attends an 
international JCI conference to present 
their project and seek compatriots to 
their cause. And these compatriots rally 
around this idea just as zealously as 
its creator, until the project has grown 
into a self-sustaining, profit-making 
business or idea that benefits society. 
This is development, which begins with 
an idea and daring to dream and which 
does not stop after the first experiences 
of success but inspires one to head 
further. After all, ‘learn by doing’ is a key 
concept at JCI.
 To inspire its members and society, 
JCI organises awards at the national and 
international levels to honour persons 
between the ages of 18 and 40 who 
through achievements in their fields 
have brought positive changes to society. 
Awards are given in ten categories, and 
each award winner advances to the 
world-level JCI competition. This allows 
the winners great opportunities to take 
part in JCI conferences, find partners, 
supporters, sponsors, and, of course, 
recognition for the further development 
of their projects.
 One of Latvia’s award winners is 
the 2014 winner Marianna Milovska, 
who helped found and now heads the 
charitable project Dr. Klauns. The project 
has made quite a positive impact in 
the children’s wards at many Latvian 
hospitals, where visiting clowns help to 
encourage, cheer up, and calm down the 
young patients.
 In 2015, the Latvian national award 
went to the Ghetto Games project 
creator and leader Raimonds Elbakjans. 
In 2009, the native of Riga launched a 
series of street basketball tournaments 
for friends in Grīziņkalns, one of Riga’s 
most socially disadvantaged and 
underdeveloped neighbourhoods. Now, 
thanks to Ghetto Games, the park in 
Grīziņkalns has been upgraded to the 
point of vying for status as Riga’s most 
athletic neighbourhood, even attracting 
visits from some of the world’s best 
athletes. Around 12,000 children and 
youths from Riga and all regions of 
Latvia are involved in the Ghetto Games 
movement each season.
 These are just a few of the examples 
of projects with JCI participation, but 
they all share one goal – to bring about 
positive change in society.

(Junior Chamber International) 
is a non-profit organisation 
operating in more than 
115 countries around the 
world, including Latvia. It 

brings together young, active people between the 
ages of 18 and 40 whose goal is to make positive 
change in society. Currently, JCI has more than 
200,000 members worldwide.
 JCI’s history dates back more than 100 years, 
and the fact that it has worked together with such 
organisations as the United Nations, UNESCO, 
ICC, AIESEC, and others testifies to its reputation. 
Members of JCI who have crossed the 40-year-old 
threshold and realised significant projects of their 
own are elected to the status of JCI senator. Some 
well-known JCI senators include former United 
States presidents John F. Kennedy, Bill Clinton, and 
Richard Nixon. President Kennedy once admitted 
in a speech: ‘Harvard gave me an education, Junior 
Chamber gave me an education for life.’
 The JCI Latvia national organisation was 
established in 1993 and now has ten active 
chapters, four of them in Riga and the remainder 
outside the capital. Moreover, according to 
Dr. Andris Urbāns, president of the JCI Latvia 
MB chapters, it’s in the provinces where member 
activity is notably high.

 One of the JCI mottos (‘Be better’) means that 
in order to create positive change in society, we 
must strive to improve ourselves first and then 
thereby society around us. It’s great that you 
have an idea, or perhaps even a plan for making it 
real. And it doesn’t matter that you may not have 
experience in writing grant applications, business 
plans, or are already working full-time in another 
profession. The JCI learning platform offers 
development opportunities to anyone prepared 
to make positive changes in the world around us, 
starting, first of all, with themselves.
 As you’re bringing your idea into the real world, 
it’s often hard to find like-minded fellows and 
sponsors along the way. Even more complicated 
is finding volunteers ready to work on behalf of 
your idea without requiring remuneration, not to 
mention sponsors who’ll stay on board for more 
than a single cash donation.
 Urbāns emphasises that the organisation is 
looking at creating the kinds of change in society 
that have potential to develop sustainably. A 
project can be deemed successful when its creator, 
under the auspices of the JCI team, has mastered 
the necessary project and team management 
abilities and business plan writing skills. Or, for 
instance, when a person who may not be a fluent 
English speaker, or experiences stage fright in 

JCI

Dr. Andris Urbāns

 Each year JCI organises four area 
conferences (Europe, Africa and the 
Middle East, the Americas, Asia and 
the Pacific) that are significant events 
not just to its own membership. This 
year the JCI European Conference will 
be held for the first time in Latvia. 
A truly momentous occasion for the 
country, the conference will take 
place on June 19–22 and within the 
framework of Latvia’s centennial 
celebrations. Latvia plans to welcome 
more than 1500 members from 
42 countries to the conference, 
including participants from every single 
European state as well as Asia, Africa, 
and the Americas.
 It is an honour to secure the right to 
organise a JCI conference. A significant 
number of foreign visitors will arrive 
in Latvia to witness the centennial 
celebrations; they will not only attend 
the conference but also get to know 
Latvia and its culture. JCI Latvia has 
taken great care, even long before 
the conference’s scheduled dates, to 
make this year’s conference unique. 
Indeed, rather than holding the 
conference during the first days of 
June, as has been customary, this year 
it’s taking place on June 19–22 so that 
guests can take part in a traditional 
Latvian summer solstice (Midsummer) 
celebration hosted by JCI Latvia 
on June 23.
 The goal of the conference is to 
introduce foreign guests and potential 
partners to Latvia’s business climate 
and show how Latvia’s entrepreneurs 
can compete in world markets. The 
conference motivates and inspires 
young people to realise their ideas, 
serving as a platform for new 
entrepreneurs seeking to attract public 
attention, like-minded fellows, and 
sponsors. The JCI European Conference 
will feature its General Assembly, an 
exhibition of nations and companies, 
national-themed evenings, trainings 
and seminars, networking events, and 
a business forum.
  JCI Latvia MB Riga president and 
Conference Organising Committee 
director Dr. Andris Urbāns invites 
all interested persons to attend the 
conference. Even if your project is still 
only a vague idea, you need only take 
that one first step to realise – I can do 
it, too! BO

Photos by JĀNIS BĒRZIŅŠ 
(courtesy of JCI Latvia)

ec2018riga.com
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+7 cm

Стань выше ростом на 7 см

   Size m
atters, get 7 cm

. / 2,75”   Taller today               eAw
ards            Best international ecom

m
erce 2016    

   С итальянской обувью Masaltos каждый 
мужчина станет выше ростом на 7 см. Благодаря 
продуманному дизайну, обувь способна увеличить 
рост в считанные минуты, скрывая главный секрет 
увеличения от посторонних глаз. Коллекция  обуви 
Masaltos, обладает невероятным комфортом, 
уникальным дизайном, высоким качеством и 
дедействительным средством  увеличения роста.  
Лично оценить потрясающие модели мужской 
обуви Masaltos и разместить заказ вы можете в 
интернет-магазине www.masaltos.com 

          Finally it is possible to increase your height, 
without anyone knowing your secret! Thanks to these 
Italian shoes, men can discreetly add up to 7 cm, or 
2.75 inches, to their height! Masaltos.com shoes 
contain an anatomically formed interior wedge that 
will make you taller without anybody knowing how 
you did it! 

VISIT www.masaltos.com

Discount code 
valid in 2018: BALMA

Tel. : (+0034) 954 564 292
Feria 4 y 6  41003

Seville, Spain
info@masaltos.com

Enjoy Liepāja
this summer!

Music, sports, and loads of excitement: Liepāja 
is the place to be! Here is your calendar for the 
upcoming summer months to plan a vacation 
in this beautiful coastal town in Latvia.
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MAY 12    
Coastline Trek
With a choice of five different routes 
(from 10 km to 100 km), all leading along 
the white-sand beaches and woods, the 
Coastline Trek offers athletic fun for 
everyone. With the start and finish at the 
charming Zvejnieku aleja, all times will be 
recorded and all participants will be awarded 
with diplomas and medals.

MAY 19–20    
Līva Village fest
A fair featuring local treats, masterpieces by 
craftsmen, and performances by musicians 
and folk dancers. The two-day festival takes 
place along the alluring promenade and is 
truly a feast for all the senses.

MAY 19    
Night of Museums
In celebration of International Museum Day, 
the city’s museums and culture institutions 
will be open until the late hours, welcoming 
all visitors free of charge.

There are more then 80 events per month in 
Liepaja. For a full list check events.liepaja.lv

MAY 20    
The Tweed Run
Dressed like a posh city dweller from the 1930s, 
the Tweed Run gathers bicyclists for a symbolic 
ride through the city to open the summer 
season in style.

JULY 14    
Sea Festival
What began as a commemoration of sailors 
who had perished in the sea has over the 
years become a day full of entertaining events 
taking place all around the city. The welcoming 
ceremony with Neptune is still an integral part 
of the festival.

AUGUST 3–4    
Summer Sound Festival
In a spectacular location, right on the Baltic 
Sea coast, this festival has stolen the hearts of 
music fans and artists alike. Some of this year’s 
highlights include the legendary American 
rock band Goo Goo Dolls, the British rock band 
Coasts, German DJ Alle Farben, and a broad 
range of local names worth checking out.

JULY 26 – AUGUST 2    
FIBA U18 European Championship
Along with the neighbouring city of 
Ventspils, Liepāja will host young 
basketball talents at the FIBA U18 
European Championship.

AUGUST 4–12    
Windsurfing World Championship
For more than a whole week, the city’s 
beach will be the central location for 
international windsurf racing.

VARIOUS DATES    
“The World in Great Amber” concert series
The majestic Great Amber concert hall 
offers world-class music throughout the 
summer:  on May 12, Het Collectief quintet 
from Belgium; on June 30, the Dock In 
Absolute jazz-rock trio from Luxembourg; 
and on July 29, the king of blues and funk 
Boney Fields from the United States. BO
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This majestic architectural landmark has triggered 
the development of a whole new area of Tartu within 
walking distance from the city centre. The Parisian 
architects (DGT architects) have managed to bring 
together the multi-layered history of the area into a 
single whole. They have also made it possible to build 
Estonia’s largest and most technologically modern 
permanent exhibition, while making it educational and 
fun at the same time.
 The football field-sized building has two permanent 
exhibitions as well as many larger and smaller 
temporary exhibitions. The permanent Estonian cultural 
exhibition ‘Encounters’ follows the everyday lives of 
ordinary people who have lived on this land at various 
times over the past 11,000 years. Every story provides 
insight into why Estonians have become who they are 
today. There is a lot that may be familiar, because every 
culture borrows from its neighbours. In addition, specific 
natural habitats have dictated the development of 
unique environments and the unique historical identity 
of each nation.
 The ‘Echo of the Urals’ permanent exhibition is 
dedicated to the indigenous Finno-Ugric peoples without 
states of their own who inhabit an immense swath of 
land from Scandinavia and the Baltic Sea in the northern 
part of Eurasia to the Taymyr Peninsula and Yenisei 
River in Siberia. Finno-Ugric people have even settled as 
far south as the Danube and Volga rivers. The central 
concept of this exhibition is inspired by the differences in 
daily activities, rituals, and traditional art of Finno-Ugric 
women and men.
 Here, visitors can admire the largest exhibition of 
Estonian traditional folk costumes, where 150 seasonal 
and formal ensembles from different parishes across 
Estonia are on display. The non-nomadic lifestyle 

of peasants has brought out regional differences in 
costumes, revealing a completeness and richness that 
isn’t even seen at song festivals.
 Of the thousands of items on display in the 
exhibitions, some hold special significance to the 
Estonian nation. The most unique and most important to 
Estonians is the first blue-black-white tricolour flag made 
by the Estonian Students’ Society in 1884, which was 34 
years before the Republic of Estonia was proclaimed. 
Thanks to good luck and the courage of many individuals, 
the flag has survived the misfortunes of the 20th century.
 Modern Estonian passion for quickly implementing 
new e-solutions has also found a place in the museum. 
With the swipe of a smartcard, visitors can customise 
their experience with text in different languages 
(currently Estonian, English, Russian, Latvian, French, 
German, and Finnish), which facilitates a deeper 
understanding of the exhibitions without the help of a 
guide or translator. Playful and accessible interactivity 
for all members of the family is the standard for 
all exhibitions.
 The Estonian National Museum is built on a diverse 
educational and cultural foundation. This means 
that there are concerts, film screenings, theatre 
performances, and other cultural events taking place 
at the museum every day. The nearly 40 hectares of 
outdoor space are still undeveloped, but in summer 
visitors can enjoy some cultural free time there. Inside, 
they can enjoy a restaurant and café that have skillfully 
blended traditional and modern flavours. The only thing 
missing is enough time to see everything in the museum. 
The average visitor spends four or more hours at the 
Estonian National Museum and usually says they need 
to come back again because there is so much more to 
see and read in this quintessential Estonian space. BO

Come by 
horse or by 
train, by foot 
or plane – in 
any case, you 
can’t leave 
Tartu without 
visiting the 
Estonian 
National 
Museum. 
It took 107 
years for the 
museum to 
find its home, 
but the result 
was worth 
the wait.

Open: Tue-Sun 10-18, 

Wed 10-20, Mon closed

www.erm.ee 

Ph: +372 736 3051

Estonia, Tartu,  

Muuseumi tee 2

 eestirahvamuuseum

 eestirahvamuuseum

Estonian 
National Museum
Publicity photos
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1. For the whole 
family

The number of family 
entertainment possibilities 
at the Rosa Khutor resort 
increases every year. This 
summer will witness the 
opening of the family-oriented 
Yeti Park with a high-mountain 
rope park, café, and ‘Yeti 
Treasures’. The Children’s 
Mountain Academy will open 
as well, where the resort’s 
youngest guests can pass the 
Young Tourist Course and 
master many practical skills 
for survival in the forest. The 
academy will also indulge 

in the real romance of the 
mountains, with singing 
accompanied by guitar around 
the fire in the evenings.
 An interactive archaeological 
museum will also open at the 
resort, showing the rich cultural 
heritage of the Caucasus 
Mountains and the area where 
Rosa Khutor is located.

2. Mendelikha Park 
of Waterfalls

Last summer, a new sight 
at the resort opened – the 
Mendelikha Park of Waterfalls, 
located on the southern slope 
of the Aibga Range at a height 

of 1400 metres above sea 
level. Here resort guests 
can walk to the first three 
waterfalls, which measure 
up to 20 metres in height 
and are located within 
500 metres of each other. 
For convenience and the 
safety of visitors, comfortable 
paths with steps and railings 
have been built in the area. 
There are a total of eight 
waterfalls in the picturesque 
Mendelikha River valley, and 
visitors will eventually be 
able to see them all after 
completion of improvements 
to the footpath.

3. Mountain 
entertainment

Summer in the mountains is 
the time for new horizons. 
Do yoga with a view of the 
Caucasus Mountains, explore 
some hiking routes in the 
mountains, or raft on a 
mountain river. You can do 
all of these in summer at the 
Rosa Khutor resort!

4. Rich event 
programme

Besides the daily summer 
entertainment, several 
big events are planned 
for Rosa Khutor. The main 

10 reasons  
to go to the mountains 
this summer

Rosa Khutor, a year-round 
mountain resort town located 
in the Caucasus Mountains 
near Sochi on the Black Sea, 
offers countless possibilities 
for a great holiday in winter 
or summer.

6. Package 
programmes

Rosa Khutor has developed 
a package programme for 
summer vacation at the resort. 
It includes accommodation, 
meals at the hotel, and 
activities, including tickets to 
the Rosa Peak observation site 
(2320 metres above sea level) 
and Skypark AJ Hackett Sochi, 
vouchers for horseback rides, 
bicycle hire, and the PandaPark 
Adventure Rope Park, and 
much more. Prices are more 
than reasonable and start from 
RUB 1400 (approx. EUR 18) for a 
two-day programme.

7. Attractive prices
The key advantage of 

Rosa Khutor in summer is the 
hotel prices, which are much 
lower than in winter. For 
comparison, a room at the five-
star Radisson Rosa Khutor costs 
RUB 5000–7000 (EUR 65–91) 

in summer and RUB 10,000–
20,000 (EUR 130–260) in winter. 
Rooms at the hotels in the 
Mountain Olympic Village go 
for RUB 600–900 (EUR 8–12) 
per day.

8. Excellent 
infrastructure

Most hotels at the resort 
are open in summer. Visitors 
with smaller budgets will 
like the accommodations 
at the Mountain Olympic 
village: Rosa Ski Inn, Hotel 28, 
Rosa Village. These hotels 
are located near the ski lifts, 
from where you can enjoy 
fantastic views of the Caucasus 
Mountains. Family-oriented 
hotels include members of 
familiar hotel chains, such as the 
three-star Azimut Hotel Freestyle 
and Tulip Inn. Guests looking for 
a more spa-like atmosphere will 
enjoy the Rosa Springs spa-hotel 
with a strong medical focus.

9. Hotel beach on 
the Black Sea

Guests at Rosa Khutor hotels 
may take a free transfer to 
the beach at Imereti Bay on 
the Black Sea in Sochi. The 
bus operates the resort-beach 
route twice a day, and the 
service includes free sun beds, 
sunshades, and towels. You can 
lie in the sun in the morning 
and return to the mountains for 
some hiking in the evening!

10. Breathtaking 
beauty

Last but definitely not least: 
the mountains are incredibly 
beautiful in the summer, and the 
heat there is not as exhausting 
as it is down by the sea. 
Come to Rosa Khutor and see 
for yourself! BO

During the winter season, there are 15 hotels to choose from in Rosa Khutor as 
well as 102 kilometres of ski trials with 28 ski lifts, ski schools, rental service, and 
an ice rink. During the summer, you can combine a beach holiday by the sea with 
activities in the mountains. The resort offers an adventure park, hiking, horseback 
riding, cycling, and a recreation area on the banks of a mountain lake. The Rose 
Peak observation tower at an altitude of 2320 metres offers breathtaking views of 
the Caucasus Mountains and the Black Sea. But regardless of the season, the resort 
offers high-quality service and a variety of accommodations and entertainment.

rosaski.com

Publicity photos

children’s festival of Russia, 
Generation NEXT, will be 
held in June. The festival is 
always a real celebration 
of children’s creativity, 
with vocal, dance, and 
choreography activities 
and masterclasses for 
the children as well as 
concerts by Russian stars. 
And in August, the annual 
concert of popular Russian 
singer Elena Temnikova will 
take place at a height of 
2320 metres above sea level.

5. Daily 
exuberance

Every day something happens 
here! This is a phrase that 
can be fully attributed to the 
Rosa Khutor resort. Every 
day, resort guests can enjoy 
concerts and a mini disco for 
children. You won’t be bored 
at the Rosa Khutor resort 
in summer!
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A centuries-old bond with  
the sea and fishing is an 
integral part of Baltic culture. 
Some time ago, Latvians even 
had ‘fish day’ once a week,  
on Thursdays. The ethos 
behind Zivju Lete is make 
every day a fish day!

Zivju Lete – 
sea inspired

cooking style is to showcase the seafood’s 
beauty without over-complicating the dish. 
Recently, the specially invited chef from 
Italy, Andrea Salvatori, has added flawless 
Mediterranean flair to the restaurant’s cuisine 
with signature grilled dishes.
 An actual zivju lete (or ‘fish counter’) forms 
the centrepiece of the open-plan kitchen. Here 
the best of the sea is displayed, from local fish 
to exotic seafood. What sets Zivju Lete apart 
is its approach to making it all affordable. 
Whether it’s the finer end of the spectrum, 
like lobster or caviar, or produce brought by 
local fishmongers – seafood can and must 
be enjoyed every day. To fulfil this initiative, 
Zivju Lete has built strong relationships 
with people who are as passionate about 
seafood as the restaurant creators. Zivju Lete 
hosts oyster-tasting events with the help of 
Latvia’s most dedicated oyster connoisseur, 
who brings the best of Europe’s seasonal 

oysters to Riga. Black caviar is supplied by 
Mottra, a local sturgeon farm that produces 
caviar of an exceptional quality. Here you can 
enjoy it in various dishes or in its pure form, 
served with toast and butter. Thus, at Zivju 
Lete, something that is considered by many 
as ‘posh food’ becomes more affordable 
and casual.
 The laid-back and casual atmosphere is 
also imprinted in Zivju Lete’s design. Located 
in one of the most beautiful and prestigious 
parts of Riga, the restaurant’s interior is far 
from snobby or pretentious. A combination of 
fishing-boat décor, handmade wood furniture, 
vintage glass tiles, and unique design 
elements make for a cheerful, coastal vibe. In 
fact, when visiting Zivju Lete, one can almost 
hear the waves and expect the fisherman 
whose tattoos inspired the restaurant’s wall 
painting to walk in through the door at any 
given moment. BO

Dzirnavu iela 41, Riga

Open: Mon–Thu 

12.00–23.00

Fri–Sat 12.00–24.00

Sun 12.00–22.00

zivjulete.lv 

B orn from the love of seafood and 
Latvia’s fishing heritage, Zivju Lete 
first opened its doors in 2015. The 
concept of a restaurant specialising 

in fish – something that was lacking on 
Riga’s gastronomic scene – was an instant 
success. First, the restaurant offered a small 
menu that changed regularly depending 
on the catch of the day. But the demand 
for seafood delicacies has been growing, 
and in 2018 Zivju Lete relocated to new, 
more spacious premises.
 The new restaurant has introduced a more 
varied menu, where everyone can find a dish 
to their liking. The restaurant combines the 
best of fish and seafood recipes, both local 
and international. The menu features well-
known classics like tartares, different types of 
carpaccio, mussels, or seafood sauté as well 
as some regional specialties, such as Baltic 
herring and cod. The main factor in Zivju Lete’s 

Publicity photos
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rather than powder. ‘We want to offer our diners only 
the best, so we carefully choose our product sources 
and ingredient suppliers. To that end, The Catch serves 
up the best crab meat from Kamchatka, organically 
farmed salmon from Scotland, and our shrimp comes 
from Mozambique, Argentina, and other countries,” 
he says.
 Among the guests’ favourite dishes are the bluefin 
tuna and tuna belly, which is not just the softest and 
priciest part of the tuna, but it is said that no other 
restaurant in the Baltics even offers this on its menu. 
Diners at The Catch also speak highly of the only 
soup on the menu, the chicken ramen, which features 
organically-raised, robata-grilled meat over Japanese 
noodles prepared by a specially-trained cook. The 
team has kept the vegans and vegetarians in mind, 
too, offering plenty of dining options besides meat 
and fish. One of the favourite vegan menu items is the 
wafu spinach salad, which includes avocado, peanuts, 
and sesame seeds. The Catch entrusts the preparation 
of the traditional Japanese dessert known as mochi to 
another specially-trained cook.
 The waitstaff at The Catch is most knowledgeable 
about Japanese cuisine and can help guests select the 
best combinations of foods. Likewise, the service team 
can offer equally expert advice on appropriate cocktail 
and beverage choices to accompany your meal. 
Naturally, one doesn’t want to miss the opportunity 
while dining at a Japanese restaurant to try one of the 
many versions of the traditional drink sake, of which 
The Catch offers a relatively large selection. But those 
who prefer stronger drinks will definitely appreciate 
the care the bartenders have taken in assembling 
an array of cocktails tailored to pair well with the 
flavours found in Japanese cuisine. One favourite 
cocktail here is the YuzuZuzu, which consists of sake, 
Midori, gin, lime juice, and egg white. By the way, on 
Friday and Saturday nights The Catch indeed becomes 
a small cocktail bar for residents and visitors to 
Riga’s so-called Quiet Centre looking to unwind after 
the workweek.
 The Catch has a homey atmosphere that’s perfect 
for conversations and spending time with friends. 
It can host up to 35 diners, and guests admit that 
the reasonable prices allow one to try out at least a 
few different dishes and broaden one’s experience 
of Japanese cuisine. ‘The great challenge and 
responsibility for any Japanese restaurant is to provide 
high quality in all facets of the dining experience, and 
we do our best to succeed at this challenge,’ says the 
restaurant’s team, backing its claim that Riga has long 
deserved an outstanding Japanese restaurant. BO

The Catch – 
the exquisite flavours 
of Japanese cuisine
The newly-opened Japanese restaurant 
The Catch lets diners find themselves in two 
places at once: the charming Quiet Centre of 
Riga, which the restaurant calls home, but 
also Japan, the birthplace of sushi.

Antonijas iela 12-19, Riga

Entrance from Dzirnavu iela

Open:

Mon–Thu: 12.00–23.00

Fri–Sat: 12.00–01.00

Sun: 12.00–23.00

Reservations:

+371 2777 0091

catchme@thecatch.lv

thecatch.lv

The Catch is a family-run business 
envisioned by husband-and-
wife team Alexander Slobine 
and Aleksandra Slobine. With 

his extensive local and international experience in the 
restaurant business, especially in Asian and Japanese 
cuisines, Alexander is the heart and soul of The Catch. It 
was he who opened the first Japanese restaurant in Riga 
almost twenty years ago, attracting gourmets from the 
Baltic region for years after. Now he’s put his knowledge 
and experience into this cosy, new restaurant, which he 
calls his life’s work.
 The Catch combines three basic values that, in 
Alexander’s mind, are critical to creating an excellent 
brand: experience in the restaurant business, the 
highest-quality, best-origin products, and a top-class 
team. These three elements also came into play when 
creating the menu at The Catch. Though the dining hall 
isn’t spacious, the menu represents the best traditions 
from Japanese cuisine. Here diners can taste the pride 
of Japanese food, sashimi, which is made from only the 
best raw fish. It is available in two styles: classic (served 
on ice with a side order of soy sauce) or in the new 
style, currently trending in Europe (with a special sauce 
accompanying each fish). The restaurant also offers 
sushi rolls and various appetisers as well as meats, fish, 
and vegetarian items grilled in the robatayaki style.
The Catch’s team takes pride in its top-quality fish and 
shrimp. Here patrons can enjoy bluefin tuna, yellowtail, 
sea perch, eel, Scottish salmon, and even such a delicacy 
as tuna belly. Alexander points out that even the tiniest 
details are important in Japanese cuisine, which is why at 
The Catch, for instance, they use only fresh wasabi root 

Photos by 
EDMUNDS BRENCIS 
(Picture Agency)

 Sushi master 
Sergey Kim
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Dzirnavu iela 72, Riga 

Open: Mon 12.00–23.00 

Tue–Sat 9.00–23.00 

Sun 9.00–23.00

restoransriits.lv

Photos by  
EDMUNDS BRENCIS 
(Picture Agency) and from 
publicity materials

Garšvieta Riits The modern flavour of 
the Latvian countryside

May PROMO Dining May PROMO Dining

E verything good starts close to home, which 
is how the idea of Riits was born – a friendly, 
hospitable, cosy, and vibrant place that 
uses the highest-quality seasonal products, 

mostly locally sourced, and turns them into what 
could be called the new, modern Latvian cuisine. The 
owner is a true enthusiast for organic produce and 
has travelled around Latvia to get to know smaller 
and larger organic producers and to bring their 
produce to his vibrant garšvieta (meaning ‘flavour 
spot’ or ‘taste spot’ in Latvian), where it can all be 
enjoyed by us, too.
 There is a story behind everything – and here there 
is not merely a story but also charm and style. Riits 
is modern and chic but simultaneously very cosy. 
Does it manage to pull off the combination because 
of its quirkiness? That’s very likely – because when 
you feel like you’ve taken in the view and sit back in a 
comfortable seat, you suddenly notice, for example, 
that the walls are covered with egg cartons. Eggs 

are kind of a passion here – the breakfast menu (and 
more) gets right to the point with the tastiest egg 
dishes that an empty stomach could dream up.
 This goes equally well (and, obviously, not by 
accident) with the name of the place – Riits. In the 
standard spelling rīts, the name means ‘morning’ in 
Latvian. For the team at Riits, the idea of morning 
goes hand in hand with the adjectives fresh, brisk, 
lively, sunny, healthy, and enthusiastic. ‘Everything 
begins in the morning,’ says the owner of Riits. ‘It’s 
the idea of rising and shining in the anticipation of 
what’s to come that inspires us.’
 As for the idea of being a ‘taste spot’ – a garšvieta, 
rather than a restaurant – well, this is a story (just 
like the many stories where innovation comes 
about by accident) born of sheer necessity. It’s a 
story about the ultimate team collaborating to put 
forward both exquisite food and incredible drinks. 
Restaurants serve foods, bars serve drinks, but 
a garšvieta is a place that offers both innovative 

food and amazing drinks. A garšvieta is also a new 
concept that binds ubiquitous flavours together in one 
harmonious synergy.
 The menu at Riits is compact and seasonal, and 
the vast majority of the mains as well as parts of 
other dishes are prepared on the establishment’s star 
companion – a live charcoal grill. The coal is exclusively 
oak, and the grill is set up in plain sight, so you’re 
welcome to have a look at it before you sit down to 
order. The light and unmistakable aroma of food being 
cooked over live coals certainly transports you right out 
of the city and slows down your pace without you even 
noticing – it’s a bit magical.
 While featuring a few permanent, unforgettable 
dishes that no regular customer would allow to be 
replaced, the short but diverse menu gets refreshed 
often enough. No matter whether you’ve visited Riits 
before or if your first encounter with it still lies ahead, 
you’re in for a treat with the splendid newcomers on 
their menu. From the mains, try the lamb rump steak 
with bean ragout, butter, spring onions, thyme, and 
garlic. Or perhaps the rabbit soup with vegetables and 
buckwheat noodles for a starter. Should you wish to 
start off with a beautiful salad, the seared salmon served 
with sweet potato puree, quail eggs, and mixed greens 
is just right. A delicious vegetarian option is the avocado 

salad with a tangy carrot-ginger dressing. And it’s not 
just salads – each menu category caters to vegetarians 
as well. The same goes for those who’ve come to enjoy 
a local touch in the dishes – each menu category has 
something Latvian to offer, such as the smoked fish 
salad with potato sauce for a starter.
 The foods are hearty and satisfying but also healthy, 
and the Latvian-inspired dessert menu is as guilt-free 
as they come. A sweet cottage-cheese mousse in berry 
sauce is full of flavour and just about sweet enough to 
be considered dessert – it’s the perfect finish to a meal. 
A noticeable newcomer on the dessert menu is the 
carrot cake with cream cheese and sugared cranberries.
 Riits follows the seasonality of products and works 
with small batches of fresh, locally sourced goods. 
The team is therefore able to offer a variety of daily 
specials. They wish to include the very small producers 
in the equation, too, and not just rule out their produce 
because it comes in too small a quantity. They know 
quality when they see it, so they don’t go by quantity and 
play with what they have to bring wonderful, small-
batch goods to the table.
 Come and enjoy the flavours of local, organic, 
and seasonal foods at the ultimate ‘taste spot’, 
Garšvieta Riits, whichwe guarantee will steal your heart 
at first bite. BO
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Asian cuisine has been experiencing a boom 
throughout the Western world. But the foods that 
reach us are often quite far from the diversity and 
flavour variety in their countries of origin. True 
authenticity is still rarely found. Thus, when a unique 
player representing the high end of the spectrum 
appears on the horizon, it is hard to miss.

A true fine-dining establishment, yet also 
welcoming and soothing, COD is the brainchild of 
a team of people who will settle for no less than 
perfection. One of them is the brand chef Uvis 
Janičenko, a Tokyo-trained master of his trade who 

has gained unique experience working by the side of 
one of the best chefs in Japan, Seiji Yamamoto, at 
his three-Michelin-starred restaurant RyuGin.
 In fulfilling his culinary vision at COD, Janičenko 
has used traditional recipes slightly adjusted to the 
local sense and understanding to offer a high-end 
Japanese cuisine that is contemporary yet truthful 
to the cornerstones of tradition. His creations 
are based on high-quality ingredients, pure and 
natural flavours, and simplicity which borders on 
minimalism at its finest. 
 The purity of a subtle flavour goes a long way in 
Japanese gastronomy – the ethos of preserving the 
qualities of ingredients is also applied in the use 
of the special robata grill on which most of COD’s 
main dishes are prepared. Technologically advanced 
and delicate, a robata grill allows the ingredients 
to be cooked at the temperatures which are exactly 
right for them, thus highlighting their natural 
flavours and textures. 
 The superb robata-grilled foods are accompanied 
by an exquisite sushi menu. At COD you won’t 
find Philadelphia maki roll on the list, but rather 
a selection of signature sushi and sashimi that 
are different from the common westernised style. 
When the goal is to not settle for anything less than 

Tērbatas iela 45, Riga

Open:  

Mon–Thu 12.00–23.00 / Fri–Sat 12.00–01.00

cod.lv

Publicity photosCOD Robata Grill Bar –
Japanese fine dining

O ne such player – the first restaurant in 
the Baltics offering authentic Japanese 
cuisine – is COD Robata Grill Bar in Riga. 
Since its opening in 2016, it has been 

heard and recognised by the likes of White Guide 
Nordic, a prominent restaurant guide in northern 
Europe, which has not only included COD among its 
recommendations but also selected it for the Top 30 
list of best restaurants in the Baltic region.

the right and the best, the result speaks for itself. 
Many of the ingredients found in COD dishes, such 
as fresh wasabi, yuzu, magnolia leaves, and sakura 
flowers, are sourced in Japan – nothing is left to 
chance and exchanged for a local alternative…

 Another unique feature of COD is the bar, which 
is not a mere addition to the restaurant but a place 
to visit in its own right. The elegant and welcoming 
downstairs lounge offers an array of unique and 
subtle Japanese-inspired cocktails. The drinks are 
crafted to complement the cuisine; they don’t 
overpower the food and bring the authentic dining 
experience to completion. Alongside the signature 
cocktail creations, the COD bar offers an extensive 
list of premium sake, Japanese whiskies, and craft 
beers, while not missing out on high-quality wines 
as well.
 The embodiment of Japanese culture can be 
witnessed on all levels at COD. It is by no means 
flashy – instead, it’s a discrete haven, almost 
unnoticeable from the street. With its clean 
minimalist interior, created with the help of 
talented local artists, the restaurant demonstrates 
a true sense of aesthetics and lets guests enjoy 
its comfort and vibe of relaxation. Looking in 
from the outside, you won’t see much behind the 
darkly tinted windows and heavy wooden block 
of a door. You will guess and wonder and will be 
invited in for a journey into a different world – an 
experience of the real, which is so hard to come by 
these days. BO
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Raimonds Zommers, one of Latvia’s best-known and 
most talented chefs, brings an innovative atmosphere to 
the Entresol restaurant in central Riga. As head chef, he 
has not only created a unique concept restaurant, but is 
always thinking up something new.
 Zommers has assembled a team that, as the owner 
of the restaurant himself says, appreciates quality and 
is ready to provide superior results in everything that it 
does. That’s why it’s no surprise that the chef and his 
team regularly win various international awards and 
recognition. Enthusiasm, a sense of responsibility, and 
a great love of food have earned Entresol a high-ranking 

position in the White Guide Nordic, the leading restaurant 
guide in the Nordic and Baltic countries. With a listing 
in the ‘very fine’ category, the White Guide has named 
Entresol as the sixth best restaurant in Latvia. 
 Zommers is an innovator at heart. This can be seen 
not only in the dishes he serves but also in his other 
inventions. He was the one who thought up the word 
knapas – a combination of the Latvian knapi (‘hardly, 
scarcely, barely’) and the Spanish tapas – to highlight the 
restaurant’s emphasis on small starters prepared using 
local, seasonal ingredients.
 This spring, the Entresol team has created a few new 
dishes, as always emphasising Latvian products in various 
flavour interpretations. On the menu, guests will find 
pheasant, duck and quail eggs, and the first locally grown 
asparagus of the season as well as ramsons, wood sorrel, 
and other greens from Latvia’s forests. At least half 
of the ingredients found in Entresol’s dishes are grown 
in Latvia. The restaurant team also does not shy away 
from experimentation, thus creating special flavour 
combinations. Zommers adds that the other 50% of the 
ingredients they use are all time-tested classics that even 
the finest gourmet will appreciate. For example, Entresol 
serves one of the best classic steaks in the city.
 Those who are gourmets not only about food but also 
regarding their drinks will appreciate Entresol’s cocktail 
menu. According to Zommers, it’s pure enjoyment for 
the taste buds. And how would it not be? After all, the 
cocktails are made by some of the best bartenders, who 
also participate in the World Class competition and know 
how to delight diners with not only new flavours but also 
exciting presentation. BO

Open:  

Mon–Sun 12.00–23.00 

Address:  

Elizabetes iela 22, Riga 

Tel: +371 20122220

entresol.lv

Raimonds  
Zommers

ENTRESOL
The first ‘knapas’ 
restaurant in Latvia

May PROMO Dining

Publicity photos
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MUUSU (which means ‘ours’ in Latvian) 
is not only a lovely place for gourmets to enjoy a 
refined meal; it is also a wonderful experience for 
those seeking a pleasant atmosphere. The feeling 
of being welcome is strengthened by the elegant 
wooden dressers, unpretentious linen accessories, 
exposed original brick walls, and tasteful shades 
of grey in the restaurant’s convivial interior. And, 
as in every welcoming home, MUUSU also has its 
keeper of the hearth – head chef Kaspars Jansons.
 MUUSU is part of one of the most noteworthy 
restaurant chains in Riga, which also includes such 
well-known restaurants as Steiku Haoss, KID*, 
and Muusu terase. Each of these establishments, 
however, has a very different message and 
stands out with its unique character. MUUSU has 
consolidated its identity and is one of the best 
lunch and dinner spots in Riga.
 Chef Jansons is proud that MUUSU has 
succeeded in defining its own place among the 
wide array of eating establishments in Riga. He 
is one of the leading chefs in the country, having 
participated in (and won) many international 
culinary competitions and subsequently serving 
as a judge at such events. ‘Over the years, 
the MUUSU restaurant has grown a “strong 
backbone”,’ says Jansons. ‘We know what our 
guests expect of us and how to ensure they 
receive only the best.’

If you’re looking for a warm, homey 
feel in Riga’s Old Town, then head 
straight to the MUUSU restaurant.

Head chef Kaspars Jansons

Skārņu iela 6, Riga 

Open: Mon–Sat 12.00–23.00 

Sun 17.00–23.00 

Tel.: (+371) 25772552 

muusu.lv 

facebook.com/muusurestorans 

twitter.com/muusurestorans 

instagram.com/muusurestorans

Contemporary tastes at 

MUUSU

Photos by  
EDMUNDS BRENCIS 
(Picture Agency) and from 
publicity materials

 The restaurant’s quality is also reflected in its 
new spring/summer menu, which highlights both 
local products (such as Latvian-grown beef and 
local fish) and seasonal vegetables and berries 
as well as world-class classics like Argentinian 
shrimp and corvina. Jansons invites guests to also 
try the chicken-and-truffle spinach ravioli as well 
as the corvina fillet served with kombu-marinated 
pineapple, quinoa, fennel, and spicy mole sauce. 
On the new dessert menu, the chef highlights 
the ‘Cielaviņa’ dessert, made of coffee custard, 
hazelnut caramel, chocolate ice cream, and 
chocolate meringue.
 The third floor at MUUSU is a wonderful 
space for a homey private function, but it’s also 
a pleasant lounge to retreat to after dinner for a 
leisurely dessert or special cocktail. The third floor 
also hosts Jansons’ Chef’s Table, which has become 
quite popular and which lets him step out of the 
kitchen, meet his guests, and tell them about the 
exquisite dishes he has prepared.
 MUUSU takes pride in having not only one of 
Old Riga’s largest and most beautiful outdoor 
terraces but also in its intimate second-floor 
terrace that can accommodate only a few diners 
at a time. Small wonder that those who have 
discovered MUUSU keep coming back. And that’s 
exactly what the founders of the restaurant hoped 
for when they launched the enterprise. BO
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May PROMO Dining

new restaurant has 
found a home in 
Riga’s Quiet Centre. 
Called Epilogue, it is 

characterised by three important 
aspects: flavour, price, quality. 
Together, they create a special 
atmosphere and aftertaste that is 
unique to Epilogue.
 Epilogue’s kitchen is in the 
hands of award-winning chef Jānis 
Rozenbergs, who has created the 
menu in his own style, offering both 
well-loved classics and creative 
innovations. Rozenbergs searches 
for and finds seasonal, local 
products to use in his dishes. For 
example, the spring menu already 
includes Latvian-grown sorrel 
and rhubarb.
 There’s a unique concept at 
play at Epilogue, mainly because 
the team here prefers to call 
its establishment an epicuria 
rather than a restaurant. This 
word symbolises and embodies 
Epilogue’s entire essence: high-
quality enjoyment, which allows 
one to look at this place with a 
completely different perspective. 
The epicuria will be lauded by 
epicures and gourmets who do not 
require a restaurant with waiters 
in white gloves but who very much 
appreciate the food on the plate. In 

other words, content is always more 
important than form.
 In addition, Epilogue invites 
guests to enjoy its foods almost all 
day long, from a delightful lunch to 
a fine à la carte dinner. It also offers 
take-away service for its various 
bakery goods and homemade 
bread, another one of Epilogue’s 
points of pride. Its delicious cakes 
are already known throughout 
the city. Their excellence is the 
result not only of the best-quality 
ingredients but also the experience 
and creative approach of pastry chef 
Alina Konovalova.
 ‘For the ancient Greeks, an 
epilogos meant a conclusion; 
similarly, an epilogue in literature 
or cinema is the final part of a work. 
In cooking, the epilogue is equated 
with dessert, of which there is no 
lack at Epilogue, whether in the 
form of various sweet desserts 
on the menu or our bakery goods 
made on site,’ says Epilogue 
owner Rozenbergs.
 Epilogue can accommodate up 
to 60 diners, although many more 
customers arrive at the epicuria 
thanks to its bakery. This is definitely 
the must-visit place in Riga this 
spring to enjoy a great meal but also 
to relax with a superb cocktail made 
by a world-class bartender. BO

Epilogue – 
a  place with a good 
aftertaste

Hours:

Mon–Fri: 11.00–22.00

Sat: 12.00–23.00

Sun: 12.00–22.00

Contacts:

Address: Jeruzalemes iela 10-15  

(entry from Dzirnavu iela), Riga

Reservations: +371 20110100

E-mail: food@epilogue.lv

epilogue.lv 

A

Alina Konovalova Jānis Rozenbergs
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New fast-track 
service at Riga Airport
Travelling on duty and need to be 
very time-efficient, or just hate the 
airport security queues? Now we offer 
a special fast-track security service at 
Riga Airport.
 Book it in on the airBaltic website 
together with your ticket, or add it 
to your booking later online for only 
EUR 9.99, and you’ll be able to skip 
the lines and glide through security 
within minutes.

Tallinn
Riga

Berlin
Paris

Amsterdam

Vienna

VilniusNew
London

Oslo

Stockholm
New

New

Expanding the direct flight 
network from Tallinn
This spring, airBaltic has opened new direct flights between 
Tallinn and London Gatwick Airport. Flights operate twice 
per week with one-way tickets starting from EUR 29 . 
 At the end of October two more direct routes will join 
the airBaltic network from Tallinn. Flights to Stockholm 
will operate twelve times per week with one-way ticket 
prices starting from EUR 35 , and to Oslo – twice a week 
starting from EUR 29  one way. 
 Together with the existing routes to Vienna, Berlin, 
Paris, Amsterdam, Riga, and Vilnius, there will be in total 
nine direct flight connections from the Estonian capital 
served by airBaltic.

New destinations from Riga springing to life
airBaltic is opening new flights from 
Riga to many exciting destinations that 
are waiting to be discovered this spring 
and summer.
 In March, new flights were 
launched to the long-awaited holiday 
destinations of Lisbon and Málaga 
in southern Europe as well as the 
beautiful Polish port city of Gdansk. 
In April flights to Kaliningrad in the 
Russian exclave on the Baltic Sea and 
Almaty at the foot of the Tian Shan 
Mountains in Kazakhstan began.

NEWS 

Publicity photos  
and by iStock

Welcome 
aboard airBaltic

Assistance for kids 
flying alone
If you want to send your children abroad to visit 
relatives or take part in a summer camp but 
can’t fly together with them, we provide a special 
Unaccompanied Minor service. Our staff will care for 
your children throughout the entire journey, from the 
moment they check in until the moment they meet 
their supervising adult at the destination airport.
 The Unaccompanied Minor service is available for 
children from 5  to 17 years of age and costs EUR 60.
Book this service at the airBaltic ticket office or 
through the airBaltic call centre.

Holiday 
flights reopen 
for summer 
The summer season is here and 
so are the airBaltic flights to the 
hottest beach destinations.
 Flights have been launched 
again to the summer bestsellers 
Madrid, Nice, Athens, Catania, 
Malta, Rhodes, and Odessa. The 
flights to Madrid will continue 
throughout the coming winter 
season as well.
 And now in May, flights will 
reopen to such attractive beach 
destinations as Venice, Palma 
de Mallorca, Thessaloniki, 
Olbia (Sardinia), Dubrovnik, 
and Rijeka. 
 For those preferring more 
exotic or active holidays, flights to 
Reykjavik, Aberdeen, and Baku 
will resume in May as well. 
Secure your holiday tickets 
early at airbaltic.com.

Bordeaux, Water mirrors

 This month will see the 
opening of new flights to two 
exciting beach destinations: 
on May 14 to Sochi on the 
Black Sea, and on May 21 to 
Split on the Adriatic coast 
of Croatia.
 As of June, we will celebrate 
new flights to Bordeaux, the 
French capital of wine.
To get the best deals, look 
for prices marked with a 
cherry  at airbaltic.com.
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A beach in Croatia

To get the best flight deals, look for 
prices with cherries on airbaltic.com!

All flight prices mentioned in this magazine apply for one-way Basic tickets from Riga, Vilnius, or Tallinn 
that are booked in advance at www.airbaltic.com. Prices are subject to availability and not available for all 
flights or days. Special conditions apply. Prices can be changed unilateraly by airBaltic.
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BEHIND THE SCENESBEHIND THE SCENES

Text by ILZE POLE
Photo by ALISE ŠULCE 
(Picture Agency) 

Alise Briede, 
Head of Corporate 

Communications
 I think that is what’s changing – we’re 
focusing more on showing airBaltic’s many-
sidedness, also internationally. It’s not just about 
pilots and cabin crew, who are the most visible 
part of the company. In aviation, there’s also a 
personnel department, e-commerce, dispatchers, 
engineers, technicians, and so on. So, we have a 
lot to tell about.

From the perspective of PR, how do you think 
a field as regulated as aviation differs or is 
more challenging than other fields?
It isn’t the regulations that are so challenging; 
it’s the field’s complexity that’s a challenge. 
And it’s challenging because you have to know 
how to explain complex processes in simple 
words. The function of PR doesn’t change – it’s 
still about storytelling.
 I’d like to emphasise that airBaltic is an 
international company. We fly to more than 
60 destinations, and that means that my day-
to-day job also involves talking with journalists 
abroad as well as generating ideas that we can 
realise in several different markets. I’d like to 
think that the scale is completely different, 
much broader than one might at first imagine. 

Of course, the positive things that happen due 
to the company’s achievements make this job 
easier – for example, we’re the first in the world 
to fly with Bombardier CS300 aircraft, and for 
several years in a row we’ve been named the 
world’s most punctual airline. Both Latvia and 
the Baltic region are becoming noticed.

How is the role of PR changing with the 
influence of social media? Now, with all of 
the many social media platforms, each and 
every person can make their opinions known.
Nowadays, a company is just one tweet away 
from society. That’s a challenge, but it also 
has its positive sides. Together with the social 
media team, we ensure that these meetings in 
the digital world are given attention.

has been so intense, so 
dynamic, that it definitely feels 
like more than four years,’ 
she says. There’s no easy way 

to describe her job, because public relations 
covers so many aspects. But it’s definitely 
thanks to the efforts of Alise and her team 
that news of airBaltic receiving the top award 
for punctuality at the beginning of this year 
was heard around the world.

airBaltic was not your first place of 
employment. You already had quite a bit 
of experience in the public relations field 
before you started to work for the airline.
Yes, before I joined airBaltic, I worked at the 
Hill & Knowlton (now MM&A – Ed.) public 
relations agency, which was a great place 
to apply the knowledge I had gained while 
studying at university and where I could 
expand my experience. The agency has a 
very wide range of clients, and I had the 
opportunity to work with a variety of leading 
companies in Latvia in finance, food retail, 
technology, and other sectors. And it was 
through working with several companies 

at the agency that I understood that in the 
future I wanted to work on the client’s side, 
creating and developing a single brand.
 airBaltic was a Hill & Knowlton client, and 
every once in a while our paths would cross. 
airBaltic then encouraged me to apply for a 
vacancy for a position as an assistant, and I 
understood that this was a company at which 
I saw my future. I think it was this inner wish 
that was the main key to being accepted for 
the job, and I’m satisfied to say that I’ve been 
working at this company for four years now.

Back when you were working at the 
agency, what did public relations (PR) 
mean to you?
PR is in fact what we see, read, and hear 
about a company. It means creating an 
image, a reputation – it’s the story of the 
brand. And PR specialists create that by 
putting together several pieces of a puzzle, 
beginning with a communications strategy, 
a vision for the company, comments to the 
media, the organisation of events, and so on 
until we reach the big picture. It’s a long-
term investment.

 In the field of PR, every day can bring 
new surprises; the situation can change 
in a matter of seconds. We can plan 
ahead – which we also do – but we live at 
a time when information changes rapidly. 
And then it is only a matter of time how 
quickly we will be able to organise an 
event, answer questions from the media, 
or be ready for a video interview. And 
it’s this speed that also determines the 
dynamics of my job on a day-to-day basis.
 At first, I intentionally began working 
at an agency in order to gain experience 
by working with several clients 
simultaneously. The next step in my 
professional development was to find 
that one company that I could stand by 
no matter what happens, and I’ve found 
that feeling here at airBaltic.

And that’s also how it happened – 
airBaltic approached you with an offer, 
and now a year ago you became the 
head of corporate communications. 
How do you define your job, and what’s 
your main responsibility at airBaltic?
When I accepted this challenge, I knew 
that, no matter how good a PR specialist 
I may be, aviation is a complicated and 
challenging field, and I would have to 
learn a lot. Aviation consists of hundreds 
of processes; it’s not just carrying 
passengers from point A to point B.
 Realising how broad the organisation 
is, I set a goal of expanding an arc of 
brand ambassadors. I’m convinced that 
the best person to consult with about a 
specific issue or new process is an expert 
who works in that particular area and 
has a good knowledge of it. So, it won’t 
be the communications department 
representative who gives an interview 
about, for example, airBaltic’s planning 
process for new destinations; instead, 
the senior vice president of network 
management will do that interview.
 My team’s job in this process is 
to know how to find an appropriate 
specialist for the topic, and then 
together with him or her we prepare for 
the conversation with the journalist. 
It’s important that the employees 
themselves have faith in the company, 
that they believe the company’s vision, 
and that they’re ready to represent it. 
Each of us who works here is a part of 
airBaltic, we each have our story, we are 
each good at what we do – and it’s our 
job at PR to listen and pay attention to 
each of those people and ‘let them fly’.

SPREADING THE WORD

10 THINGS YOU 
SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT PR
1/ Public relations is earned, 
not paid, media.

2/ It’s OK to not know 
everything about everything. 
You cannot be an expert on 
everything. That’s why there 
are specialists around us who 
can help with information.

3/ PR is a marathon, not 
a sprint. You have to think 
forward. It takes time to build a 
strong brand and a relationship 
with the audience.

4/ Know your audience. To 
reach the desired result better, 
you need to know who is your 
target audience.

5/ Plan B is our middle name. 
We always prepare for the 
worst, expecting that there 
will be rain during an outdoor 
event, the photographer will 
not arrive on time, and the 
microphone won’t work.

6/ Make it worth it. It’s not 
necessary to make use of 
every opportunity to send out 
news. Sometimes you need to 
evaluate when to report and 
when to keep silent. It’s all 
about quality, not quantity.

7/ PR can be a very stressful 
job. But there’s a feeling of 
satisfaction that comes after a 
job well done, and that makes 
it all worthwhile and gives you 
energy to continue.

8/ We always double-check 
information. Better yet, we 
check it ten times, because 
once it’s out in public, you 
cannot take it back.

9/ Everyone is just one call 
away. The word ‘impossible’ 
does not exist in the PR 
dictionary. Networking and 
connections are important 
in PR and provide good 
added value.

10/ Kindness cannot be taken 
as a weakness. If you were 
wrong, do not be afraid to 
admit it and apologise.

The company’s 
achievements make  
this job easier

It’s been four years now since Alise Briede began 
working for airBaltic. She started as an assistant to 
VP Corporate Communications, but a year ago she 
was invited to lead this department herself.

‘It 

 However, right now the most challenging 
thing seems to be fake news, which most often 
originates on social media. We were recently 
affected by it as well, when there was a campaign 
on social media for users to enter their personal 
data in order for a chance to win free airBaltic 
tickets. We reacted in a timely manner and 
released an official statement on our social media 
platforms that the campaign was fake. But we 
can’t always reach those users who use social 
media only sporadically or don’t analyse everything 
they see with a critical eye.
 So, the media also came to our help with a 
quick and positive reaction, informing people that 
the campaign was fake news and urging people 
to not divulge their personal data online. And 
here again, we saw how important it is to form a 
good relationship with journalists and trustworthy 
media. So, it’s also a question about media literacy 
as well as taking a critical view of information 
shared between social media users. Especially at 
a time when practically anybody can create media 
content, whether as a witness or as the creator of 
fake news. It’s a big challenge for our field.

How does the airBaltic leadership see the role of 
corporate communications?
It’s valued very highly. In the case of airBaltic, the 
corporate communications department reports to 
the CEO of the company. I’m happy that airBaltic’s 
leadership understands the important role of 
communications for a company and that we’re 
involved in crucial processes within the company. 
I take part in various meetings, discussions, and 
planning sessions, which lets me get a much 
deeper insight into how the company operates and 
how and why decisions are made.

And tell us, how much do you yourself travel?
I’ve put vacation travelling on hold for now. I’ll be 
able to do that again in the future, but right now 
I usually only travel for business. I’ve taken part 
in several aviation shows, where we showed the 
new Bombardier CS300 aircraft – in Paris, Dubai, 
Singapore, and just now in Berlin. That’s my job, 
to be there and be one of airBaltic’s ambassadors. 
And after a long day at work, I may be tired, but it’s 
a pleasant kind of tiredness, and I’m happy to just 
rest and prepare for the next day. This work is truly 
exciting, and that’s the reason I’m here. BO
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HOBBY
It was on a vacation in Mexico a 
couple of years ago that Pranas 
Drulis discovered diving. He was 
snorkeling in a cenote (sinkhole) 
there: ‘It was very nice, but then 
deeper in the pool I saw people with 
diving equipment. I thought, oh, this 
looks really cool; I would love to try 
that! The next day, back at the hostel 
where I was staying, I asked the staff 
to help me arrange the dive, which 
they did. I did a so-called discovery 
dive, and straight away I was hooked.’
 As always with first-time dives, 
all the divers had to do emergency 
exercises. Pranas says he’d done all 
sorts of emergency exercises while 
training to become a pilot, but this 
was completely out of his comfort 
zone. For example, one of the things 
they had to do was remove their 
masks underwater and then put them 
back on again. ‘It was, let’s say, a 
bit uncomfortable, because I find it 
hard to open my eyes under water,’ 
Pranas recalls. ‘Plus, you’re supposed 
to breathe. That’s in fact the biggest 
problem, because your brain is not 
used to being able to do that under 
water, but here you must. And while 
you’re breathing, bubbles go into 
your nose, and if done incorrectly, 
you can inhale water...’
 When they finally dove under 
water, Pranas says a whole new 
world opened up for him. ‘It was 
like being in National Geographic 
or on the Discovery channel – 
you’re actually in that world! 
It was amazing!’

Text by ILZE POLE
Photo by 
EDMUNDS BRENCIS 
(Picture Agency)

PILOTS 
OUT OF THEIR OFFICE
Baltic Outlook introduces you to some of the 
most important people at airBaltic – its flight 
crew members, who have some of the most 
interesting hobbies.

Pranas Drulis (24),  
captain of Bombardier Dash Q400,  

from Lithuania

CREW

SNAPSHOTS 
FROM THE LIVES 
OF OUR FLIGHT 
ATTENDANTS

9

CREW  HOT SPOTS

 Pranas planned his next vacation 
around diving. He went to Thailand, 
where he found a diving school and 
got certified. After that, every chance 
he’s got, he goes diving.
 Pranas has always had a hobby to 
enjoy in his free time. He used to play 
drums in a punk rock band in Lithuania, 
and since then he’s played in many 
different bands, from blues to heavy 
metal to hip-hop. He also loves skiing 
and cycling. But he doesn’t mention 
basketball, which is almost a religion 
in Lithuania. ‘Yes, I am tall, and the 
weather is very nice up here (laughs). 
But no, I don’t play basketball.’

HOW IT ALL BEGAN 
‘I think I was 14 years old when I flew 
in an airplane for the first time. We 
flew to Germany to visit our family 
friends,’ says Pranas. ‘I was absolutely 
astonished by everything that was 
going on. After that flight, I started to 
read about flying and I watched videos. 
Later, I had a chance to try gliding, 
just to get a good feel for flying, and 
I understood that I really like it. After 
that, my number-one goal was to find 
where I could train and become a 
pilot, which I did.’
 Last November, Pranas became 
a captain. ‘From time to time I have 
these moments when I look out the 
window of my aircraft and I feel very 
happy. I think to myself: this is it, 
this is why I trained so hard, and it 
was worth it.’
 By the end of this month, Pranas 
will be 25 years old. He’s the youngest 
captain at airBaltic.
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Text by ILZE POLE
Photos courtesy of KRISTA KALNIŅA, 
KRISTĪNE IVANČIKOVA, and 
KRISTIĀNA ZUMENTE

Let’s take a look at where our flight 
attendants love to travel and at the fascinating 
hobbies and talents that they have!

Want to become 
an airBaltic 

flight attendant?  
Join the team at 

recruite.airbaltic.com! 

1/ Flight attendant 
KRISTA KALNIŅA 
has been working 
for airBaltic for over 
two years. Just by 
sending one e-mail 
(in response to a job 
opening), her life 
changed completely!

2/ Krista is now 
finishing her studies 
and getting a degree as 
an English translator. 
She enjoys watching 
movies, reading 
classical and modern 
literature, and does a 
bit of amateur running, 
which is great for 
freeing the mind of 
unnecessary clutter, 
generating new ideas, 
and loading up on 
positive energy.

3/ A shot taken while 
approaching Riga 
Airport after an early-
morning Amsterdam 
flight last year on 
the first day of June, 
when nature was in 
full bloom. These 
are fields of Brassica 
napus (rapeseed) 
nestled between the 
lush greenery of the 
Latvian countryside.

4/ What flight attendant 
KRISTĪNE IVANČIKOVA 
most appreciates 
about her job is the 
dynamic schedule, the 
opportunity to travel, 
and that special feeling 
of being up in the sky.

5/ Music is one of 
Kristīne’s hobbies. She 
has her own music 
group, which plays 
pop-rock and released 
its first album this 
year, titled НЕБО (Sky). 
Some of the songs 
were composed during 
flights.

6/ Another one of 
Kristīne’s hobbies is 
linked with sports – 
in her free time, 
she keeps in shape 
by boxing.

7/ KRISTIĀNA ZUMENTE 
started to work for 
airBaltic a year ago. She 
chose this job because 
she’s always admired 
airline stewardesses: 
their elegance, their 
ability to understand 
passengers’ wishes and 
help them in all kinds of 
situations. She decided 
that she could do this 
job on an everyday 
basis, too.

8/ When the airplane’s 
doors close, a flight 
attendant forgets 
everything else and 
focuses only on 
her colleagues and 
passengers. But Kristiāna 
also has a hobby: 
she both studies and 
teaches English. Here 
she is together with her 
fellow students.

9/ Last summer, 
Kristiāna travelled 
around Thailand with 
her family.
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Executive benefits
Priority check-in
Fast-track in Riga
PINS VIP Whatsapp support line 

OR

VIP benefits
Five free flight class upgrade vouchers
Lounge access for you and a guest
Priority check-in
Fast-track in Riga
Two free checked bags
Two free cabin bags
PINS VIP Whatsapp support line and more

VIP
3 PINS/€

Executive 
3 PINS/€

Hotels Car rental Shopping Dining

100 PINS 
bonus for 

Premium ticket

200 PINS 
bonus for 

Business ticket

Collect 
PINS for
flights

Reach the 
next level

and 
get more

Collect
even more

PINS

Spend PINS
on flights
and more

Join
PINS

1.

2.

3.

4.

Download
PINS app

and sign up

Take the 
PINS card 
onboard 

during flight

Flights Baggage
1 PINS/€ 1 PINS/€

Starting from
3300 PINS

Starting from
4165 PINS

Starting from
4000 PINS

PINS 
flights

airBaltic
Gift cards

Baggage 
voucher

1 PINS/€

Seat 
reservation

PINS 
Luminor

credit card
PINS

Partners

30
flights

60
flights

Join now!  Find out more at pins.co

Rewards 
Shop
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PINSPINS

Recommended apps: 
PINS and maps.me

Window or aisle? 
Aisle.
But friends: if you end up in the middle seat, the 
armrests are yours – it’s an unwritten rule. 

Tips for first-time travellers:
1. Don't pack your fears in your travel bag – you don't 
need that much stuff with you.
2. Get travel insurance. 
3. Brace yourself: if you don't get addicted, you are 
doing it wrong. 

Always forgets to bring:
Towel, often need to substitute with a T-shirt
Toothbrush, and that’s why, to this day, he is 
a proud owner of dozens of them. 

Scared of:
Scared of setting limitations for himself

Always brings with him:
Rope
Waterproof matches
An amulet given to him by his mother

Traveller's tips:

 Find out more at pins.co

JOIN airBaltic’s LOYALTY 
                    PROGRAM €!
Would you like to get your next airBaltic flight for free?  
It’s simple! 
 All you have to do is join the PINS – airBaltic frequent 
flyer loyalty program which uses PINS as a currency that you 
can collect and spend in various ways while traveling. Book 

your next airBaltic flight, shop at airports, stay in hotels, 
rent cars, eat out and spend collected PINS to get a free 
flight, airBaltic gift cards and many other great rewards.
 The more you travel with airBaltic, the more benefits, 
higher membership and greater privileges you get!

Explore how to get your free flight and more in 4 simple steps

Meet Kārlis!
Passionate traveler and PINS 
member who managed to turn his 
hobby of travelling into a business. 
 Kārlis Zemke is an adventure tour 
guide and creator of “PostNos,” 
challenging himself and others 
to go beyond the expected. Kārlis 
believes that travelling is the best 
way to get to know yourself and 
others, to test your limits and to 
break stereotypes. 

 Asked about the beginnings of his travels, 
Kārlis goes back to his childhood; his 
grandfather gave him the Ernest Thompson 
Seton book Rolf in the Woods, which 
inspired him to go outdoors and experience 
the wilderness. Now he gets inspired by 
his own clients – first-time adventure 
travelers – because their success means 
that he has succeeded. Kārlis is known as a 
challenger: he will set himself up and bring 
others with him to conquer mountaintops 

and cross the wildest rivers. People often ask 
how he can afford to travel that much, and 
one of the main reasons is PINS. 
 Without changing any habits, Kārlis has 
saved up for free round-trip tickets with 
airBaltic simply by collecting PINS for airline 
tickets, accommodation bookings and even 
purchasing his travel gear online.
 Follow Kārlis on his adventures, or even 
become part of them. Join PINS and get 
closer to your own dream trips.
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FLEET

BOARDING TAXI BEFORE
TAKE-OFF

TAKE-OFF CRUISE APPROACH
AND LANDING

TAXI AFTER
LANDING

No calls

Handheld
devices
e. g. tablets, 
e-readers and
mobile phones

Connectivity
GSM, 
Bluetooth,
Flight Mode

Heavy devices
e. g. laptops and
notebooks

Shall be stowed in overhead bin or under the front seat inside an appropriate bag.

Bombardier Q400 
NextGen
Number of seats 76
Max take-off weight 29.6 metric tons
Max payload 8.6 metric tons
Length 32.83 m
Wing span 28.42
Cruising speed 660 km/h
Commercial range 2084 km
Fuel consumption 1074 l/h

Engine P&W 150A

Number of seats 120/142/144
Max take–off weight 58/63 metric tons
Max payload 13,5/14,2 metric tons
Length 29,79/32,18 m
Wing span 28,9/31,22 m
Cruising speed 800 km/h
Commercial range 3500 km
Fuel consumption 3000 l/h

Engine CFM56-3/CFM56-3C-1

Boeing 737–500/300

YL-BBX

Number of seats 145
Max take-off weight 67.6 metric tons
Max payload 16.7 metric tons
Length 38.7 m
Wing span 35.1  m
Cruising speed 870 km/h
Commercial range 4575 km
Fuel consumption 2200 l/h

Engine PW 1521G

Bombardier CS300

Use of portable electronic devices

NEW

PINS

146 | AIRBALTIC.COM

 Find out more at pins.co

Now you 
can collect 
PINS for 
checked 
baggage

Now you 
can choose  
your favourite 
seat and  
collect PINS

Get an extra bonus for 
Premium & Business class 
tickets on top of regular 
bonus scheme for flights

100

Premium

€
200

Business

€

NEW WAYS HOW TO  
                    COLLECT MORE €
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AIRPORTFLIGHT SCHEDULE IN MAY

Gates

Gates

Arrival

Gates
Gates

Gates

GatesC

Non-Schengen passport
and security control

Security control

Transfer Centre

Arrival

WELCOME TO RIGA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

airBaltic’s home base, the Riga 
International Airport is modern and 
comfortable, with many shops and cafés. 
At the same time it is very compact, so 
transferring from one flight to another 
can be easily done on foot.
 
Please take into account the following average 
transit times:
• From Non-Schengen passport and security control 

1st floor to Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
• From Security control 2nd floor to:

Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
Non-Schengen departure gates – 22 minutes.

2ND FLOOR

1ST FLOOR
Information O�ce

Information Point

Elevator

Elevator & Stairs

Stairs

Arrival Service

Café and Restaurant

Self-Check-In Kiosk

First Aid

Business Lounge

Currency Exchange

Car Rental

Baggage Claim

Baggage Storage

Shop

Post O�ce

Pharmacy

WC

Smoking Area

Passport Control

Security Control

Public Zone

Non-Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Information O�ce

Information Point

Elevator

Elevator & Stairs

Stairs

Arrival Service

Café and Restaurant

Self-Check-In Kiosk

First Aid

Business Lounge

Currency Exchange

Car Rental

Baggage Claim

Baggage Storage

Shop

Post O�ce

Pharmacy

WC

Smoking Area

Passport Control

Security Control

Public Zone

Non-Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

0 FLOOR

Flights from RIGA Flights to RIGA
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

Flights from Riga Flights to Riga
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

ABERDEEN Dyce ABERDEEN Dyce
BT  659 RIX ABZ -2---6- 16:35 17:10 BT  660 ABZ RIX -2---6- 17:50 22:30
ALMATY ALMATY
BT  746 RIX ALA -2-4--7 23:35 07:50+1 BT  747 ALA RIX 1-3-5-- 08:50 11:30
AMSTERDAM AMSTERDAM
BT  617 RIX AMS 123456- 07:40 09:05 BT  618 AMS RIX 123456- 10:20 13:35
BT  619 RIX AMS 12345-7 16:25 17:50 BT  620 AMS RIX 12345-7 18:50 22:05
ATHENS ATHENS
BT  611 RIX ATH 1---5-- 23:20 02:40+1 BT  612 ATH RIX -2---6- 03:15 06:35
BAKU Heydar Aliyev BAKU Heydar Aliyev
BT  732 RIX GYD --3---7 22:45 03:20+1 BT  733 GYD RIX 1--4--- 04:10 07:00
BARCELONA BARCELONA
BT  683 RIX BCN 1-34567 13:25 16:10 BT  684 BCN RIX 1-34567 17:10 21:50
BERLIN Tegel BERLIN Tegel
BT  211 RIX TXL 1234567 07:30 08:10 BT  212 TXL RIX 1234567 08:50 11:30
BT  217 RIX TXL -2-4-6- 13:00 13:55 BT  218 TXL RIX -2-4-6- 14:35 17:25
BT  213 RIX TXL 12345-7 18:05 19:00 BT  214 TXL RIX 12345-7 19:35 22:25
BILLUND BILLUND
BT  147 RIX BLL 1234567 12:50 13:50 BT  148 BLL RIX 1234567 14:30 17:20
BRUSSELS BRUSSELS
BT  601 RIX BRU 123456- 07:30 09:00 BT  602 BRU RIX 123456- 09:40 13:05
BT  603 RIX BRU 12345-7 16:25 18:15 BT  604 BRU RIX 12345-7 18:45 22:25
BUDAPEST BUDAPEST
BT  491 RIX BUD --34-6- 07:15 08:10 BT  492 BUD RIX --34-6- 08:50 11:45
CATANIA Fontanarossa CATANIA Fontanarossa
BT  639 RIX CTA ------7 07:30 09:55 BT  640 CTA RIX ------7 10:45 15:15
COPENHAGEN COPENHAGEN
BT  131 RIX CPH 1234567 07:40 08:25 BT  132 CPH RIX 1234567 09:05 11:40
BT  135 RIX CPH 1234567 12:35 13:20 BT  136 CPH RIX -----6- 14:00 16:35
BT  139 RIX CPH 1234567 18:15 19:00 BT  136 CPH RIX 12345-7 14:45 17:20

BT  140 CPH RIX 1234567 19:35 22:05
DUBROVNIK / from May 22 DUBROVNIK / from May 22
BT  497 RIX DBV -2---6- 15:40 17:20 BT  498 DBV RIX -2---6- 18:15 21:55
DUSSELDORF DUSSELDORF
BT  235 RIX DUS 12345-7 12:10 13:50 BT  236 DUS RIX 12345-7 14:20 17:45
FRANKFURT FRANKFURT
BT  243 RIX FRA -----6- 08:00 09:25 BT  246 FRA RIX 1234567 18:45 22:00
BT  245 RIX FRA -----6- 16:20 18:00
BT  245 RIX FRA 12345-- 16:40 18:05
GENEVA GENEVA
BT  647 RIX GVA ---4-6- 15:35 17:25 BT  648 GVA RIX ---4-6- 18:20 22:00
BT  647 RIX GVA -2----- 16:30 18:20 BT  648 GVA RIX -2----- 19:00 22:40
GDANSK Lech Walesa GDANSK Lech Walesa
BT  465 RIX GDN -2-4--- 08:00 08:20 BT  466 GDN RIX -2-4--- 08:50 11:05
BT  465 RIX GDN -----6- 18:30 18:50 BT  466 GDN RIX -----6- 19:20 21:35
GOTHENBURG Landvetter GOTHENBURG Landvetter
BT  121 RIX GOT 12345-7 12:50 13:30 BT  122 GOT RIX 12345-7 14:00 16:35
HAMBURG HAMBURG
BT  251 RIX HAM 123456- 07:20 08:25 BT  252 HAM RIX 123456- 08:50 11:45
BT  253 RIX HAM 12345-7 18:05 19:05 BT  254 HAM RIX 12345-7 19:35 22:25
HELSINKI HELSINKI
BT  301 RIX HEL 123456- 07:55 9:00 BT  326 HEL RIX 123456- 05:35 06:40
BT  303 RIX HEL 1234567 12:20 13:25 BT  302 HEL RIX 1234567 10:15 11:20
BT  305 RIX HEL 123456- 14:55 16:00 BT  304 HEL RIX 12345-7 13:55 15:00
BT  307 RIX HEL 12345-7 18:25 19:30 BT  306 HEL RIX ------7 14:50 15:55
BT  307 RIX HEL -----6- 18:50 19:55 BT  306 HEL RIX 123456- 16:30 17:35
BT  325 RIX HEL 1234567 23:10 00:15+1 BT  308 HEL RIX 1234567 20:50 21:55
KALININGRAD Khrabrovo KALININGRAD Khrabrovo
BT  454 RIX KGD 12345-7 23:30 23:25 BT  455 KGD RIX 123456- 04:30 06:25
KAZAN KAZAN
BT  450 RIX KZN 1--4--- 23:35 02:00+1 BT  451 KZN RIX -2--5-- 03:20 06:00
KIEV KIEV
BT  400 RIX KBP 123456- 07:20 09:10 BT  401 KBP RIX 123456- 09:40 11:35
BT  402 RIX KBP 1234567 12:50 14:40 BT  403 KBP RIX 1234567 15:10 17:05
BT  404 RIX KBP 12345-7 18:15 20:05 BT  405 KBP RIX 12345-7 20:35 22:30
LARNACA LARNACA
BT  657 RIX LCA -----6- 14:30 18:10 BT  658 LCA RIX --3---7 03:10 06:55
BT  657 RIX LCA -2---6- 22:50 02:30+1 BT  658 LCA RIX -----6- 18:55 22:40
LIEPĀJA LIEPĀJA
BT  019 RIX LPX --3-5-7 23:25 00:05+1 BT  020 LPX RIX 1--4-6- 05:45 06:25
LISBON LISBON
BT  675 RIX LIS ----5-- 12:35 15:10 BT  676 LIS RIX -2--5-- 16:10 22:35
BT  675 RIX LIS -2----- 12:50 15:25
LONDON Gatwick LONDON Gatwick
BT  651 RIX LGW 1234567 07:40 08:40 BT  652 LGW RIX 1-3456- 09:25 14:05
BT  653 RIX LGW 12345-7 15:40 16:40 BT  652 LGW RIX -2----7 10:05 14:45
BT  653 RIX LGW -----6- 16:25 17:25 BT  654 LGW RIX 12345-7 17:25 22:05

BT  654 LGW RIX -----6- 18:10 22:50
MADRID Adolfo Suarez Barajas MADRID Adolfo Suarez Barajas
BT  685 RIX MAD 1--4--7 13:00 16:20 BT  686 MAD RIX 1--4--7 17:00 21:55
MALAGA MALAGA
BT  677 RIX AGP --3--6- 12:45 16:15 BT  678 AGP RIX --3--6- 17:10 22:35
MALTA MALTA
BT  739 RIX MLA ---4--7 23:00 01:30+1 BT  740 MLA RIX 1---5-- 02:10 06:40
MILAN Malpensa MILAN Malpensa
BT  629 RIX MXP 123456- 07:30 09:15 BT  630 MXP RIX 123456- 10:15 13:55
BT  629 RIX MXP ------7 16:00 17:45 BT  630 MXP RIX ------7 18:25 22:05
MINSK MINSK
BT  412 RIX MSQ 1-3-5-7 13:35 14:45 BT  413 MSQ RIX 1-3-5-7 15:20 16:30
MOSCOW  Sheremetyevo MOSCOW  Sheremetyevo
BT  424 RIX SVO 123456- 07:25 09:00 BT  427 SVO RIX 123456- 04:50 06:35
BT  428 RIX SVO 1234567 13:00 14:40 BT  425 SVO RIX ------7 08:55 10:40
BT  422 RIX SVO 12345-7 18:25 19:55 BT  425 SVO RIX 123456- 09:45 11:25
BT  426 RIX SVO 1234567 23:20 01:00+1 BT  429 SVO RIX 1234567 15:25 17:10

BT  423 SVO RIX 12345-7 20:40 22:20
MUNICH MUNICH
BT  221 RIX MUC ------7 07:15 08:55 BT  222 MUC RIX 12345-7 09:35 13:05
BT  221 RIX MUC 123456- 07:45 08:55 BT  226 MUC RIX -----6- 14:20 17:50
BT  225 RIX MUC -----6- 12:05 13:45 BT  224 MUC RIX 12345-7 19:30 22:30
BT  223 RIX MUC 12345-- 17:40 18:50
NICE Cote Dazur NICE Cote Dazur
BT  695 RIX NCE -2-4--- 08:00 10:10 BT  696 NCE RIX -2-4--- 10:50 14:50
BT  695 RIX NCE -----6- 15:30 17:40 BT  696 NCE RIX -----6- 18:25 22:25
ODESSA ODESSA
BT  410 RIX ODS -2--5-7 23:35 02:05+1 BT  411 ODS RIX 1-3--6- 03:40 06:15
OLBIA Costa Smeralda / from May 19 OLBIA Costa Smeralda / from May 19
BT  655 RIX OLB -----6- 15:20 17:40 BT  656 OLB RIX -----6- 18:20 22:30
OSLO OSLO
BT  151 RIX OSL 123456- 07:45 08:40 BT  152 OSL RIX 123456- 09:15 12:00
BT  159 RIX OSL ------7 12:10 13:05 BT  160 OSL RIX ------7 13:50 16:35
BT  159 RIX OSL 123456- 12:50 13:45 BT  160 OSL RIX 123456- 14:35 17:20
BT  153 RIX OSL 1234567 18:05 19:00 BT 1160 OSL RIX ------7

from May 13
14:50 17:20

BT  154 OSL RIX 1234567 19:25 22:10
PALANGA PALANGA
BT  035 RIX PLQ ------7 12:20 13:05 BT  032 PLQ RIX 123456- 05:45 06:30
BT  035 RIX PLQ 123456- 14:00 14:45 BT  032 PLQ RIX ------7 10:30 11:15
BT  033 RIX PLQ 1234567 23:40 00:25+1 BT  036 PLQ RIX ------7 13:35 14:20

BT  036 PLQ RIX 123456- 15:10 15:55

Flights from Vilnius Flights to Vilnius
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

AMSTERDAM AMSTERDAM
BT  609 VNO AMS 1234567 08:05 09:35 BT  610 AMS VNO 1234567 10:20 13:40
BERLIN Tegel BERLIN Tegel
BT  215 VNO TXL 1-3-5-- 14:20 15:00 BT  216 TXL VNO 1-3-5-- 15:40 18:10
BT  215 VNO TXL ------7 21:30 22:10 BT  216A TXL VNO ------7 22:40 01:10+1
MUNICH MUNICH
BT  227 VNO MUC 1-3-5-- 18:50 19:55 BT  228 MUC VNO 1-3-5-- 20:40 23:40
PARIS Charles de Gaulle PARIS Charles de Gaulle
BT  701 VNO CDG -2-4-67 14:40 16:30 BT  702 CDG VNO -2-4-67 17:20 21:00
TALLINN TALLINN
BT  331 VNO TLL 12345-- 08:55 10:15 BT  332 TLL VNO 12345-- 08:55 10:15
BT  335 VNO TLL 12345-7 19:30 20:50 BT  336 TLL VNO 12345-7 19:30 20:50

Flights from Tallinn Flights to Tallinn
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

AMSTERDAM AMSTERDAM
BT 621 TLL AMS --3---7 07:20 09:00 BT  622 AMS TLL ------7 09:55 13:15
BT 621 TLL AMS 12---6- 08:00 09:40 BT  622 AMS TLL 123--6- 10:20 13:40
BT 621 TLL AMS ---4--- 08:20 10:00 BT  622 AMS TLL ---4--- 10:40 14:00
BT 621 TLL AMS ----5-- 09:00 10:40 BT  622 AMS TLL ----5-- 11:15 14:35
BERLIN Tegel BERLIN Tegel
BT 201 TLL TXL ------7 13:50 14:45 BT  202 TXL TLL ------7 15:20 18:10
BT 201 TLL TXL ---4--- 14:35 15:30 BT  202 TXL TLL ---4--- 16:05 18:55
LONDON Gatwick LONDON Gatwick
BT 649 TLL LGW -2---6- 16:00 17:00 BT 650 LGW TLL -2---6- 17:45 22:35
PARIS Charles de Gaulles PARIS Charles de Gaulles
BT  689 TLL CDG 1-3-56- 15:50 17:55 BT  690 CDG TLL 1-3-56- 18:40 22:35
VIENNA VIENNA
BT 207 TLL VIE ------7 18:45 20:10 BT  208 VIE TLL ------7 20:45 00:05+1
BT 207 TLL VIE ---4--- 19:30 20:55 BT  208 VIE TLL ---4--- 21:30 00:50+1
VILNIUS VILNIUS
BT  332 TLL VNO 12345-- 08:55 10:15 BT  331 VNO TLL 12345-- 08:55 10:15
BT  336 TLL VNO 12345-7 19:30 20:50 BT  335 VNO TLL 12345-7 19:30 20:50

PALMA DE MALLORCA PALMA DE MALLORCA
BT  687 RIX PMI ------7 07:50 10:40 BT  688 PMI RIX ------7 11:30 16:10
PARIS Charles de Gaulle PARIS Charles de Gaulle
BT  691 RIX CDG 123456- 07:20 09:10 BT  692 CDG RIX 123456- 10:05 13:50
BT  693 RIX CDG 12345-7 15:55 17:45 BT  694 CDG RIX 12345-7 18:30 22:15
PRAGUE PRAGUE
BT  479 RIX PRG 123456- 07:15 08:20 BT  480 PRG RIX 123456- 08:45 11:50
BT  483 RIX PRG 1-3-5-7 18:05 19:10 BT  484 PRG RIX 1-3-5-7 19:35 22:40
REYKJAVIK Keflavik / from May 26 REYKJAVIK Keflavik / from May 26
BT  169 RIX KEF --3--6- 12:55 14:00 BT  170 KEF RIX --3--6- 14:45 21:35
RHODES Diagoras RHODES Diagoras
BT  597 RIX RHO ----5-- 07:15 10:50 BT  598 RHO RIX ----5-- 11:45 15:25
RIJEKA / from May 28 RIJEKA / from May 28
BT  495 RIX RJK 1------ 07:30 09:00 BT  496 RJK RIX 1------ 09:55 13:20
ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino
BT  633 RIX FCO 1-3-5-7 14:05 16:10 BT  634 FCO RIX 1-3-5-7 17:40 21:50
SOCHI / from May 14 SOCHI / from May 15
BT  456 RIX AER 1---5-- 23:15 02:25+1 BT  457 AER RIX -2---6- 03:20 6:35
SPLIT / from May 21 SPLIT / from May 21
BT  493 RIX SPU ----5-- 08:05 09:45 BT  494 SPU RIX ----5-- 10:25 14:00
BT  493 RIX SPU 1------ 09:20 11:00 BT  494 SPU RIX 1------ 11:40 15:15
STAVANGER Sola STAVANGER Sola
BT  177 RIX SVG -2-4-6- 17:00 18:20 BT  178 SVG RIX -2-4-6- 18:50 22:05
STOCKHOLM Arlanda STOCKHOLM Arlanda
BT  101 RIX ARN 1234567 08:05 08:20 BT  102 ARN RIX 1234567 08:55 11:05
BT  105 RIX ARN 12345-- 12:05 12:20 BT  106 ARN RIX 12345-- 12:50 15:00
BT  107 RIX ARN -----6- 14:25 14:40 BT  108 ARN RIX 1234567 15:35 17:45
BT  107 RIX ARN 12345-7 14:50 15:05 BT  110 ARN RIX 1234567 19:40 21:50
BT  109 RIX ARN 1234567 18:30 18:45
ST-PETERSBURG ST-PETERSBURG
BT  442 RIX LED 123456- 07:50 9:10 BT  447 LED RIX 123456- 05:15 06:35
BT  448 RIX LED ------7 12:00 13:20 BT  443 LED RIX 1234567 10:00 11:20
BT  448 RIX LED 123456- 12:35 13:55 BT  449 LED RIX ------7 13:50 15:10
BT  444 RIX LED 1234567 18:30 19:50 BT  449 LED RIX 123456- 14:25 15:45
BT  446 RIX LED 1234567 23:20 00:40+1 BT  445 LED RIX 1234567 20:40 22:00
TALLINN TALLINN
BT  311 RIX TLL 123456- 07:40 08:30 BT  362 TLL RIX 123456- 05:55 06:40
BT  313 RIX TLL 123456- 12:15 13:05 BT  312 TLL RIX ------7 10:30 11:20
BT  315 RIX TLL ------7 13:50 14:40 BT  312 TLL RIX 123456- 10:45 11:35
BT  315 RIX TLL 123456- 15:30 16:20 BT  314 TLL RIX 123456- 13:30 14:20
BT  317 RIX TLL 12345-7 18:15 19:05 BT  316 TLL RIX ------7 15:05 15:55
BT  317 RIX TLL -----6- 18:50 19:40 BT  316 TLL RIX 123456- 16:45 17:35
BT  361 RIX TLL 1234567 23:10 23:59 BT  318 TLL RIX 1234567 21:15 22:05
TAMPERE Pirkkala TAMPERE Pirkkala
BT  357 RIX TMP 1234567 23:25 00:40+1 BT  358 TMP RIX 123456- 05:25 06:35

BT  358 TMP RIX ------7 10:00 11:10
TBILISI TBILISI
BT  724 RIX TBS --345-7 23:05 03:25+1 BT  725 TBS RIX 1--456- 04:10 06:40
TEL AVIV TEL AVIV
BT  771 RIX TLV 12-4-67 23:40 03:50+1 BT  772 TLV RIX --3---- 06:40 11:00

BT  772 TLV RIX 1-----7 07:00 11:20
BT  772 TLV RIX ----5-- 07:50 12:10
BT  772 TLV RIX -2----- 08:20 12:40

THESSALONIKI / from May 15 THESSALONIKI / from May 16
BT  595 RIX SKG -2--5-- 23:35 02:25+1 BT  596 SKG RIX --3--6- 03:35 06:30
TURKU TURKU
BT  359 RIX TKU 1234567 23:30 00:35+1 BT  360 TKU RIX 123456- 05:25 06:30

BT  360 TKU RIX ------7 10:05 11:10
VENICE Marco Polo VENICE Marco Polo
BT  627 RIX VCE ---4--- 07:55 09:35 BT  628 VCE RIX ---4--- 10:25 13:55
BT  627 RIX VCE 1------ 16:00 17:40 BT  628 VCE RIX 1------ 18:30 22:00
VIENNA VIENNA
BT  431 RIX VIE 123456- 07:20 08:40 BT  432 VIE RIX 123456- 09:35 12:50
BT  433 RIX VIE 12345-7 16:30 17:55 BT  432 VIE RIX -----6- 15:05 18:20

BT  434 VIE RIX 12345-7 18:45 22:00
VILNIUS VILNIUS
BT  341 RIX VNO 123456- 07:40 08:30 BT  350 VNO RIX 123456- 05:50 6:40
BT  343 RIX VNO 123456- 12:15 13:05 BT  342 VNO RIX ------7 10:30 11:20
BT  345 RIX VNO ------7 13:50 14:40 BT  342 VNO RIX 123456- 10:45 11:35
BT  345 RIX VNO 123456- 15:30 16:20 BT  344 VNO RIX 123456- 13:30 14:20
BT  347 RIX VNO 12345-7 18:15 19:05 BT  346 VNO RIX ------7 15:05 15:55
BT  347 RIX VNO -----6- 18:50 19:40 BT  346 VNO RIX 123456- 16:45 17:35
BT  349 RIX VNO 1234567 23:10 23:59 BT  348 VNO RIX 1234567 21:15 22:05
WARSAW WARSAW
BT  461 RIX WAW 123456- 07:50 8:15 BT  462 WAW RIX 123456- 09:00 11:25
BT  467 RIX WAW ---4--- 17:45 18:10 BT  468 WAW RIX ---4--- 18:55 21:20
BT  467 RIX WAW 1---5-- 18:00 18:25 BT  468 WAW RIX 123-5-7 19:30 21:55
BT  467 RIX WAW -23---7 18:20 18:45
ZURICH ZURICH
BT  641 RIX ZRH 123456- 07:50 09:20 BT  642 ZRH RIX 123456- 10:00 13:30
BT  643 RIX ZRH 1-345-7 16:25 17:55 BT  644 ZRH RIX 1-345-7 18:35 22:05
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IN NUMBERS

MEALS & PLATES
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SANDWICHES SNACKS & SWEETS DRINKS
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Fresh chicken salad 
with hard cheese €6
Svaigie vistas salāti 
ar cieto sieru
Свежий салат с курицей 
и твердым сыром

68

Chef’s special piquant soup
with chicken, noodles
and vegetables €4.50

Šefpavāra īpašā pikantā zupa ar vistu,
nūdelēm un dārzeņiem
Особый пикантный суп шеф-повара
с курицей, лапшой и овощами

64

Croissant with 
ham, cheese and 
pickled cucumbers €5
Kruasāns ar cūkgaļas šķiņķi, sieru 
un marinētiem gurķiem
Круасан с ветчиной, сыром 
и маринованными огурцами

71

Salad and soup available on flights above 1h 30min

Salāti un zupa ir pieejami lidojumos virs 1h 30min
Салат и суп доступны на полетах свыше 1ч 30мин

€8
€9.50
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ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.



Sweet & sour chicken with rice €8
Vista ar dārzeņiem saldskābā mērcē ar rīsiem
Курица с овощами в кисло-сладком соусе с рисом

65

Hot and tasty chicken 
and cheese panini €6
Karsta un garšīga vistas un siera karstmaize
Вкусный горячий панини с курицей и сыром

69

Lasagne Bolognese 
in a herby tomato sauce 
with minced meat 
and Bechamel sauce €8
Lazanja ar Boloņas mērci – malta liellopa gaļa tomātu mērcē, 
pārlieta ar Bešamel mērci
Лазанья Болоньезе в соусе из томатов с молотой говядиной 
и соусом Бешамель

66

€10€13.50

OROROROROROR

Karsta un garšīga vistas un siera karstmaizeKarsta un garšīga vistas un siera karstmaize
Вкусный горячий панини с курицей и сыромВкусный горячий панини с курицей и сыром

Batchelors 
Cup of chicken soup €3
Vistas zupa
Куриный суп

79

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.

Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и какие аллергены они содержат.154 | AIRBALTIC.COM

Tapas: olives, breadsticks, 
cheese, ham and mini fuet sausages €7
Tapas: olīvas, maizes standziņas, siers, šķiņķis un mini fuet desiņas
Тапас: оливки, хлебные палочки, сыр, ветчина и колбаски фуэт мини

Snack platter 
of hard and soft 
cheese with olives €6
Uzkodu plate ar cietajiem, 
mīkstajiem sieriem un olīvām
Плата закусок: 
твердые и мягкие сыры, оливки 

Scandinavian style 
salmon sandwich €6
Laša sviestmaize skandināvu gaumē
Сэндвич с лососем по-скандинавски

80

72

70
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Pre-Order & Save!
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ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.

Meals freshly made before your flight! 

Noo Cepeškungs 
Parmesan Snack cigar sausages, 85 G €3
Cigārdesiņas ar Parmas sieru
Колбаски с сыром пармезан 

62

KP 
finest quality salted peanuts, 50 G €2.50

Sālīti zemesrieksti
Соленый арахис

51

Oloves 
natural green pitted olives
with basil and garlic, 30 G €2.50

Olīvas ar baziliku un ķiplokiem 
Оливки с базиликом и чесноком

Pringles 
Original or Sour Cream & Onion 
potato chips, 40 G €2.50

Kartupeļu čipsi – oriģinālie vai 
ar krējuma un sīpolu garšu 
Картофельные чипсы – оригинальные или 
со вкусом сметаны и лука 

75

49 / 50
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Mantinga
milk chocolate drop muffin €3
Kēkss ar piena šokolādes gabaliņiem 
Кекс с кусочками молочного шоколада

78

Taste from Latvia

Herkuless 
oatmeal porridge with sweet cream, 
raspberries and blackberries, 15 CL €3
Auzu biezputra ar saldo krējumu, avenēm un kazenēm
Овсяная каша со сливками, малиной и ежевикой

58

The Beginnings 
Black Currant cookies, 80 G €3.50

Upeņu cepumi
Печенье из чёрной смородины

23

Twix ‘Xtra 
chocolate bar €2.50

Šokolādes batoniņš
Шоколадный батончик

57

€8.50
€9

€€€8.50
€

0

Ferrero Rocher 
Hazelnuts covered
in milk chocolate, 37.5 G €3
Piena šokolādes konfektes ar lazdu riekstiem
Конфеты из молочного шоколада с лесными орехами

59

Be among the first served!
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Coffee or tea-
Black / Green / Mint €3
Kafija vai tēja – melnā / zaļā / piparmētru 
Кофе или чай – чёрный / зеленый / мятный

Cappuccino or
hot chocolate €3
Kapučīno vai karstā šokolāde
Капучино или горячий шоколад 

Vinnis honey, 20 G €0.50

Medus 
Мед

BalticWater 
natural mineral water, 
lightly mineralised, 33 CL €2.50

Produced exclusively for airBaltic by Venden, 
comes from Gauja National Park in Latvia. 
Still / Sparkling

Dabīgais minerālūdens ar zemu mineralizācijas 
pakāpi. To īpaši airBaltic lidojumiem ražo Venden no 
Gaujas nacionālajā parkā iegūta ūdens.
Negāzēts / Gāzēts
Натуральная минеральная вода с низкой 
степенью минерализации. Эксклюзивное 
производство Venden для airBaltic, добывается в 
Национальном парке “Гауя” в Латвии.
Вода без газа / С газом 

28 / 27 Borjomi 
natural 
mineral water, 
sparkling, 33 CL €3
Gāzēts dabīgs minerālūdens 
Натуральная минеральная 
вода с газом 

19

33 / 31 / 32 / 34 36 / 3073

Tymbark juice, 30 CL 
Apple / Tomato / Orange €3
Sula – ābolu / tomātu / apelsīnu 
Сок – яблочный / томатный / апельсиновый

24 / 25 / 2629

Schweppes, 33 CL €3
Coca-Cola / 
Coca-Cola Zero, 33 CL €3
20 / 22

Borjomi 
natural 
mineral water, 
sparkling,

Gāzēts dabīgs minerālūdens 
Натуральная минеральная 
вода с газом 

1919

Coca-Cola / 
Coca-Cola Zero, €3

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.

Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и какие аллергены они содержат.160 | AIRBALTIC.COM

Bottega Gold 
Prosecco Brut (Italy),
20 CL, 11% €6
Dzirkstošais vīns (Itālija)
Игристое вино (Италия)

9

Moët & Chandon 
champagne (France),
20 CL, 12% €21
Šampanietis (Francija)
Шампанское (Франция)

11

D’Éolie Baronne 
Sauvignon 
white wine (France), 
18.7 CL, 12% €6
Baltvīns (Francija)
Белое вино (Франция)

12 Johnnie Walker 
whisky, 5 CL, 40% €6
Viskujs / Виски
17

Stolichnaya® 
Premium vodka, 
5 CL, 40% €6
Degvīns / Водка
15

Camus 
cognac, 3 CL, 40% €6
Konjaks / Коньяк
18

Bombay 
Sapphire 
dry gin, 5 CL, 40% €6
Džins / Джин
7

D’Éolie Baronne 
Cabernet Sauvignon 
red wine (France), 
18.7 CL, 12.5% €6
Sarkanvīns (Francija)
Красное вино (Франция)

13

Pre-Order & Save!

Riga Black Balsam, 
4 CL, 45% or
Riga Black Balsam 
Currant, 4 CL, 30% €6
Traditional Latvian herbal bitter

Rīgas Melnais Balzams vai Rīgas Melnais 
Balzams upeņu
Рижский Чёрный Бальзам или Рижский 
Чёрный Бальзам смородиновый

14 / 8

Rīgas Šampanietis Oriģinālais 
sparkling wine (Latvia),
20 CL, 11.5% €5
Sweet sparkling wine “Rīgas šampanietis” 
is the most popular sparkling wine in Latvia. 
Proudly produced in Riga since 1952. 

Saldais dzirkstošais vīns “Rīgas šampanietis” ir 
Latvijā iecienītākais dzirkstošo vīnu zīmols. Ar 
lepnumu tiek ražots Rīgā jau no 1952. gada.
Сладкое игристое вино “Rīgas šampanietis”, 
выпускаемое в Риге с 1952 года, является 
самым популярным игристым вином 
в Латвии.

5
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Taste from Latvia

Staburags Gaišais
50 CL, 5.4% €6
Lager beer brewed according to traditional Latvian recipes and 
made of highest quality ingredients.

Pēc tradicionālām latviešu receptēm darīts gaišais alus, kas tapis 
izmantojot augstākā labuma sastāvdaļas.
Светлое пиво созданное по традиционным латвийским 
рецептам, используя ингредиенты высочайшего качества.

10

Taste from Latvia

Staburags Kriek
33 CL, 5.0% €5
A traditional cherry lager beer made of highest 
quality ingredients. 

Pēc tradicionālām latviešu receptēm darīts ķiršu  
lāgera tipa alus.
Светлое вишневое пиво, созданное по традиционным 
латвийским рецептам.

6

€
Gin & Tonic

Džins & Toniks / Джин & Тоник

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
Jautājiet stjuartiem par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.

Спрашивайте бортпроводников о составе продуктов и какие аллергены они содержат.162 | AIRBALTIC.COM
ACCESSORIESWATCHES

PAGE 189PAGE 164 PAGE 193PAGE 174 PAGE 196PAGE 178 PAGE 182

GADGETSJEWELLERY FOR KIDSFRAGRANCES BEAUTY

1. M2 BEAUTÉ Eyelash Activating Serum, page 186 • 2. MICHAEL KORS Sexy Amber EDP, page 180 • 3. BUCKLEY LONDON  

Russian Sparkle pendant, bangle & earings set, page 177 • 4. XTORM Powerbank Air 6000, grey, page 194 • 5. BUDDYPHONES InFlight Green, page 196  

• 6. SOUTH LANE Avant surface black watch, page 164

55 NEW 
PRODUCTS ON BOARD!
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SOUTH LANE
90. AVANT SURFACE WATCH. This Swiss made unisex watch features a matte black case, high quality Italian leather strap and a precise 
Swiss movement. The hand scratched dial means no style is the same, and your handcrafted watch is truly unique. Minimal Swedish design and 
avant-garde details create a truly unique Scandinavian inspired watch.

Unikāls unisex Šveicē izgatavots pulkstenis ar melnu matētu korpusu, augstas kvalitātes itāļu ādas aproci un precīzu Šveices pulksteņmehānismu. Katrai 
pulksteņa ciparnīcai ir individuāls roku darba neatkārtojams dizains, kas padara jūsu pulksteni patiesi unikālu. Minimālisma stilā ieturēts zviedru dizains ar 
avangardiskiem dizaina elementiem. 

Уникальные Швейцарские часы AVANT Surface с черным матовым корпусом, ремешком из итальянской кожи и швейцарским механизмом. 
Циферблат часов обработан вручную, что делает каждые часы уникальными. Минималистичный шведский дизайн с авангардными 
деталями – настоящий скандинавский стиль.

€199 DIAL SIZE
38 MM

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
5 ATM

MOVEMENT
SWISS QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
26 CM-34%€300 SAVING

164 | AIRBALTIC.COM

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

AVIATOR
97. SMART PILOT WATCH. Mixing modern technology with classic styling. The watch has a 3-hand analogue movement and rotating world-time 
bezel. The technology allows the watch to communicate with your smartphone and via the in dial LED screen. Incoming Call Alert, Caller ID, Missed 
Calls, SMS, Email, Social Media, Calendar Events, Lost Phone Alert, Pedometer, Calorie Counter, Sleep Monitor. Android and iOS Compatible. 

Mūsdienu tehnoloģijas apvienotas ar klasisku stilu. Pulkstenim ir analogs mehānisms ar trīs rādītājiem un rotējošu ietvaru ar laika joslām. 
Pulkstenis ir savietojams ar jūsu viedtālruni. Ciparnīcas vidū ir LED ekrāns, kas attēlo ienākošos zvanus, zvanītāja ID, neatbildētos zvanus, SMS, 
ļauj piekļūt e-pastam, sociālajiem medijiem, kalendāram. Tam arī ir tālruņa meklēšanas, pedometra, kaloriju uzskaites, miega novērošanas 
funkcijas. Savietojamība: Android un iOS.

3-ступенчатый аналоговый механизм и вращающийся безель для индикации мирового времени. Bluetooth для синхронизации со 
смартфоном. Оповещение о входящем вызове, идентификатор вызывающего абонента, пропущенные вызовы, SMS, электронная почта, 
социальные медиа и многое другое. Совместимы с Android и iOS.

€199

AVIATOR
119. GENTS CHRONOGRAPH PILOT WATCH. Satin black dial with rotating inner 
world-time bezel to enable reading of the local time in 24 major world cities. Three-step 
chronograph sub dials. Luminous hands and hour indices.

Melna satīna ciparnīca, rotējošs ietvars ar laika joslām - 24 lielākās pilsētas dažādās 
pasaules valstīs. Trīspakāpju hronogrāfs. Luminiscējoši rādītāji un stundu iedaļas.

Черный циферблат с вращающимся безелем для индикации времени в 24 
крупных городах мира. Трехступенчатый хронограф. Люминесцентные минутная и 
часовая стрелки. 

€150

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
46 MM

FEATURES
CHRONOGRAPH

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
5 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
22.5 CM

DIAL SIZE
45 MM

FEATURES
CHRONOGRAPH

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS 

STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
10 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
22.5 CM

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы
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WEATHER MASTER

164. ANALOG-DIGITAL WATCH. The new ANA-DIGI watch comes with an analog and 2 line digital LCD display and provides crucial functions for 
both outdoor explorers as well as international travellers. Dual time display, weather forecast, altimeter, compass function and more… All in one watch. 
With a flexible strap.

Jaunajam ANA-DIGI pulkstenim ir analoga un divjoslu digitāla LCD ciparnīca, kas nodrošina visas pamatfunkcijas aktīvās atpūtas cienītājiem un 
ceļotājiem. Divkārša ciparnīca, laika ziņas, altimetrs, kompass un daudzas citas funkcijas... Visas vienā pulkstenī. Pulkstenim ir regulējama aproce.

Новые часы Weather Master ANA-DIGI оснащены аналоговым и 2-строчным цифровым ЖК-дисплеем и обеспечивают важные функции как 
для любителей отдыха на природе, так и для путешественников. Двойной дисплей времени, прогноз погоды, альтиметр, функция компаса 
и многое другое... Все в одних часах. 

€129

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
49 MM

CASE MATERIAL
ABS-PLASTIC

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ + ANALOG

STRAP MATERIAL
SILICON

STRAP LENGTH
26 CM

EDWARD EAST 

186. AUTOMATIC WATCH. Classical automatic timepiece, inspired by Edward East - watch and clock maker to King Charles II. Elegant watch 
with high-quality automatic movement. 

Klasisks laikrādis ar automātisko uzvilkšanu, kas radīts, smeļoties iedvesmu no karaļa Čārlza Otrā pulksteņmeistara Edvarda Īsta. Elegants 
rokaspulkstenis ar augstas kvalitātes automātisko uzvilkšanu. 

Классические автоматические часы, на создание которых вдохновила работа Эдварда Иста – мастера часового ремесла при короле Чарльзе 
Втором. Элегантные высококачественные часы с автоматическим механизмом. 

€199

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
42 MM

CASE MATERIAL
STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
5 ATM

MOVEMENT
AUTOMATIC

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
25.5 CM

ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE
WHEREVER YOU ARE...

COMPASS, THERMOMETER,
ALTIMETER, BAROMETER,
WEATHER FORECAST.
ALL IN ONE WATCH!
ANALOG & DIGITAL,
DOUBLE DISPLAY, 
STOP WATCH, ALARM, TIME.
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

ULTRA SLIM CLASSIC WATCH
by BERING

When the pure, cool beauty of the Arctic 

is blended with the simple elegance of Danish design, 

a new era dawns: it’s Bering-Time.

www.beringtime.com

ULTRA SLIM CLASSIC WATCH
by BERING

When the pure, cool beauty of the Arctic 

is blended with the simple elegance of Danish design, 

a new era dawns: it’s Bering-Time.

www.beringtime.com

BERING
124. GENTS WATCH. Classic ultra-slim men’s watch with grey coloured shiny polished stainless steel case and elegantly plain, grey dial 
with luminous shiny hands and orange-coloured second hand. Scratch-resistant, crystal clear sapphire glass and elegant grey Milanese strap.

Klasisks, ārkārtīgi plāns vīriešu pulkstenis ar pelēku, pulētu nerūsējoša tērauda korpusu un eleganti vienkāršu pelēku ciparnīcu ar 
luminiscējošiem rādītājiem un oranžu sekunžu rādītāju. Kristāldzidrs, pret skrāpējumiem drošs safīra stikls un eleganta Milānas aproce.

Классические сверхтонкие мужские часы с блестящим, полированным корпусом из нержавеющей стали и элегантным, стального цвета, 
циферблатом с люминесцентными минутными стрелками и оранжевой секундной стрелкой. Устойчивое к царапинам сапфировое 
стекло и элегантный серый миланский браслет.

€119 -15%€139 SAVING
DIAL SIZE
38 MM

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

STRAP LENGTH
21.5 CM

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы
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DANIEL WELLINGTON

184. CLASSIC BLACK DURHAM, GENTS WATCH. With a luxurious black dial, 
minimalistic case and elegant light brown leather strap, made from American leather, this 
watch model is a stunning addition to the flagship Classic collection. The ultra-thin (6 mm) 
watch is suitable for every occasion.

Grezna melnas krāsas ciparnīca, minimālisma stilā ieturēts korpuss un eleganta, gaiši 
brūna ādas siksniņa no Amerikas - šis pulksteņa modelis ir lielisks jaunums Classic 
kolekcijā. Pulkstenim ir īpaši plāns (6 mm) korpuss.

Часы с роскошным черным циферблатом, минималистичным корпусом и элегантным 
светло-коричневым кожаным ремешком, выполненным из кожи, произведённой в 
Америке, являются потрясающим дополнением к флагманской коллекции Classic. 
Ультратонкие (6 мм) часы подходят для любого случая.

€144 -15%€169 SAVING

DIAL SIZE
36 MM

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
16.5-21.5 CM

DANIEL WELLINGTON

92. CLASSIC PETITE ASHFIELD, LADIES WATCH. Enter the new season in 
timeless fashion with Classic Petite Ashfield. This ultra-thin watch rests delicately on the 
arm and features a matte black mesh strap and a sophisticated black dial. 

Classic Petite Ashfield klasiskais sieviešu pulkstenis ir vienmēr modē. Plānais pulksteņa 
korpuss ērti pieguļ rokai, pulkstenim ir matēta melna aproce un stilīga, melna ciparnīca.

В новый сезон с беспроигрышными классическими часами от Daniel Wellington. Эти 
ультратонкие часы отлично ложатся на запястье. Матовый черный сетчатый браслет и 
стильный черный циферблат. 

€135 -15%€159 SAVING

DIAL SIZE
32 MM

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

STRAP LENGTH
15-20.5 CM
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

RAINBOW 

95. COLORS OF HAPPINESS, UNISEX WATCH. Design Made in Germany. Rainbow e-motion of Colors – the innovative transformation of 
time into an interaction of colors and shapes. Transparent discs continuously create new color segments which precisely show the time. 

Inovatīvs dizains no Vācijas. Varavīksnes krāsu e-mocijas atjautīgi pārveido laiku krāsu un formu saspēlē. Caurspīdīgi diski nepārtraukti veido 
jaunus krāsu segmentus, kas rāda precīzu laiku.

Немецкий инновационный дизайн! Теперь время выражается в цвете и форме. Специальные диски постоянно передвигаются и каждую 
минуту создают новые удивительные цветовые сегменты, четко обозначая время. 

€149 DIAL SIZE
38 MM

CASE MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

WATER RESISTANCE
5 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
21.5 CM

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы
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ROSEFIELD 

87. WATCH AND BRACELET SET. The watch features an elegant gold case, matching perfectly with the luxurious black leather band. Mix and 
match your watch with the handcrafted bracelet for the ultimate chic look. A beautiful gift box from Rosefield.

Pulksteņa un aproces komplekts. Pulkstenim ir elegants zelta krāsas korpuss, kam lieliski piestāv augstas kvalitātes melna ādas siksniņa. Pulkstenis 
pieejams komplektā ar pievilcīgu aproci. Pulkstenis un aproce iepakoti skaistā dāvanu kastītē.

Часы с элегантным корпусом золотого цвета, который идеально смотрится с высококачественным чёрным кожаным ремешком, в сочетании со 
стильным браслетом. Набор предлагается в привлекательной подарочной упаковке.

€109

TED BAKER

85. LADIES WATCH WITH INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP.
The Mother of Pearl dial is decorated with the signature Ted Baker Bow 
pattern and sits in a polished rose gold-plated case. Choose between a mesh 
bracelet or a black leather interchangeable strap to match your outfit.

Sieviešu pulkstenis ar nomaināmu siksniņu. Balto perlamutra ciparnīcu rotā 
Ted Baker zīmolam raksturīgais raksts, pulkstenim ir pulēts korpuss ar rozā 
zelta pārklājumu. Pulkstenis pieejams ar divām aprocēm, lai labāk iederētos 
jūsu stilā.

Женские часы Ted Baker со сменным ремешком. Перламутровый 
циферблат украшен фирменным узором-бантом Ted Baker. 
Полированный корпус с напылением из розового золота. Выберите 
между сетчатым браслетом или черным кожаным ремешком в 
соответствии с вашим нарядом. 

€160

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

-21%€138 SAVING

DIAL SIZE
34 MM

CASE MATERIAL
METAL

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
JAPANESE

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER &

STAINLESS STEEL

STRAP LENGTH
23.2 CM

DIAL SIZE
33 MM

CASE MATERIAL
BRASS

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
MIYOTA QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
NUBUCK LEATHER 

STRAP LENGTH
16 CM
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

SUPERDRY 

151. URBAN WATCH, UNISEX. This simple yet classic design with a twist, features 
distinctive colour-pop designs, for this season. Set on a 38 mm navy blue plastic 
casing and soft silicone branded strap with lime green detailing. The eye-catching dial 
incorporates bold numbers and chunky arrow shaped hands.

Vienkāršs un klasisks urbānā stila pulkstenis neierastās “colour-pop” dizaina krāsās. 
Pulkstenim ir tumši zils plastmasas korpuss un mīksta silikona aproce, savukārt ciparnīca 
ir koši zaļā krāsā, ar lieliem cipariem un pamatīgiem bultveida rādītājiem.

Этот простой, но классический урбанистический стиль часов с цветовыми 
контрастами создает выразительный дизайн в стиле “color-pop”. Корпус из темно-
синего пластика и мягкий темно-синий силиконовый ремешок с ярко-зелеными 
вставками. Броский ярко-зеленый циферблат с крупными цифрами и стрелками.

€35

CHOCOMOON 

121. GEOMETRIC LADIES WATCH, VINTAGE STYLE. Sweet and mysterious – 
this is what ChocoMoon is about. Combination of fashionable geometric design and 
vintage colours makes this stylish watch a unique timepiece.

Sieviešu pulkstenis, noslēpumains un neatvairāms. Patiesi unikāls pulkstenis, kura 
ciparnīcu rotā moderna ģeometrisku figūru kombinācija ar klasiskām krāsām.

Женские часы, в которых скрыта загадка и тайна – вот что такое ChocoMoon. 
Сочетание модного дизайна “Geometric” и винтажных оттенков создают уникальный 
стиль часов ChocoMoon. 

€49

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
36 MM

FEATURES
FLEXIBLE STRAP

CASE MATERIAL
METAL

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
METAL

STRAP LENGTH
FLEXIBLE

DIAL SIZE
38 MM

FEATURES
3 HAND MOVEMENT

CASE MATERIAL
PLASTIC

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
SILICONE

STRAP LENGTH
25 CM

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы
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TEMPTATION 

122. JEWELLERY WATCH. Stylish watch and a luxurious bracelet in one. Little white artificial pearls and a beautiful heart charm, set with 
sparkling crystals, compliment an elegant look on your wrist. Case and bracelet strands are exquisitely gold-plated. 

Stilīgs sieviešu rokaspulkstenis ar izsmalcinātu aproci. Aproces mazās mākslīgās pērlītes ar skaistu piekariņu sirds formā, kuru rotā mirdzoši 
kristāli, izskatīsies lieliski uz jūsu rokas. Pulksteņa korpuss un aproce ir apzeltīti.

Часы от марки Temptation – это стильные часы и роскошный браслет в одном. Эти часы с маленькими жемчужинами на браслете и 
подвеской в виде сердца, усыпанной сияющими кристаллами, станут настоящим украшением на вашей руке. Корпус часов и браслеты 
покрыты напылением из золота.

€99

travel retail exclusive

dial size
32 MM

case material
METAL, STAINLESS STEEL

water resistance
3 ATM

movement
QUARTZ

strap material
METAL + IP GOLD PLATING

strap length
52.5 + 5 CM
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WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы

TEMPTATION 

137. TENDER FEELINGS. Classic elegant gold-plated Ladies watch with 
feminine high-quality mock leather strap. Shiny Mother of pearl dial surrounded 
by romantic combination of silver and gold colored crystals. Strap adjustable 
with pin buckle.

Klasisks, elegants sieviešu pulkstenis ar apzeltītu korpusu un sievišķīgu, augstas 
kvalitātes aproci, kas izgatavota no mākslīgās ādas. Balta perlamutra ciparnīca, 
ko ietver romantiska sudraba un zelta krāsas kristālu kombinācija. Regulējama 
siksniņa ar sprādzi.

Классические, элегантные позолоченные часы. Нежный тон ремешка 
из высококачественной искусственной кожи гармонично сочетается с 
переливающимся перламутровым циферблатом и кристаллами серебристого 
и золотистого оттенков. Размер браслета регулируется застёжкой. 

€49

TEMPTATION 

129. FLOWER WATCH. Wearing this romantic and feminine watch with a 
beautiful flower print will always remind you of Spring. 

Romantisks, sievišķīgs rokaspulkstenis ar pievilcīgu ziedu rakstu jums vienmēr 
atgādinās par pavasari. 

Эти романтические и женственные часы с нежным цветочным принтом 
всегда будут напоминать вам о весне. 

€59

TEMPTATION 

139. WATCH AND BANGLE SET. Complete your outfit with this iconic 
watch and bangle set in the warmest of colors. Perfect accessories for any 
evening out. Decorated with grained mock leather - this watch is feminine, 
trendy and stylish. Complimented by a matching hinged bangle. 

Komplekts sastāv no siltos toņos ieturēta rokaspulksteņa un aproces. Lielisks 
aksesuārs jebkuram vakaram. Pulksteņa siksniņu un aproci rotā mākslīgā āda. 
Sievišķīgs un stilīgs aksesuāru komplekts. 

Часы и браслет марки Temptation, выполненные в теплых тонах. Это 
идеальные аксессуары для любого вечера. Украшенные отделкой из 
искусственной кожи, покрытые позолотой - эти модные часы подчёркивают 
женственность и утончённый вкус. В наборе сочетающийся браслет. 

€89

travel retail exclusive

travel retail exclusive

travel retail exclusive

dial size
22 MM

case material
STAINLESS STEEL

water resistance
3 ATM

movement
QUARTZ

strap material
BRASS, 

MOCK LEATHER

strap length
ADJUSTABLE

dial size
40 MM

case material
ABS-PLASTIC

water resistance
3 ATM

movement
QUARTZ

strap material
SILICON, PLASTIC

strap length
23.5 CM

dial size
35 MM

case material
STAINLESS STEEL

water resistance
3 ATM

movement
QUARTZ

strap material
MOCK LEATHER

strap length
23 CM

WATCHES
Pulksteņi / Часы
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CLOGAU 

77. KENSINGTON LOCK BRACELET.

Nexus Energy Bracelet

Bracelet contains one strong

2000 Gauss Neodym Magnet and

one 99.99 pure Ge32 Germanium

Stone on the inside of

the buckle facet to your skin.

P R E M I U M E N E R G Y P R O D U C T S

www.lunavit.com

www.lunavit.com

LUNAVIT 

74. MAGNETIC-GERMANIUM LEATHER BRACELET “NEXUS”. The brand new braided smooth leather bracelet combines harmonic 
design and coolness in once. There is one strong 0,2 Tesla therapy magnet and one 99,99% pure Ge32 Germanium Stone built in the stainless- 
steel buckle. The Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) uses magnetic fields since more than 2000 years.

Pītās ādas aproces dizains ir harmonisks un atturīgs. Aprocē iebūvēts terapeitisks magnēts (0,2 T) un 99,99% ģermānija (Ge32) akmens, kas 
atrodas nerūsējoša tērauda aizdarē. Tradicionālajā ķīniešu medicīnā magnētiskos laukus izmanto jau vairāk nekā 2000 gadus.

Браслет Lunavit Nexus, выполненный из плетеной гладкой кожи, сочетает в себе стильный дизайн и улучшает самочувствие за счет 
терапевтического магнита (0,2 Тл.) и 99,99% камня Германиум (Ge32), вставленных в застежку из нержавеющей стали. Традиционная 
китайская медицина использует магнитные поля уже более чем 2000 лет.

€99 -17%€119 SAVING

CLOGAU 

76. KENSINGTON LOCK PENDANT. 

travel retail exclusive travel retail exclusive

Size: pendant 1.8 x 1.9 cm, chain 40.5 – 45.5 cm.
Izmēri: kulons 1,8 x 1,9 cm, ķēdītē 40,5 – 45,5 cm.
Размеры: кулон 1,8 x 1,9 см, цепочка 40,5 - 45,5 см.

Size: motif 1.2 x 1.3 cm, bracelet 16.5 – 19 cm.
Izmēri: piekariņš 1,2 x 1,3 cm, rokassprādzē 16,5 – 19 cm.
Размеры: подвеска 1,2 x 1,3 см, браслет 16,5 - 19 см.

€99 €99

Beautiful combing the filigree design, exquisite sterling silver and 9 carat rose gold jewelry inspired by the magnificent Kensington Palace gates. 
Contains rare Welsh gold – as favored by some members of the British Royal Family for over 100 years.

Elegantā sudraba un 9 karātu rozā zelta kulona izgatavotājus iedvesmojuši majestātiskās Kensingtonas pils vārti. Kulons satur reto velsiešu zeltu, 
kuru vairāk nekā 100 gadu garumā bija iecienījuši vairāki Britu karaliskās ģimenes locekļi. 
Элегантные украшения, вдохновленные великолепными воротами Кенсингтонского дворца, содержат редкое валлийское золото - в течение 
более 100 лет ему отдают предпочтение некоторые члены британской королевской семьи.

174 | AIRBALTIC.COM

JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

TEMPTATION 

93. SPARKLING LOVE BRACELET. Make a statement. Beautiful combination of 
pink-colored quarz stones and sparkling crystals make this bracelet a beloved item and a 
compliment to your charming look. Suitable for any occasion. Perfect accessory for going 
out. Bracelet width: 4 cm. Flexible size.

Aproce darināta no brīnišķīgiem rozā kvarcakmeņiem ar dzirkstošiem kristāliem - lieliska 
izvēle, lai pasvītrotu jūsu skaistumu. Piestāv jebkuram apģērbam un situācijai. Aproces 
platums: 4 cm. Der visiem izmēriem.

Превосходное сочетание розового кварца и сверкающих кристаллов придает 
браслету выразительный, чарующий образ. Идеальное украшение для выхода в свет. 
Подходит к запястью любого размера, ширина 4 см.

€69

SET TEASE BLACK
Handmade glass pearls - Rhodium-plated

MISAKI 

98. SET TEASE BLACK PENDANT + EARRINGS. Embrace elegance 
and charm with this exclusive set. A silky black 8 mm handmade pearl is 
finely nestled on a dual ring adorned with sparkling crystals. Comes with 
matching 8 mm handmade earrings.

Ekskluzīvais komplekts sastāv no auskariem un kulona ar rodija pārklājumu, 
kam piemīt izteikta elegance un šarms. Roku darināta 8 mm zīdaini melna 
pērle ievietota divu gredzenu iekšpusē, gredzenus rotā dzirkstoši kristāli. 
Auskari - 8 mm melnas pērles.

Этот элегантный набор состоит из подвески с родиевым покрытием и 
серьгами. Черная блестящая жемчужина ручной работы размером 
8 мм аккуратно размещена на двух кольцах, украшенных сверкающими 
кристаллами. Жемчужные серьги диаметром 8 мм завершают образ.

€89

travel retail exclusive

-20%€111 SAVING

JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения
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ORQUIDEA 

100. IONA PEARL BRACELET. Bracelet that will always be the right 
accessory to wear. Stunning Black & White first quality organic Majorcan 
Pearls in 10 and 14 mm, magnetic Hematite Stones and Sterling Silver 
beads on a rubber bracelet. A genuine, handcrafted bracelet from traditional 
Pearl factory on the island of Majorca. Fits to all sizes.

Skaista rokassprādze, kas piestāv visiem stiliem. Brīnišķīgas melnas un 
baltas 10 un 14 mm lielas Maljorkas pērles, hematīta akmeņi un sudraba 
krellītes, kas iestiprinātas kaučuka aprocē. Īsts roku darbs no Maljorkas 
pērļu fabrikas. Der visiem izmēriem.

Этот браслет станет отличным дополнением к любому образу. 
Высококачественный органический жемчуг черного и белого цветов 
с острова Майорка высшего сорта (10 и 14 мм), серебро и гематиты. 
Каучуковая нить-основа. Универсальный размер.

€39

ORQUIDEA 

101. DUO EARRINGS SET 6 IN 1. Sterling Silver Earrings with 7 
and 12 mm first quality organic Majorcan Pearls in Black & White; the 
smaller one on the front and the bigger one on the backside of the earlobe 
(reversible). The smaller ones can also be worn as Classic Stud Earrings. 

Sudraba auskari ar augstas kvalitātes organiskām Maljorkas pērlēm 
melnā un baltā krāsā. Mazākā, 7 mm pērle, nēsājama ļipiņas ārpusē, bet 
lielākā, 12 mm pērle, iekšpusē - vai otrādi. Mazākās pērles var valkāt arī 
kā klasiskos nagliņauskarus.

Серебряные серьги с белым и черным органическим жемчугом с 
острова Майорка, высшего сорта (7 и 12 мм). Маленькая жемчужина 
расположена спереди, а большая - сзади мочки уха - можно носить в 
2 вариантах. Кроме того, более мелкие жемчужины можно носить как 
классические серьги. 

€49 -25%€65 SAVING

travel retail exclusive

www.orquideaonline.com
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JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения

BUCKLEY LONDON 

91. COVENT GARDEN. Mirroring the colourful landscape of London’s Covent Garden, the perfect summer addition bracelets. 3 semi-
precious shades, adorned with a delicate round charm and matching tassel. Mix and match and stack together to create your own unique style.

Aproces, kas veidotas Londonas košās Koventgardenas stilā, lielisks papildinājums vasaras sezonai. Aproces ir trīs dažādās nokrāsās, tās rotā 
nelieli, apaļi amuleti un bārkstis. Pieskaņojiet vai sakopojiet vairākas aproces kopā, lai radītu savu unikālo stilu.

Повторяя красочный ландшафт лондонского Ковент-Гарден, это - идеальные браслеты для летнего сезона. 3 полудрагоценных оттенка, 
украшенных деликатными амулетами и кисточкой. Носите браслеты вместе или по-отдельности, чтобы создать свой собственный 
уникальный стиль.

€40

BUCKLEY LONDON 

84. COMPASS NECKLACE AND BRACELET SET 
IN ROSE GOLD. The rotating disc pendant engraved with 
a beautiful compass design with a sparkling crystal stone. 
Flip over the disc to reveal a stunning star landscape with 
tiny crystals. With matching friendship bracelet.

Rotējošs diskveida piekariņš ar iegravētu kompasa attēlu, 
kas rotāts ar dzirkstošu kristālu. Piekariņa otru pusi rotā 
vairākas zvaigznes ar maziem kristāliem. Komplektā 
ietilpst tāda paša stila aproce.

Двусторонняя подвеска с выгравированным 
компасом и сверкающим кристаллом. На обратной 
стороне - звездный орнамент с кристаллами. В наборе 
браслет дружбы.

€35

travel retail exclusive

travel retail exclusive

BUCKLEY LONDON 

131. RUSSIAN SPARKLE PENDANT, BANGLE & 
EARRINGS SET. Combines classic gold plating with a modern 
touch of cool rhodium and feminine rose gold, with sparkling 
white crystals. 

Komplektā ietilpst kulons, rokassprādze un auskari. Klasisks 
apzeltījums ar atturīgā rodija un sievišķīgā rozā zelta toņiem. Rotāti 
ar dzirkstošiem baltiem kristāliem.

В наборе кулон, браслет и серьги. Дизайн сочетает классическое 
золотое напыление с современным оттенком прохладного 
родия и нежного розового золота, с мерцающими кристаллами. 

€105

travel retail exclusive

buckleylondon.com

buckleylondon.com

travel retail exclusive

JEWELLERY
Rotas / Украшения
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VERSACE

88. DYLAN BLUE, EDT FOR MEN, 50 ML. The essence of the Versace man today. It’s a distinctive masculine fragrance full of character and 
individuality. Extraordinary woody aroma refined, combined with Mediterranean freshness and Aquatic notes, sets off the intense and seductive 
character of this fragrance.

Tualetes ūdens vīriešiem. Iemieso Versace priekšstatu par mūsdienu vīrieti. Izteikti vīrišķīgs aromāts ar spēcīgu raksturu un individualitāti. Koksnes 
toņi apvienojumā ar Vidusjūras ūdens svaigumu pasvītro aromāta intensīvo, vilinošo raksturu.

Мужская туалетная вода Dylan Blue передает образ современного мужчины в представлении Versace. Аромат с ярко выраженными 
мужскими чертами, отражающий характер и индивидуальность. Древесные оттенки в сочетании с прохладными акватическими нотами 
оттеняют интенсивность и соблазнительность этого аромата.

€52

HUGO BOSS

157. THE SCENT, EDT FOR MEN, 50 ML. The new seductive perfume for men. An irresistible fragrance, unforgettable like a savored seduction. 
Exquisite notes of Ginger, exotic Maninka and Leather unfold over time, seducing the senses.

Tualetes ūdens vīriešiem. Jauns aromāts, kuram nav iespējams stāvēt pretī, iekārdinošs un neaizmirstams. Ingvers, eksotiskā maninkas auglis un citi toņi 
atklājas pakāpeniski, kairinot un pavedinot.

Туалетная вода для мужчин. Новый соблазнительный, незабываемый аромат, которому невозможно противостоять. Имбирь, экзотическая 
манинка и другие ноты постепенно открываются, маня и соблазняя.

€59

-17%€62.50
SAVING

-15%€70 SAVING
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FRAGRANCES
Parfimērija / Парфюмерия

L’Eau de Parfum

LVEB EDP NEW 180x145.indd   1 09/01/2018   09:50LANCOME

111. LA VIE EST BELLE, EDP FOR WOMEN, 50 ML. A luminous fragrance for a woman full of joy and happiness. A sweet iris highlighting the 
most exquisite raw materials of Haute Parfumerie: iris, jasmine, orange blossom, patchouli, vanilla…

Smaržūdens sievietēm. Saldais īrisa aromāts paspilgtina ekskluzīvos Haute Parfumerie aromātus: īrisa, jasmīna, apelsīna ziedu, pačūlijas, vaniļas...

Яркая, парфюмерная вода для женщины, полной радости и счастья. Сладкий ирис подчеркивает самые изысканные ноты Haute Parfumerie: 
ирис, жасмин, апельсин, пачули, ваниль...

€69

CAROLINA HERRERA

118. GOOD GIRL, EDP FOR WOMEN, 50 ML. A vertiginous explosion of Tuberose Tonka; an innovative olfactory creation, where the floral 
brightness of tuberose and jasmine contrast with the intense and mysterious sensuality of roasted Tonka beans. Reveal your good side through the 
luminous facet of tuberose and the best quality Sambac Jasmine. Dare your bad side through addictive notes of roasted Tonka beans and Cocoa. It’s 
so good to be bad.

Smaržūdens sievietēm. Reibinošs tuberozes un tonkas pupiņu aromāts, inovatīva parfimērijas kompozīcija. Tuberozes un jasmīna ziedu košums 
pretstatā grauzdēto tonkas pupiņu noslēpumainajai juteklībai. Atklāj savu labo pusi ar dzidrajām tuberozes un sambaka jasmīna notīm. Izaicini savu 
slikto pusi ar kārdinošajām grauzdēto tonkas pupiņu un kakao notīm.

Парфюмерная вода для женщин. Головокружительные ароматы туберозы и бобов тонка. Инновационная парфюмерная композиция! 
Раскройте себя благодаря благоухающей туберозе и жасмину самбак. Ноты жареных бобов тонка и какао станут вызовом для вашей тёмной 
стороны. Быть плохой не так уж и плохо.

€69

-18%€84 SAVING

travel retail exclusive

FRAGRANCES
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CALVIN KLEIN

81. COFFRET, X 5 MINIATURES. The perfect gift to indulge 
yourself or others. This deluxe coffret is a collection of Calvin Klein‘s 
best-selling fragrances in the perfect travel size: ck one EDT (10 ml), 
euphoria EDP (4 ml), the new ck2 EDT (10 ml), endless euphoria 
EDP (5 ml), Eternity EDP (5 ml). Individually packed.

Lieliska dāvana. Komplektā ietilpst populārāko Calvin Klein aromātu 
kolekcija, kuru var ņemt līdzi, dodoties ceļojumā: tualetes ūdens 
ck one (10 ml), parfimērijas ūdens euphoria (4 ml), jaunais tualetes 
ūdens ck2 (10 ml), parfimērijas ūdens endless euphoria (5 ml), 
parfimērijas ūdens Eternity (5 ml). Individuālā iepakojumā.

Идеальный подарок для ваших друзей или для вас самих. 
Коллекция популярных ароматов Calvin Klein в наборе для 
путешествий: туалетная вода ck one (10 мл), парфюмерная 
вода euphoria (4 мл), туалетная вода ck2 (10 мл), парфюмерная 
вода endless euphoria (5 мл), парфюмерная вода Eternity (5 мл). 
Ароматы в индивидуальной упаковке.

€43

MICHAEL KORS

104. SEXY AMBER, EDP FOR WOMEN, 100 ML. Superbly stylish and sultry. A spotlight on warm amber wrapped in sandalwood and layered with 
lush white flowers. Deeply seductive.

Smaržūdens sievietēm. Stilīgs un juteklisks aromāts, kura pamatā ir silta ambra, ko aptver sandalkoka un balto ziedu smarža. 

Парфюмерная вода для женщин. Невероятно стильный и страстный аромат. Яркая и теплая амбра в окружении сандалового дерева на фоне 
роскошных белых цветов. Соблазн, перед которым невозможно устоять.

€49.90
-52%€105 SAVING

travel retail exclusive
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VERSACE 

185. WOMAN,  
EDP FOR HER, 100 ML. The Versace woman has 
individuality, intelligence and inner confidence. This 
fragrance emphasizes a woman’s femininity, a modern 
woman who is determined, free and sensual. 

Tualetes ūdens sievietēm. Versace sieviete ir individuāla, 
inteliģenta un pārliecināta. Šis ir sievišķīgs aromāts 
mūsdienīgai, drošai, brīvai un jutekliskai sievietei. 

Парфюмерная вода для женщин. Женщина 
Versace обладает индивидуальностью и излучает 
внутреннюю уверенность. Аромат подчеркивает 
женственность и создан для современной 
женщины, решительной, свободной и чувственной. 

€29.90
-65%€86 SAVING

HUGO BOSS

123. DARK BLUE,  
EDT FOR HIM, 75 ML. For men  
who want to experiment and push 
the boundaries of pleasure  
and seduction.

Tualetes ūdens vīriešiem. Aromāts 
pārliecinātiem vīriešiem, kuriem patīk 
eksperimentēt un atklāt jaunas sajūtas.

Туалетная вода для 
мужчин, которые любят 
экспериментировать и 
открывать для себя новые грани 
удовольствия и соблазна.

€29.90

travel retail exclusive HUGO BOSS

126. DEEP RED,  
EDP FOR HER, 50 ML. With a smooth 
red glass bottle and the Hugo Boss 
branding, an on-trend and attractive 
perfume for women.

Smaržūdens sievietēm. Pildīts 
sarkanā stikla flakonā ar Hugo 
Boss emblēmu.

Парфюмерная вода для женщин. 
Это модный и привлекательный 
парфюм, предлагаемый в 
гладком флаконе из красного 
стекла с эмблемой Hugo Boss.

€29.90
-50%€61 SAVING

SPECIAL OFFER
Īpašs piedāvājums / Особое предложение
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CLARINS

120. RADIANCE PLUS GOLDEN GLOW BOOSTER, 15 ML. 
Add customised radiance and a healthy glow to your daily skin care 
routine with Clarins new Radiance-Plus Golden Glow Booster. A 100% 
safe ultra-simple step for radiant and natural-looking skin. Can be 
tailored to your desired level of self-tan by adding 1, 2 or 3 drops. A 
subtle self-tanning effect in addition to the benefits of your day and 
night creams. Dermatologically tested. Non-comedogenic. Suitable for 
all skin types.

Unikāls līdzeklis, kas ļauj pievienot iedeguma efektu jebkuram 
ādas kopšanas līdzeklim, piešķirot ādai veselīga, zeltaina 
iedeguma nokrāsu jau pēc pirmās lietošanas reizes. Vēlamo 
iedeguma pakāpi var iegūt, pievienojot 1, 2 vai 3 pilienus 
jūsu dienas vai nakts krēmam. Dermatoloģiski pārbaudīts. 
Neaizsprosto poras. Der visiem ādas tipiem.

Добавьте эффект загара к действию любого средства 
по уходу за кожей лица. 100% безопасный и простой в 
использовании, он придаёт коже естественный золотистый 
оттенок. Выбирайте интенсивность, используя 1, 2 или 3 
капли. Добавьте эффект естественного сияющего загара к 
дневному или вечернему крему. Проверен дерматологами. 
Не закупоривает поры. Подходит ко всем типам кожи.

€22

CLARINS

140. INSTANT LIGHT LIP PERFECTOR DUO, ROSE AND 
APRICOT SHIMMER. A melting gel with a deliciously sweet flavor 
and 3D shimmer for luscious, smooth, shiny lips and a natural-
colored, luminous smile. It nourishes, repairs and protects lips to 
leave them incredibly beautiful. Instant Light Lip Perfector Duo 
cont.: №01 Rose shimmer + №02 Apricot shimmer.

Kūstošs gēls ar saldu aromātu un 3D spīdumu, kas mitrina un 
nogludina lūpas un piešķir tām spīdumu. Balzams baro, atjauno un 
aizsargā lūpas. Komplektā ietilpst: №01 (rozā) un №02 (aprikožu).

Тающий гель с восхитительным ароматом и 3D блеском 
сделает ваши губы более чувственными, гладкими и яркими. 
Бальзам питает, восстанавливает и защищает кожу губ. В 
наборе два оттенка: №01 (розовый) и №02 (абрикосовый).

€28

-14%€25.50
SAVING

travel retail exclusive
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MEET MONSIEUR BIG.
FORGET ALL THE OTHERS.

NEW MONSIEUR BIG
B I G  V O L U M E M A S C A R A •  U P  T O 24 H W E A R

12 X  M O R E VO LU M E
U P TO 24H W E A R

IN T EN S E B L AC K

MR BIG 180x145.indd   1 09/01/2018   11:54

*Source: I QVIA – Pharmatrend/Paratrend - Body moisturizing oils market for women in pharmacy and parapharmacy in France – MAT September 2017 – in volume and value. Non contractual picture.

huile prodigieuse®

Experience the sheer bliss 
of nourished skin and hair.

paraben free, mineral oil free, animal-origin ingredient free

NUX_TR_HP_AirBaltic_180x145_R2.indd   1 09/01/2018   10:48NUXE

127. HUILE PRODIGIEUSE® MULTI-PURPOSE DRY OIL, 100 ML. With its iconic fragrance and inimitable dry-oil texture, is the all-in-
one product that nourishes, repairs and beautifies skin and hair from first application. Natural formula, silicone and paraben free. Bottle endowed 
with screwable cap.

Neatkārtojams aromāts un sausās eļļas tekstūra. Tas ir ātrdarbīgs barojošs un atjaunojošs ādas un matu kopšanas līdzeklis. Dabisks līdzeklis, kas 
nesatur silikonu vai parabēnus. Iepildīts pudelītē ar uzskrūvējamu vāciņu.

Уникальный аромат и текстура сухого масла, которое питает, восстанавливает и ухаживает за кожей и волосами с первого применения. 
Натуральная формула, не содержит силикон и парабены. Флакон с закручиваемой крышкой.

€26

LANCOME

106. MONSIEUR BIG MASCARA, BLACK, 10 ML. Up to 12x more volume. Its volumizing brush provides big impact at first stroke, for 
bigger than life lashes. No clumps, no smudges, no touch ups. It easily glides on lashes and leaves them perfectly put for up to 24 hours. Its 
ultra-dark pigments create the blackest intensity possible. It’s a match!

Melna skropstu tuša, palielina skropstu apjomu līdz 12 reizēm. Liela birstīte nodrošina perfektu apjomu jau ar pirmo tušas klājumu. Tuša nesalīp 
un neizsmērējas, to nav nepieciešams dienas laikā atsvaidzināt. Tā ir viegli uzklājama uz skropstām un saglabā noturību līdz pat 24 stundām. Tušas 
tumšie pigmenti nodrošina īpaši bagātīgu melnu pārklājumu.

Чёрная тушь, увеличивающая объем до 12 раз. Щеточка с первого же взмаха создает эффект естественного увеличения ресниц. Тушь 
не образует комочков, не размазывается. Она легко ложится на ресницы и держится в течение 24 часов. Ультра-темные пигменты 
создают интенсивное черное покрытие. 

€24 -11%€27 SAVING

travel retail exclusive

BEAUTY
Skaistumam / Для красоты
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I N S P I R E D  BY  N O R D I C  WO M E N .  C R E AT E D  W I T H
F I N N I S H  N AT U R E .  B O R N  O F  A R C T I C  L I G H T.

B E A U T Y  F R O M  T H E  A R C T I C  S A N C T U A R Y  O F  F I N L A N D

HARMONIA [BALANCE]
WITH NORDIC CHAGA AND PURE

ARCTIC SPRING WATER

D I S C OV E R  M O R E  F R O M  L U M E N E .C O M

HEALTHY, BALANCED SKIN ROOTED IN NORDIC NATURE

DOWN TO EARTH BEAUTY

LUMENE
156. HARMONIA NUTRI-RECHARGING 
REVITALIZING SERUM, 30 ML. Concentrates revitalizing 
Nordic Chaga and Pure Arctic Spring water to complement the 
skin with essential nurturing ingredients and help re-balance its 
moisture level for smooth, hydrated and healthy looking skin.

Serums satur ziemeļvalstu dzīvinošo čagas piepi un tīru arktisko 
avotu ūdeni, kas nodrošina ādu ar svarīgām barojošām vielām un 
palīdz atjaunot optimālu ādas mitruma līmeni, padarot ādu gludu 
un veselīgu.

Сыворотка на основе северной чаги и чистейшей 
арктической родниковой воды, отвечает за постепенное 
восполнение влаги, мягкость, увлажнение и здоровый вид 
кожи. Восстановление естественного баланса вашей кожи.

€29 -27%€39.90
SAVING

LUMENE
134. HARMONIA NUTRI-RECHARGING INTENSE 
MOISTURIZER, 50 ML. The cream acts as a moisture balance skin 
guardian. Revitalizing skin deeply with Nordic Chaga and Arctic spring 
water, it delivers a constant and optimal hydration while reducing 
discomfort and redness.

Barojošs krēms, kas nodrošina optimālu ādas mitrumu. Krēma sastāvā 
ietilpst ziemeļvalstu čagas piepes ekstrakts un tīrs arktisko avotu 
ūdens, kas palīdz atjaunot ādu un nodrošina pastāvīgu, optimālu ādas 
mitruma līmeni, kā arī mazina apsārtumu un diskomforta sajūtu.

Этот питательный крем стоит на страже водного баланса вашей 
кожи. Северная чага и арктическая родниковая вода создают условия 
для глубокого восстановления. Крем обеспечивает постоянное 
оптимальное увлажнение, снимает дискомфорт и покраснения. 

€29 -17%€34.90
SAVING
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LUMENE
99. INVISIBLE ILLUMINATION NORDIC LIGHT LIP 
PERFECTOR BALM, 10 ML. Hydrate and beautify your 
lips with this smoothing and nourishing balm with a subtle 
glossy and naturally tinted finish. The shade is a unique 
subtle and light blend of peach and pink designed to suit 
all skin tones. 

Nomierinošs, barojošs balzams, kas padara lūpas pilnīgākas, 
mitrina tās un piedod tām vieglu, dabisku rozā persiku 
nokrāsas spīdumu. Der visiem ādas tipiem. 

Бальзам Invisible Illumination увлажняет губы и придает им 
легкий сияющий розово-персиковый оттенок, подходящий 
к любому оттенку кожи. Бальзам смягчает губы, визуально 
добавляет им объем и защищает нежную кожу. 

€16

I N S P I R E D  BY  N O R D I C  WO M E N .  C R E AT E D  W I T H
F I N N I S H  N AT U R E .  B O R N  O F  A R C T I C  L I G H T.

B E A U T Y  F R O M  T H E  A R C T I C  S A N C T U A R Y  O F  F I N L A N D

D I S C OV E R  M O R E  F R O M  L U M E N E .C O M

WEAR NOTHING BUT LIGHT

INVISIBLE ILLUMINATION 
[KAUNIS]

BARELY THERE MAKE-UP FOR VISIBLY FRESH AND RADIANT BEAUTY

LUMENE
112. INVISIBLE ILLUMINATION - THE NORDIC GLOW RITUAL 
SET, 15 ML X 3 PCS. 3 Invisible Illumination best sellers in travel friendly 
formats. Contains an Instant Glow Beauty Serum in universal shade, a 
Watercolor Blush and an Instant Illuminizer Highlighter to reveal your 
complexion under a new light and create a perfectly natural Nordic Glow.

3 populārākie Invisible Illumination līdzekļi, kurus var ņemt līdzi, dodoties 
ceļojumā. Komplektā ietilpst Instant Glow Beauty universāls serums, 
Watercolor vaigu sārtums un Instant Illuminizer hailaiters.

3 популярных средства Invisible Illumination в удобной упаковке 
для путешествий. В комплекте ухаживающая сыворотка-флюид 
с тонизирующим эффектом, румяна-флюид и хайлайтер. Всё 
необходимое для создания идеального, естественного сияния 
Nordic Glow.

€49

travel retail exclusive

-20%€20 SAVING

Lip Perfector
Balm 10ml

Lip Perfector

1 2 3

Instant Glow
Beauty Serum 15 ml

Watercolor
Blush 15 ml

Instant Illuminizer
Rosy Down 15 ml

2 31 2

Instant Illuminizer

33

BEAUTY
Skaistumam / Для красоты
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LIFETRONS 

141. ULTRA CLEANSER. This beauty device combines a silicone cleansing brush with micro-vibration massage, EMS microcurrents and positive 
or negative ions. Gentle micro-vibrations cleanse and exfoliate to restore skin and improve blood circulation. EMS microcurrents may help firm muscles 
and lift skin while promoting cells regeneration. Positive ions thoroughly clean the pores. Negative ions deliver nutrients from face cream or serum deep 
into skin’s layers. Compact and rechargeable via USB. 

Skaistumkopšanas ierīce, kas apvieno silikona attīrošo birstīti ar mikromasāžas funkciju, EMS mikrostrāvu terapiju un pozitīvo vai negatīvo jonu 
iedarbību. Vieglas mikrovibrācijas attīra ādu un noloba atmirušās šūnas, atjaunojot ādu un uzlabojot asinsriti. EMS mikrostrāvu iedarbība nostiprina 
muskuļus, padara ādu stingrāku un veicina šūnu reģenerāciju. Pozitīvie joni iztīra poras, savukārt negatīvie joni nogādā sejas krēma vai seruma 
barojošās vielas dziļākos ādas slāņos. Kompakts, ar USB uzlādi. 

Этот уникальный прибор сочетает в себе силиконовую чистящую щетку с микро-вибрационным массажем, электронные токи EMS и 
положительные и отрицательные ионы. Нежные микровибрации очищают и отшелушивают, помогая восстанавливать кожу и улучшать 
кровообращение. Микро-ток EMS помогает укрепить мышцы и тонизирует кожу, одновременно способствуя регенерации клеток. 
Положительные ионы эффективно очищают поры. Отрицательные ионы доставляют питательные вещества крема для лица или сыворотки 
глубоко в слои кожи. Компактный и перезаряжаемый через USB. 

€139 -18%€169 SAVING

M2BEAUTÉ 

83. EYELASH ACTIVATING SERUM, 5 ML. Lashes grow to new and beautiful lengths. Help your lashes achieve their full potential, naturally, with 
the eyelash activating serum. Active and nutritional ingredients can promote thicker, longer, stronger lashes, giving your eyes more radiance and beauty.

Seruma iedarbībā skropstas izaug ievērojami garākas. Palīdziet savām skropstām realizēt to potenciālu dabiskā ceļā, izmantojot šo skropstu serumu. 
Tas satur aktīvas, barojošas vielas, kas veicina biezāku, garāku un stiprāku skropstu augšanu, vairojot jūsu skaistumu.

Сыворотка стимулирует рост привлекательных, длинных и обновлённых ресницы. Помогите своим ресницам полностью реализовать свой 
потенциал с этой активирующей сывороткой. Активные, питательные ингредиенты способствуют росту более толстых, длинных, сильных 
ресниц, придающих вашим глазам сияние и красоту.

€99 -20%€124 SAVING

WONDER.
FULL.
NOW.

LONGER AND THICKER LASHES IN ONLY 6 WEEKS

EYELASH ACTIVATING SERUMEYELASH ACTIVATING SERUM

89%
OF THE TESTERS*

RECOMMEND THE
EYEL ASH ACTIVATING

SERUM!
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FEET FRIENDS 

110. HEALTHY SOCKS. The innovative Feet Friends Healthy Socks will relax 
your tired feet in a very short time. Its specially shaped terry fabric loops gently 
separate and massage your toes. Wear the socks after a long day at work, a work 
out or a night full of dancing, and you will experience the relief. It’s also a great help 
while polishing your nails. Size: 36-40. 

Inovatīvās zeķes palīdzēs jūsu nogurušajām pēdām ļoti īsā laika sprīdī atbrīvoties 
no noguruma. Īpaši veidotas frotē auduma cilpas maigi atdala un masē jūsu kāju 
pirkstus. Uzvelciet zeķes pēc garas darba dienas, treniņa vai nodejotas nakts, 
un izbaudiet atvieglojumu, ko tās sniedz jūsu kājām. Šīs zeķes arī lieliski noder, 
krāsojot nagus. Izmēri: 36-40.

Инновационные носки быстро и надежно расслабят ваши уставшие ноги. 
Специальные петли из махровой ткани мягко разделяют и массируют пальцы ног. 
Надевайте носки после долгого рабочего дня, занятий спортом или веселых танцев 
всю ночь на пролет, и уже через некоторое время вы почувствуете облегчение. 
Также, отличное решение для педикюра в домашних условиях. Размер: 36-40.

€49

3 EASY STEPS 
TO MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS

* For wearing intensity please refer to the instruction.

SWISS SMILE 

108. SNOW WHITE TOOTHPASTE & TOOTHBRUSH SET, 75 ML. The set contains a 
toothpaste – pure whitening power that removes persistent stains and gives the tooth surface white, 
natural shine with no danger of abrasion - and a soft toothbrush with micro cleaning particles on the 
brush’s exterior bristles that remove plaque and persistant stains. The densely arranged CUREN®-
filaments in the middle of the brush head gently polish and clean the tooth surface.

Komplektā ietilpst zobupasta, kas efektīvi noņem traipus no zobiem un atjauno dabisku, baltu zobu 
virsmu bez abrazīvu riska; un mīksta zobu birste ar attīrošām mikrodaļiņām uz birstes ārējiem 
sariem, kas noņem aplikumu un traipus. Patentētie blīvie CUREN® sari zobu birstes vidū maigi pulē 
un attīra zobu virsmu.

Комплект содержит зубную пасту с повышенным отбеливающим эффектом и мягкую зубную 
щетку. Уникальная формула пасты снимает пигментацию и обеспечивает естественную 
белизну зубов, не повреждая эмали. Мягкая зубная щетка, содержащая микрочастицы на 
наружной поверхности щетинок, удаляет зубной налет мягко и эффективно. Запатентованные 
щетинки CUREN® в средней части щетки полируют и очищают поверхность зубов.

€49

travel retail exclusive
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NATURAL ANTI-AGING

SKIN LIFTING EFFECT

WRINKLE & SCAR 
REDUCTION

LONGLASTING RESULTS

EASY, FAST & SAFE 
TO USE

TRANSONIC

155. MICRO NEEDLE ROLLER. A professional effective skin perfecting tool which you can use 
at home. 540 surgical steel needles of 0.2 mm length will help you to effectively smoothen fine lines, 
stimulate cell functioning and regeneration, help firm up the skin texture and boost performance of your 
favorite skincare. 

Profesionāls, efektīvs ādas kopšanas rīks, kas izmantojams arī mājas apstākļos. 540 adatiņas, katra 0,2 mm 
gara, palīdz izlīdzināt krunciņas, veicina šūnu darbību un atjaunošanos, padara ādu stingrāku un uzlabo jūsu 
mīļākā ādas kopšanas līdzekļa iedarbību. 

Ролик Transonic для микро-нидлинга – это профессиональный и эффективный способ улучшить 
кожу лица в домашних условиях. 540 иголочек 0,2 мм длинной из хирургической стали, эффективно 
разгладят мелкие морщинки, помогут вашей коже восстановиться, повысят выработку коллагена и 
улучшат впитывание любимых средств по уходу за кожей. 

€49

travel retail exclusive

TRANSONIC 

86. 3D FACE&BODY MASSAGE ROLLER. Stimulates 
and massages face and body thanks to advanced 3D roll 
technology. Specially designed Massage Rolls capture your 
skin in a gentle but firm way, providing the whole range of 
positive effects. Helps to reduce appearance of facial fine lines 
and wrinkles, tones skin and contours – upper arms, legs and 
stomach. You can even use it as your personal massager on 
your neck and shoulders. 

Pateicoties progresīvai 3D tehnoloģijai, masažiera veltnīši 
efektīvi stimulē un masē seju un ķermeni. Īpašie veltnīši 
viegli, bet stingri satver ādu, kas izraisa veselu pozitīvo 
efektu klāstu. Masažieris palīdz tikt vaļā no krunciņām 
un grumbām, padara ādu stingrāku, uzlabo roku, kāju un 
vēdera izskatu. Varat to izmantot kā savu personīgo masieri, 
lai masētu kaklu un plecus.

Уникальное лечебное воздействие на кожу лица, а также 
непревзойденный массаж тела достигается благодаря 
передовой технологии 3D-роликов. 3D-ролики нежно 
захватывают и массируют вашу кожу, обеспечивая весь 
спектр положительных эффектов. Помогает уменьшить 
появление мимических линий и морщин на лице, 
приводит в тонус кожу и помогает улучшить контуры на 
внутренней поверхности плеч и бедер, и в области живота. 
Вы также можете использовать его как персональный 
массажер для области шеи и плеч.

€52

travel retail exclusive

MASSAGE ROLLER 
3D Face&Body
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MORGAN & OATES 

82. SILK SCARF. Luxuriously soft and elegantly light, this 
stylish wrap is made from 100% pure silk. The sophisticated 
abstract print is a blend of subtle grey shades and soft pinks. 
Size: 100 x 180 cm.

Izcili mīksta, eleganta un viegla šalle, izgatavota no 100% tīra 
zīda. Izsmalcināts, abstrakts šalles raksts ir ieturēts gaiši pelēkos 
un rozā toņos. Izmērs: 100 x 180 cm.

Роскошно мягкий и элегантно легкий, этот стильный шарф 
сделан из 100% чистого шелка. Утонченный абстрактный дизайн 
рисунка в нежных серых и розовых тонах. Размер: 100 x 180 см.

€65

travel retail exclusive

AVIATOR 

42. FOLDING SUNGLASSES. Black metal frames with smoke grey acrylic lens. 
Foldable frames and arms make it compact and easily fit into any pocket. Full UV protection. 
Comes with a cleaning cloth and a velour travel pouch. 

Melns metala ietvars ar dūmu pelēkām akrila lēcām. Pateicoties saliekamam ietvaram 
un kājiņām, saulesbrilles var kompakti salocīt un viegli ielikt jebkura izmēra kabatā. 
Pilnīga aizsardzība pret UV starojumu. Komplektā ietilpst briļļu tīrāmā drāniņa un filca 
briļļu maks. 

Черная металлическая оправа с акриловыми стёклами цвета серой дымки. 
Благодаря компактной складной оправе и дужкам, очки легко помещаются в 
карман. Полная защита от ультрафиолета. В комплект входит чистящая ткань и 
велюровый дорожный чехол. 

€30

travel retail exclusive
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ÖGON DESIGNS 

105. SMART ALUMINIUM WALLET - CARBON FIBER EDITION.

Elegant wallet made in France. This light and strong wallet gives a super-fast access and an optimum protection. Designed to open with one 
hand. For 10 cards and cash. RFID Safe: protection against demagnetization and electronic data theft.

Francijā ražots elegants maks. Tas ir viegls, izturīgs, nodrošina ērtu piekļuvi maka saturam un tā optimālu aizsardzību. Atverams ar vienu roku. 
Vieta 10 kartēm un skaidrai naudai. RFID aizsardzība pret demagnetizāciju un elektronisko datu zādzībām.

Легкий и надежный кошелёк сделанный во Франции. Идеальная защита и быстрый доступ – открытие одной рукой. Вмещает 10 банковских 
карт и купюры. Защита ваших карт от размагничивания и бесконтактной кражи данных.

Quilted design. Metal loсk. Size: 10.8 x 7.2 x 2 cm. Weight: 78 g.

Tekstilmozaīkas dizains. Metāla slēdzene. Izmērs: 10.8 x 7.2 x 2 cm. Svars: 78 g.

Стёганный дизайн, металлический замок, размер: 10,8 x 7,2 x 2 см. Вес: 78 г.

Carbon fiber design. Size: 11 x 7.4 x2.1 cm. 70 g.

“Karbona šķiedru” dizains. Izmērs: 11 x 7.4 x 2.1 cm. 70 g. 

Дизайн “карбон”. Размер: 11 x 7,4 x 2,1 см. Вес: 70 г.

DOPPLER 

107. POCKET UMBRELLA CARBON STEEL MINI SLIM, NAVY BLUE. Always with you, as light as a feather, small and slim. This umbrella is 
small enough to fit in every pocket. Carbonsteel technology makes this model super lightweight and at the same time provides stable protection 
against weather and wind up to 100 km/h. 3 cm thin, 90 cm diameter, only 170 g.

Vienmēr ar jums, viegls kā spalva, mazs un plāns. Šis lietussargs ir tik mazs, ka to var ielikt jebkurā kabatā. Tam ir oglekļa tērauda rāmis, tādēļ 
lietussargs ir neticami viegls, tomēr nodrošina efektīvu aizsardzību pret lietu un līdz pat 100 km/h stipru vēju. 3 cm plāns, 90 cm diametrā, tikai 170 g.

Всегда с вами: легкий как перышко, маленький, тонкий и суперпрочный – этот зонтик поместится в любой карман. Технология карбоновой 
стали делает эту модель сверхлегкой и в то же время обеспечивает стабильную защиту от погодных условий и ветра до 100 км / ч. 
Толщина 3 см, диаметр 90 см, всего 170 г.

€29

www.carbonsteel.eu

STRONG - FLEXIBLE - LIGHTWEIGHT

100
km/h

   w

indtunnel tested

5 years guarante
e

with registration

ÖGON DESIGNS ÖGON DESIGNS 

133. QUILTED ALUMINIUM WALLET. 

travel retail exclusive travel retail exclusiveÖGON DESIGNS travel retail exclusive

€38 €38
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STRYVE 

178. DESIGNER KEYCHAIN. Keys and money securely stored in one place at ease. A high-quality design piece and helpful device for 
everyday situations. Slim, lightweight, stylish and useful. Due to its magnets, a functional key solution for your run. A must-have accessory and 
an exclusive present.

Atslēgas un skaidra nauda droši un viegli glabājas vienuviet. Lieti noder dažādās ikdienas situācijās, kvalitatīvs dizains. Plāns, viegls, stilīgs un ērts. 
Pateicoties iebūvētiem magnētiem, šis ir ideāls atslēgu futrālis skrējējiem. Ļoti noderīgs aksesuārs vai arī lieliska dāvana.

Надёжный брелок-футляр, позволяющий хранить ключи и деньги в одном месте. Это высококачественный дизайнерский и полезный 
аксессуар на каждый день. Тонкий, легкий, стильный и удобный. Благодаря магнитам, это идеальный футляр для ключей во время бега. 
Отличный выбор как для личного использования, так и в качестве подарка.

€20 -20%€24.95
SAVING

ALLROUNDO® 

177. THE ALL-IN-ONE CHARGING CABLE. Fully compatible with all current devices on the market. It creates a flexible usability, thanks to 
an up to 50 cm long connector cable. Magnetic clip function for connection with available USB 2.0 and USB-C power source. The plug system side 
ensures connections with all USB-C, Lightning (Made for iPhone) and Micro-USB devices.

Pilnībā savietojams ar visām ierīcēm, kas šobrīd pieejamas tirgū. Ērti lietojams, pateicoties līdz pat 50 cm garam kabelim. Magnētisks klips 
savienojumiem ar visiem pieejamajiem USB 2.0 un USB-C barošanas avotiem. Spraudņu sistēma nodrošina savietojamību ar visām USB-C, 
Lightning (paredzēts iPhone) un Micro-USB ierīcēm.

Зарядный кабель ALL-IN-ONE полностью совместим со всеми современными устройствами связи на рынке. Удобный и гибкий, 
благодаря соединительному кабелю длиной до 50 см. Функция магнитного штекера для соединения с источником питания USB 
2.0 и USB-C. Система штекеров обеспечивает соединение с любыми устройствами USB-C, Lightning (для iPhone) и Micro-USB.

€30

travel retail exclusive

Lightning Micro-USB
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Kompatibel mit allen 
gängigen Smartphones
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I-CLIP 

113. WALLET. Always keep track of your cards. Small, slim and lightweight. Can 
securely store up to 12 cards as well as banknotes. Compact design and high-
quality leather, this wallet fits comfortably in any pocket. The gentle rounded corners 
and the ergonomic high-tech clip protect cards and notes. A must-have for any trip 
and makes for an elegant gift. Size: 6.5 x 8.6 x 1.7 cm.

Plāns un viegls maks. Pietiek vietas līdz pat 12 kartēm, kā arī banknotēm. 
Kompaktais maks ir izgatavots no augstas kvalitātes ādas, to ir ērti nēsāt jebkādā 
kabatā. Makam ir noapaļoti stūri un ergonomiska aizdare, kas droši aizsargā maka 
saturu. Ieteicams ikkatram ceļotājam, turklāt tas arī var kļūt par lielisku dāvanu. 
Izmēri: 6,5 x 8,6 x 1,7 cm.

С I-CLIP у вас всегда все карты под рукой. Небольшой, тонкий и легкий. I-CLIP 
вмещает до 12 карточек, а также банкноты. Благодаря компактному дизайну 
и коже высокого качества, I-CLIP легко помещается в любой карман. Плавные 
изгибы и эргономичный, инновационный зажим защищают ваши карты и 
банкноты. Элегантный подарок и неотъемлемый аксессуар в любом путешествии. 
Размер: 6,5 x 8,6 x 1,7 см. 

€30 -14%€34.95
SAVING

TRUE UTILITY 

132. FIXR - 20 IN 1 MULTITOOL. Weights only 
40 grams. Clip to anything and simply twist into set 
positions to use it to open parcels, envelopes or bottles, set 
screws and much more. Stainless steel, coated with gold 
and black titanium. Black leather protection cover included.

Revolucionārs daudzfunkciju rīks ar 20 instrumentiem, 
kas sver nieka 40 gramus. Aprīkots ar karabīni. 
Pagrieziet rīka centrālo daļu, lai lietotu attiecīgo 
instrumentu, un jūs varat atvērt sūtījumus, aploksnes vai 
pudeles, skrūvēt un darīt daudz ko citu. Izgatavots no 
nerūsējoša tērauda ar zelta un melnā titāna pārklājumu. 
Komplektā ar melnu ādas maciņu.

Multitool совмещает в себе 20 функций, но весит 
всего 40 грамм. Просто поверните среднюю часть 
в указанные позиции для открытия посылок, 
конвертов или бутылок, завинчивания винтов и 
многого другого. Сделан из нержавеющей стали, 
покрыт чёрным титаном и позолотой. В наборе 
кожаный чехол.

€23

 1. Quick Release Carabiner
 2. Bottle Opener
 3. Nail Cleaner
 4. Large Flat Driver
 5. Medium Flat Driver
 6. Small Eyeglass Driver
 7. Medium Phillips Driver
 8. Small Phillips Driver
 9. 14mm Spanner/Wrench
10. 12mm Spanner/Wrench

11. 10mm Spanner/Wrench
12. 8mm Spanner/Wrench
13. 6mm Spanner/Wrench
14. Bicycle Spoke Wrench
15. Sharp Cutting Blade
16. Wire Stripper
17. Measuring Ruler
18. Box Opener
19. Pry Bar
20. File 

R

THE WALLET
Made in Germany

®

www.i-clip.com 

FOR GLOBAL TRAVELLERS
A new dimension in lifestyle and comfort

ULTRALIGHT, VERY COMPACT,  
FOR UP TO 12 CARDS + BILLS

BIG SELECTION WINDOW, 
EASY REMOVAL OF CARDS

LEADING IN EASYNESS, OVER-
VIEW, HANDLING + COMFORT

I-CLIP Air Baltic 180 x 70 horizontal.indd   1 08.02.18   10:43
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KYUTEC 

138. ELECTRO PAIN RELIEF PADS. Gentle electric impulse massage 
pads helps to relief pain on applied areas. The pads are easy to use, safe 
and reliable. Adjust the intensity of the stimulation using the +/- buttons 
and apply for the full pain treatment for 20 minutes. You will feel the relief 
almost immediately. Gel pads can be used up to 30 times. The package 
contains 2 sets of gel pads.

Vieglā elektroimpulsu masāžas plāksne mazina sāpes vietā, kur to pieliek 
pie ķermeņa. Masāžas plāksnes ir viegli lietot, tās ir drošas un uzticamas. 
Uzstādiet stimulācijas intensitāti, izmantojot +/- pogas, un piestipriniet plāksni 
sāpošajai vietai uz 20 minūtēm. Sāpes sāk pāriet gandrīz uzreiz. Vienu plāksni 
var izmantot līdz 30 reizēm. Iepakojumā ietilpst 2 plākšņu komplekts.

Электро-пластырь поможет вам избавиться от мышечной и другой 
боли за счет мягких электрических импульсов в точке аппликации. 
Электро-пластырь прост в использовании, безопасен и надежен. 
Отрегулируйте интенсивность стимуляции с помощью кнопок +/- и 
применяйте для полного облегчения в течение 20 минут. Вы почти 
сразу же почувствуете эффект. Гелевую накладку можно использовать 
до 30 раз. Упаковка содержит 2 набора гелевых накладок.

€49

travel retail exclusive

GADGETS
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XTORM 

136. POWER BANK AIR 6000. Enough energy to recharge your 
smartphone up to 3 times. Charge 2 devices at the same time. Including 
built-in USB cable and protective pouch. 6000 mAh. Only 135 g.

Portatīvajam lādētājam pietiek enerģijas, lai uzlādētu jūsu viedtālruni 
līdz pat 3 reizēm. Var lādēt 2 ierīces vienlaikus. Iebūvēts USB kabelis, 
somiņa. 6000 mAh. Sver tikai 135 g.

Это портативное зарядное устройство сможет подзарядить ваш 
смартфон до 3 раз. Заряжайте 2 устройства одновременно. 
В наборе встроенный USB-кабель и защитный чехол. 6000 mAh. 
Легкий - всего 135 г.

€35

TRANSONIC 

41. EARPHONES. Earphones with great sound quality 
and comfortable silicone eartips. 

Austiņas ar lielisku skaņas kvalitāti un ērtiem silikona 
austiņu uzgaļiem.

Наушники с отличным качеством звука и комфортными 
силиконовыми насадками.

€9

-10%€39 SAVING

SMARTGO 

128. SELFIE LIGHT MOBILE LENS SET, WITH 
FREE GIFT - SMARTCUBE BLUETOOTH MINI SPEAKER. 
Great selfie means right lighting. This set includes a selfie 
light and 4 interchangeable lenses: wide angle, circular 
polarized, macro and fisheye. Extra lighting in 9 different 
levels. Attach the universal clip over the back or front-facing 
camera of most smartphones and tablets. Your gift with 
purchase - multi-function mini Bluetooth rechargeable 
speaker with great features: remote selfie shutter, 
handsfree speaker, anti-lost feature.

Labs selfijs nozīmē labu apgaismojumu. Komplektā 
ietilpst selfiju gaismas avots un 4 maināmas lēcas: 
platleņķa, polarizēta, makro un “zivs acs” lēca. 9 dažādi 
apgaismojuma līmeņi. Pievienojams priekšā vai aizmugurē 
esošajai kamerai vairumā viedtālruņu un planšetdatoru. 
Komplekta pircējiem tiek piedāvāta dāvana - mini 
Bluetooth daudzkārt uzlādējams skaļrunis ar sekojošām 
funkcijām: attālināti vadāms kameras slēdzis, brīvroku 
skaļrunis, un aizsardzību pret nozaudēšanu.

Набор линз со вспышкой для селфи и подарок - 
мини колонка SMARTCUBE BLUETOOTH. Успех селфи 
зависит от освещения. Этот комплект включает в 
себя зажим-вспышку с 9 уровнями интенсивности и 4 
сменные линзы: широкоугольный объектив, круговая 
поляризация, макро-оптическое увеличение и функция 
“рыбий глаз”. Подходит для задней и передней панели 
большинства смартфонов и планшетов. В подарок 
мини-спикер, беспроводной и перезаряжаемый 
динамик c дополнительными функциями: 
дистанционный автозапуск для селфи, громкая связь и 
функция защиты от потери.

€69

travel retail exclusive

travel retail exclusiveTRANSONIC 

41. 
and comfortable silicone eartips. 

Austiņas ar lielisku skaņas kvalitāti un ērtiem silikona 
austiņu uzgaļiem.

Наушники с отличным качеством звука и комфортными 
силиконовыми насадками.

€9

VALUE: €29
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SKYROAM SOLIS 

125. 4G LTE GLOBAL WI-FI HOTSPOT. Fast, easy, secure. Get unlimited mobile 
data in 100+ countries for e-mail and web surfing. Connect up to 5 devices to WiFi at 
once and enjoy 7 free 24-hour passes (pay for more as needed by credit card). 6000 mAh 
battery, duration: 16+ hours while in use. Built-in powedbank.

Ātrs, ērts, drošs. Neierobežota piekļuve e-pastam un internetam vairāk nekā 100 pasaules 
valstīs. Ar WiFi var vienlaicīgi savienot 5 ierīces, 7 bezmaksas diennakts abonementi 
(papildu abonementus var iegādāties Skyroam vietnē). 6000 mAh akumulators, darbības 
laiks: 16+ stundas. Ar iebūvētu lādētāju.

Быстрый, простой в применении и безопасный. Безлимитный доступ к мобильному 
интернету и электронной почте в более чем 100 странах мира. Подключите к нему 
через WiFi до 5 устройств и пользуйтесь ими одновременно. Пакет включает 7 
бесплатных суточных (24ч.) абонементов (дополнительные абонементы можно 
приобрести на сайте Skyroam). Батарея 6000 мАч обеспечивает более 16 часов работы 
устройства. Со встроенным зарядным устройством. 

€189

travel retail exclusive

YE!! AIRTWINS 

39. TRUE WIRELESS BLUETOOTH EARBUDS. Enjoy the freedom of these wireless earbuds which pair automatically and connect via 
Bluetooth. Rich and clear sound experience. Comes in a 2800mAh power case for storage and keeping them charged. Includes eartips of different 
sizes. Hand-free microphone with 3.5 hours talk time.

Izbaudiet brīvību, ko sniedz šīs bezvadu austiņas. Automātisks Bluetooth savienojums. Tīra, augstas kvalitātes skaņa. Komplektā ar 2800mAh portatīvo 
lādētāju, kas arī paredzēts austiņu uzglabāšanai. Dažādu izmēru austiņu uzgaļi. Brīvroku mikrofons - sarunu režīma darbības laiks līdz 3,5 stundām.

Наслаждайтесь свободой с этими беспроводными наушниками, которые автоматически соединяются через Bluetooth. Качественный и чистый 
звук. В комплект входит зарядный кейс на 2800 мАч для подзарядки и хранения. Включает в себя амбушюры разных размеров. Беспроводной 
микрофон на 3,5 часа разговора. 

€129

www.skyroam.com

Designed
in Germany

Connect
5 devices

100+
Countries

Unlimited
Data

Secure
Network

Built-in
Powerbank

-13%SAVING

GADGETS
Ierīces / Гаджеты
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BUDDYPHONES 

153. VOLUME LIMITING HEADPHONES FOR CHILDREN. Protect your kids hearing. Feature 3-volume settings. Exposure to the max volume 
of a standard player of 105 dB is proven to be damaging for kids. Uses built-in, always-on sound control circuit to cap peak volume levels at 85 dB. The 
headphones are made from durable, robust and flexible materials. Compact design fits conveniently into small handbags. Decorative stickers included.

Parūpējieties par jūsu bērnu dzirdi ar īpašo austiņu palīdzību, kurām ir 3 skaļuma režīmi. Ir pierādīts, ka standarta atskaņotājs, kam ieslēgts 
maksimālais 105 dB skaļums, ir kaitīgs bērnu dzirdei. Austiņām ir iebūvēta nepārtrauktas darbības skaņas kontroles shēma, lai ierobežotu 
maksimālo skaļumu 85 dB līmenī. Austiņas izgatavotas no izturīgiem, elastīgiem materiāliem. Austiņas var ērti ielikt mazā somiņā. Iepakojumā 
iekļautas dekoratīvās uzlīmes.

Защитите слух ваших детей с помощью специальных наушников BuddyPhones, с 3 настройками громкости. Доказано, что воздействие 
максимальной громкости стандартного плеера в 105 дБ наносит вред детям. BuddPhones использует встроенную, постоянно действующую 
схему управления звуком для ограничения максимального уровня громкости до 85 дБ. Наушники изготовлены из прочных и гибких 
материалов. Компактный дизайн, удобно помещается в небольшую сумку. В набор входят декоративные наклейки.

€39

travel retail exclusive

airPlaNe 
aDaPtOr

SPROUT 

89. PLANT YOUR PENCIL SET, WITH 8 PENCILS 
AND COLORING BOOK. Introducing the world’s only 
sustainable pencil that grows into a plant – Lavender, 
Mint, Cherry Tomates and even Basil. All Sprout pencils 
contain seeds that grow into plants when put in moist 
soil. Just add sunlight and water. Set of 8 pencils (2 
graphite, 6 different seed/colors) + 1 coloring book.

Iepazīstieties ar unikālu, ilgtspējīgu zīmuļu komplektu 
- šie zīmuļi izaug par lavandu, piparmētru, čeri tomātu 
vai pat baziliku. Visi Sprout zīmuļi satur sēklas, kas 
izaug par augiem, ja zīmuļus ieliek mitrā augsnē. 
Vienkārši pievienojiet ūdeni un saules gaismu. 
Komplektā ietilpst 8 zīmuļi (2 grafīta zīmuļi un 6 
dažādu krāsu/sēklu zīmuļi) un 1 krāsojamā grāmata. 

Представляем единственный в мире набор 
карандашей, который вырастает в растение: 
лаванда, мята, помидоры Черри и даже базилик! 
Все карандаши Sprout содержат семена, которые 
вырастают в растения, если посадить их во влажную 
почву. Просто добавьте солнечного света и воды. 
Набор из 8 карандашей (2 черных, 6 различных 
семян/цветов) + 1 книга для раскрашивания. 

€20

travel retail exclusive
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FORKIDS
Bērniem / Для детей

KAOMOJIBALMS 

114. X4 PACK. Features 2 great flavors, each with its own emoji design. Flavors in this pack include Cherry Pom and French Vanilla – which 
flavor is your favourite? These fun lip balms will soothe and moisturize dry and chapped lips. With Vitamin E, Paraben-free. 

Lūpu balzamu komplekts emozīmju iepakojumā. 2 lieliski aromāti , katrs savā emozīmes iepakojumā. Šajā komplektā ietilpst balzami ar ķiršu un 
franču vaniļas aromātiem. Jautrie lūpu balzami mitrina sausas un sasprēgājušas lūpas. Satur vitamīnu E, nesatur parabēnus.

Набор бальзамов для губ. Каждый из 2х ароматов обладает индивидуальным дизайном эмоджи. Выбери свой вкус: вишня, и французская 
ваниль. Эти веселые бальзамы с витамином Е для губ, успокоят и увлажнят сухие и потрескавшиеся губы. Не содержат парабены.

€19

RORY’S 

142. STORY CUBES. Roll the cubes, start with “Once upon a 
time…” and join all the images together into a story. You can make 
over a million combinations, for limitless storytelling fun.

Metiet kauliņus, sakiet: “Reiz sensenos laikos...”, un izveidojiet 
stāstu no attēliem, kas redzami uz kauliņiem. Iespējamo kombināciju 
skaits pārsniedz miljonu - tā tik ir jautrība.

Кидайте кубики, скажите: “Жили-были…” и сложите 
изображения в сказку. Более миллиона комбинаций и 
неожиданных сюжетов - настоящее веселье.

€14

STAR WARS 

144/146. LIGHTSABER TOOTHBRUSH DARTH VADER/YODA. These authentic 
looking lightsabers are in fact cool toothbrushes. Press the button and the brush will light up 
for one minute to time your cleaning. Includes authentic lightsaber battle clash sounds and 
authentic ‘Darth Vadar’ and ‘Yoda’ phrases. The cover doubles up to protect the brush when 
travelling. Batteries included.

Šie gaismas zobeni izskatās gluži kā īsti, bet patiesībā tās ir jautras zobu birstes. Nospiediet 
pogu un zobu birste iedegsies uz vienu minūti, kamēr tīrāt zobus. Autentiskas zobenu cīņas 
skaņas un frāzes: “Dārts Veiders” un “Joda”. Zobu birstes apvalks lieti noder ceļojuma laikā. 
Komplektā iekļautas baterijas.

Эти лазерные мечи на самом деле являются зубными щетками. Нажмите на кнопку, и 
зубная щетка загорится на одну минуту, чтобы засечь время чистки зубов. В дополнение 
звуковые эффекты – шум битвы и фразы Дарта Вейдера и Йоды. В наборе ножны-футляр 
для светового меча и батарейки.

€12

travel retail exclusive

FORKIDS
Bērniem / Для детей
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46. KEY CHAIN “MILDA”. Image of the Latvian 1 Euro coin.

Atslēgu piekariņš “Milda”. Latvijas 1 Eiro monētas attēls. 

Брелок “Милда”. С тиснением латвийской монеты в 1 Евро.

€5 1

96. RECHARGE VOUCHER. 
Atjaunošanas karte ar € 20 kredītu 

Карта пополнения с кредитом € 20

€20
94. STARTING PACKAGE WITH €10 CREDIT. 
Starta komplekts ar € 10 kredītu 

Стартовый комплект с кредитом € 10

€20

47. SCARF WITH LINING. Thin round scarf in “Lielvārde” belt pattern.

Plāna apaļšalle ar Lielvārdes jostas rakstu. 

Тонкий круглый шарф с узором лиелвардского пояса.

€19 2

48. “SAKTA”. Ethnographic pin used in Latvian folk costumes.

Etnogrāfiska piespraude no latviešu tautastērpiem. 

Брошь – элемент латвийских национальных костюмов.

€6 4

45. PIN “I    LATVIA”. A heart-shaped pin in Latvian flag colours.

Sirds formas nozīmīte Latvijas karoga krāsās. 

Значок - сердечко, в цветах латвийского флага.

€3 3

With airBalticcard Mobile you surf the Internet and make 
outgoing calls in most countries cheaper than local rates 
and receive incoming calls in 150 countries for free.
airBalticcard Mobile SIM pieņem bezmaksas zvanus 150 valstīs, bet interneta tarifi 
un zvani vairākās valstīs ir ar zemākām izmaksām nekā vietējie tarifi. 
airBalticcard Mobile SIM принимает звонки150 странах бесплатно, а тарифы 
на интернет и на разговоры во многих странах дешевле местных расценок.

Low Cost 
International 
SIM Card

For more information ask cabin crew.
Vairāk informācijas jautājiet apkalpei.
Подробную информацию спрашивайте у бортпроводников.

Free incoming 
calls in 150 countries
Bezmaksas ienākošie 
zvani 150 valstīs
Бесплатные входящие 
звонки в 150 странах

0.00 €/min

No monthly or additional fees
Nekādu regulāro maksājumu
Без абонентской платы 
или иных расходов

0.00 €
from

Outgoing calls 
from 150 countries
Izejošie zvani 
no 150 valstīm
Исходящие звонки 
из 150 стран

0.02 €/min

from

Mobile internet in 140 countries
Mobilais internets 140 valstīs
Мобильный интернет 
в 140 странах

0.005 €/MB

LATVIANSOUVENIRS
Latvijas suvenīri / Латвийские сувениры

airBaltic 

143. FLIGHT GIFT VOUCHER IN AN 
EXQUISITE ENVELOPE. A Gift Voucher which 
is valid for flights with airBaltic till March 30, 2019.

Dāvanu karte, kas derīga airBaltic lidojumiem līdz 
2019. gada 30. martam.

Подарочная карта действительная для полётов 
airBaltic до 30 марта 2019 года.

€50

airBaltic 

43. BOMBARDIER CS300 MODEL. Made from 
metal, collector’s edition. Scale: 1/500. 
Dimensions: 76 x 70 x 23 mm.

airBaltic Bombardier CS300 lidmodelis. Izgatavots no 
metāla, kolekcionāru modelis. 
Mērogs: 1/500. Izmērs: 76 x 70 x 23 mm.

Модель airBaltic Bombardier CS300. Изготовлена из 
металла, коллекционная модель. 
Масштаб: 1/500. Размер: 76 x 70 x 23 мм.

€25

NeW / JauNuMs / НОВИНКА

43. 

airBaltic 

102. TEDDY BEAR. Teddy pilot is an excellent companion for all 
your pleasant travels ahead.

Lācis pilots būs lielisks pavadonis visos jūsu nākamajos lidojumos.

Мишка-пилот будет отличным компаньоном в ваших 
следующих путешествиях.

€18

liMiteD stOcK 

TRAVELSOUVENIRS
Ceļojuma suvenīri / Сувениры для путешествий
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For any suggestions on our product selection, please write to / Ja jums ir ieteikumi vai komentāri par piedāvāto preču klāstu, lūdzam tos sūtīt uz e-pastu / Если у Вас есть предложения по выбору продуктов, пишите нам

info@airo.lv

HOUSE RULES

 Norēķiniem ar maksājumu kartēm pieņemam tikai kartes ar 
čipu. Darījumi ar magnētisko joslu kartēm netiek nodrošināti.

 Ja maksājums ar maksājumu karti pārsniedz 70 EUR, 
jāuzrāda personu apliecinošs dokuments.Pirkums ar vienu 
maksājumu karti nedrīkst pārsniegt 250 EUR, kopējā pirkumu 
summa ar maksājumu kartēm no vienas personas nedrīkst 
pārsniegt 500 EUR.

 Skaidras naudas maksājumus pieņemam tikai EUR valūtā.
 Visas cenas norādītas ar atbilstoši piemērojamo PVN.
 Par katru pirkumu airBaltic stjuarti izsniegs jums čeku vai 

stingrās uzskaites kvīti.
 Produktu un iepakojumu attēli norādīti tikai informatīvā 

nolūkā un var atšķirties no reālā produkta.
 Jautājiet stjuartiem par maltītes pieejamību jūsu reisā, kā arī 

par produktu sastāvu un tajos esošajiem alergēniem.

 We accept payment for purchases only by cards with an 
embedded chip. We are unable to process payments made by 
cards with a magnetic stripe.

 For payment card purchases exceeding EUR 70, ID must be 
provided. A purchase with a single card may not exceed 
EUR 250 and total payment by cards per one customer 
may not exceed EUR 500.

 Cash payments are accepted only in EUR.
 All prices include VAT where applicable.
 For each purchase made on airBaltic flights the cabin crew 

will provide you a receipt.
 All pictures of products and packaging are for illustrative 

purposes only and may differ from the real product.
 Ask the cabin crew about the meal availability on your flight 

today and for the ingredients of a given product or what 
allergens it contains.

ПАССАЖИРАМ С ПИЩЕВОЙ АЛЛЕРГИЕЙ
 Будьте осторожны, если у Вас аллергия на какие-либо 

пищевые продукты. Мы не несем ответственности за 
негативные последствия из-за приема пищевых продуктов 
или контакта с предметами во время приема пищи на 
борту.

 Если у Вас есть особенные потребности насчет питания, 
заказывайте блюда перед полётом на www.airbalticmeal.com

PASAŽIERIEM AR ALERĢISKĀM REAKCIJĀM
 Esiet piesardzīgi, ja jums ir alerģija pret kādu no pārtikas 

produktiem. Mēs neuzņemamies atbildību par alerģisku 
reakciju no pārtikas produktiem, ko esat patērējuši vai ar ko 
esat nonākuši saskarsmē lidmašīnā.

 Ja jums ir īpašas prasības attiecībā uz pārtiku, varat izvēlēties 
un pasūtīt maltīti pirms lidojuma vietnē www.airbalticmeal.com

We accept the following payment cards:

FOR ALLERGIC PASSENGERS
 Passengers having food allergies must assume responsibility 

for this risk. We will not assume any liability for allergic 
reactions to the foods consumed or contacted on board.

 If you have specific food requirements, you can choose and 
pre-order food for your flight at www.airbalticmeal.com

Apmaksai tiek pieņemtas šādas maksājumu kartes:

Iegādājoties aviobiļeti, Jūs esat piekritis airBaltic pasažieru 
pārvadāšanas noteikumiem, kas paredz, ka airBaltic 
lidmašīnās nav atļauts lietot narkotikas, līdzpaņemtos 
alkoholiskos dzērienus un smēķēt t.s. elektroniskās 
cigaretes, kā arī ir jāievēro vispārpieņemtās pieklājīgas 
uzvedības normas. Ja būs pamats uzskatīt, ka Jūsu 
uzvedība neatbilst noteikumiem, veiksim nepieciešamās 
darbības, lai šādu uzvedību novērstu.

Alkoholiskos dzērienus aizliegts pārdot personām, kuras 
ir jaunākas par 18 gadiem.

Ņemiet vērā, ka preču daudzums var būt ierobežots.

When purchasing a flight ticket, you have accepted the 
airBaltic Terms of Passenger Carriage, which state that it is 
not permissible on board airBaltic aircraft to use narcotics, 
consume alcoholic beverages that you have brought on 
board, smoke any type of cigarette including electronic 
cigarettes. Passengers must obey acknowledged standards 
of polite behaviour. Should we have any reason to believe that 
your behaviour does not comply with these rules, we will take 
any and all necessary action to stop such behaviour.

It is prohibited to sell alcoholic beverages to persons under 
18 years of age.

Please note that all items are subject to availability.

Приобретая авиабилет, Вы соглашаетесь с условиями 
перевозки пассажиров airBaltic, предусматривающие, что 
в самолетах airBaltic запрещено употреблять наркотики, 
алкогольные напитки, кроме приобретенных во время 
полета, и курить, в том числе электронные сигареты, 
а так же необходимо придерживаться общепринятых норм 
поведения. Если Ваше поведение будет расценено, как не 
отвечающее данным условиям, мы можем применить меры, 
необходимые для предотвращения подобного поведения.

Продажа алкогольных напитков лицам моложе 18 лет 
запрещена.

Просим учесть, что количество имеющихся в ассортименте 
товаров ограничено.

Мы принимаем следующие платежные карты:

 Для оплаты товаров принимаем только карты с чипом. 
Карты с магнитной полосой не обслуживаются.

 Для покупок на сумму свыше EUR 70 с помощью 
платежной карты требуется удостоверение личности. 
Сумма покупки, оплаченной одной картой, не может 
превышать EUR 250. Общая сумма покупок платежными 
картами одной персоны не может превышать EUR 500.

 Мы принимаем наличные платежи только в EUR валюте.
 Все цены указаны с учетом НДС, если применимо.
 На покупки, сделанные во время рейсов, бортпроводники 

обязаны предоставлять чеки.
 Все изображения продуктов и упаковок служат только 

для иллюстрации.
 О наличии продуктов на борту Вашего рейса, 

а также об их составе и наличии алергенов, 
спрашивайте у бортпроводников.

Order a meal
for your 
next flight! 

airBalticMeal Pre-Order system – 
one of the best airline service 
innovations

Try out our meal pre-order system 
that allows you to customise 
your ideal in-flight meal once 
your flight has been booked. You 
can create your own meal set by 
putting your preferred meal on a 
virtual tray and adding a starter, 
dessert and drinks of your choice at 
www.airbalticmeal.com. 

www.skyroam.com






